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'ABSTRACT 

Sextus Empiricus has been described a positivist, an 

empiricist, a pragmatist and as a phenomenalist. Sextus de-

scribes himself as a Pyrrhonean which for him means that he 

does not subscribe to any definite doctrine. It is argued in 

the present thesis that pyrrhonean Scepticism can only be 

superficially identified with other 'isms'. The pyrrhonean 

way is radically different from the various standpoints which 

may appear to share much in common with it. I have addressed 

myself to the question 'what is the pyrrhonean way as portrayed 

in Sextus' writings?' 

I argue that Sextus cannot be correctly said to have an 

epistemological or ethical position. Interpr~ters who set out 

with a view to determining what Sextus' standpoint is error 

from the start since they begin by assuming that he has a 

standpoint -- that he is a dogmatist. Sextus may be said to 

have ~ method by which he can show the Dogmatists that they 

must suspend judgement. 

~ t' attaining ~r~p«~l~ • 

He may also be said to have a way of 

The present thesis investigates his 

Sceptical methods and the pyrrhonean way of life. It argues 

against interpretations which p~rtray Sextus as subscribing 

to definite doctrines. 



In the second chapter I examine the evidence and various 

interpretations of the evidence on Sextus' life. I do this 

because I believe the interpretations of Sextus' writings have 

been significantly influenced by commonly accepted views of 

his life and times. I argue that the evidence is so scanty 

and contradictory that it is not possible to establish with 

reasonable certainty any significant biographical 'facts'. 

In Chapter Three through to and including Chapter Seven 

I examine Pyrrhonism as depicted by Sextus. The general 

conclusion which is reached through this study is that Sextus 

is remarkably consistent both in the form in which he presents 

his material and in the coherence of the various aspects of 

his method and argument. 

In Chapter Eight, which consists of a series of appendices, 

I examine the various interpretations of Sextus' writings which 

I wish to oppose. In general the conclusion is reached that 

the tendency in modern scholarly literature is to evaluate 

sextus' works according to criteria which ma¥ be appropriate to 

a Dogmatist but which are inappropriate to apyrrhonean. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

Introduction 

Man, as Aristotle says, philosophizes in order to escape 

from ignorance .. Man by nature desires to know. It is not 

difficult to understand why a man, who is perplexed and thinks 

himself ignorant, would wish to study at the Old Academy or 

Lyceum or Garden or Porch. He might reasonably enter these 

schools with the hope of escaping from ignorance and of becom

ing a possessor of wisdom and not merely a lover of wisdom. 

He might hope to satisfy his desire to know by mastering the 

teachings of the philosophers. He would find that the members 

of these schools share the same aspirations as he does and 

that they believe that they have a great deal to teach him. 

He would persist in his studies with the hope that the nature 

of the universe, which is at first hidden and concealed from 

him, may someday be revealed to him. He would be encouraged 

and reassured that his labours are not in vain by the fact 

that his teachers are regarded as being.men of great learning 

and wisdom. 

The man, who entertains these hopes, would meet with a 

very different experience if he were to go to study with the 

pyrrhoneans. His instructors, if they should be called that, 

would make no pretense of being men of wisdom. They would 
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declare that they know nothing -- not even that they know 

nothing -- with a peculiar sort of delight. The student would 

become disheartened because he would find that all his in

structors have to offer him are seemingly insurmountable 

obstacles to block him in his escape from ignorance. They 

would show him that there is no point in fleeing to the Dog

matists because those vain and puffed up men will only try to 

deceive him with rash and arbitrary arguments. To make 

matters stll1 worse the pyrrhoneans would announce that they 

do not even assert that the truth is inapprehensible because 

they cannot establish that with certainty. Thus the student 

of the pyrrhoneans would not even be able to declare that the 

apprehension of truth is beyond human reach and abandon his 

pursuit to escape from ignorance and turn to other matters. 

The pyrrhoneans would have only one encounaging word to 

offer. They would tell the student that they began with the 

same hope and met with the same despair but that upon despair~ 

ing of discovering the truth they experienced a complete calm 

and freedom from disturbance. The student would naturally 

want them to explain rationally why despairing of determining 

what is true and false should have such a wonderful effect on 

the inquirer. The pyrrhoneans would offer no such explanation. 

They say that it happens, as if it were by chance. 

The student, then, is left with only one question which 

he can ask the pyrrhoneans and expect them to answer. What is 

the pyrrhonean way? This is the question which the present 

thesis is primarily concerned with. 



rt is customary when writing on the works of a philo

sopher to attempt to determine what his position or teaching 

is. Most scholars have approached the works of Sextus 

Empiricus in this fashion and have concluded their inquiry 

with. the curious result that Sextus, who determines nothing, 

who claims that he does not assert any proposition more than 

any other, and who does not assent to any criterion is a 

positivist and/or a phemonenalist and/or an empiricist and/or 

a pragmatist. It is my view that Sextus, strictly speaking, 

does not have a position. He may be said to have a method or 

a way but not a definite standpoint. Sextus' students could 

question him from dawn to dusk and they would not progress 

one step closer to satisfying their desire to know. He would 

show them time after time that it is necessary to suspend 

judgement and to leave the question at issue unanswered. 

3 

Sextus depicts the Pyrrhoneans as being men who are of 

unmatched honesty and integrity. They do not make any pre

tentious claims. The pyrrhoneans, in Sextus view, are more 

men of science than are any of the Dogmatists because they 

refuse to be tricked into believing and asserting things which 

cannot be unquestionably established. The pyrrhoneans do aid 

. the student in his attempt to flee from.ignorance by making 

it difficult for him to settle for a mere semblance of truth. 

The truly ignorant man is the man who vainly and rashly claims 

that he has discovered truth but who has really only fallen 

prey to persuasive though unfounded arguments. 

The pyrrhoneans, one might say, s·erved the valuable 



function of acting as mediators. They, in a sense, brought 

all the Dogmatists into one room and gave each one of them an 

opportunity to stand up and tell the others what the true 

nature of things really is. The pyrrhoneans, being the only 

ones in the room who are not occupied with presenting and 

defending their own particular case, are able to listen atten

tively and critically to all of the different points of view 

and to weigh each against the other. Each particular argu

ment seems to them to be counterbalanced by a conflicting, 

equally credible argument. The pyrrhoneans, one might say, 

cast themselves in the role of the dispassionate judge. They 

withhold their verdict because they are not able to come to 

any definite decision until further evidence is presented. 

They, therefore, suspend judgement and say that they will 

persist in their investigation. 

4 

The pyrrhoneans, to complete the picture, are in the re

markable position of not being involved in the battle of 

opinions. They are spectators to the whole affair. They 

witness the torment which the Dogmatists suffer because they 

are devoted to definite beliefs and convictions on how man and 

the world ought to be or is by nature but which. never seems 

to be realized in experience. The Dogmatists seem to be per

petually striving to realize their ideals but they also seem 

to be doomed to never realize them. The pyrrhoneans do not 

have any ideals which they positively assent to and believe in 

so they are freed of many of the causes of perturbation which 

the Dogmatists are prey to. The pyrrhoneans are content 



simply to yield to the dictates of tradition and to follow 

appearances. They obey but they do not respect the dictates 

of custom and of religion. 

This thumb-nail characterization leaves many questions 

unanswered. Does the Pyrrhonean, as depicted by Sextus 

Empiricus, truly desire to know? Does he hope to escape from 

ignorance or is he perfectly content to remain in a state of 

complete ignorance? Does he, in fact, believe that the man 

who is truly wise cannot attain to happiness with the same 

degree of perfection as the pyrrhonean? Does he show an 

interest in determining the limits of human knowledge with a 

view to proposing a new and positive direction which philo

sophical inquiry can pursue? Does he hope to show the 

futility of inquiry into the intrinsic nature of things with 

a view to turning man's attention and concern to the empirical 

arts and to the affairs of daily life? Can he, who does 

not make any assumptions, show that it is necessary to suspend 

judgement? Why did Sextus write and give lectures if he had 

no doctrines or opinions which he wished to assert? I attempt 

to answer these and other questions. 

The present thesis is strictly limited. It is a study 

of pyrrhonism as depicted by Sextus Empiricus. 

I do not attempt to determine which passages originated 

with Sextus and which passages he b~rrowed from his predeces

sors. There is no doubt that Sextus borrowed a great deal 

from his predecessors. However, what he chose to adopt from 

other texts he selected because it suited his purpose. 

5 
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The fact that he used the writings of others does not de

tract from the fact that he presented Pyrrhonism as he saw fit. 

I have included an Appendix in the thesis in which I quote 

and comment on the important passages in which Sextus express

ly indicated how he regarded his predecessors in the pyrrho

nean School. 

I have not attempted to determine whether or not Sextus 

has accurately represented the various positions he attacks~ 

nor have I examined in detail his criticisms of the Dogmatic 

positions. I believe that to do justice to this topic one 

would have to devote as much space to clarifying and pre

senting the positions he attacks as one would have to devote 

to his criticisms of them. I do deal in some detail with 

Sextus' polemical methods and with the tropes which he used 

in his polemical treatises. 

I am not concerned with trying to determine whether or 

not Sextus' account of Pyrrhonism is an accurate account of 

what pyrrhonism is according to Pyrrho, Timon, Aenesidemus, 

Agrippa or Menodotus. Rather I am interested in answering 

th~ question 'What is pyrrhonism according to Sextus 

Empiricus?' This question is sufficiently difficult to 

answer in a work of this length. 

Fortunately, it is not necessary to attempt to discern 

what Sextus said on the basis of fragments and comments by 

other ancient authors. His works, for the most part, have 

been preserved. One is able to determine the philosophical 

import of Sextus' texts. By limiting the scope of the present 



study precisely to that task I believe that it is possible to 

devote the largest part of the thesis to matters which are of 

philosophical interest. No doubt a study such as this would 

benefit greatly if the basic facts of the history of Pyrrhon-

ism were clearly known. However, I think that much can be 

learned about Pyrrhonism which is of philosophical importance 

by studying the text of Sextus despite the fact that many 

relevant historical questions remain unanswered and perhaps 

unanswerable. 

7 

I have devoted a chapter to re-examining the evidence 

which is available on the life of Sextus Empiricus. Many of 

the interpretations of Sextus' thought are partly based on so

called facts. It is necessary to see what can really be said 

with reasonable certainty about the life of Sextus. 

The appendices are primarily devoted to the consider

ation of interpretations which I wish to oppose. I have found 

it necessary to repeat many arguments in the appendices which 

I use in the main body of the thesis. 

It is extremely difficult to write on pyrrhonism without 

becoming as repetitious as Sextus is since each aspect of 

pyrr~~nism is connected with every other aspect. The problem 
.~ 

is made more difficult than is usually the case in examining 

philosophical work~ because ~yrrhonism does not contain a 

variety of theories of its own. Sextus is primarily occupied 

with expressing and justifying the pyrrhonean way which, on 

the surface, is very simple. 

I hope that the limits which I have placed on the scope 



of the present thesis will be justified by the fact that it 

has enabled me to treat Sextus' own exposition of pyrrhonism 

with special care. He deserves the attention and care which 

is due any philosopher. He is not merely a copist or a 

historian of pyrrhonism. He is a Pyrrhonean. I have 

approached Sextus' text as I would the text of any other 

important philosopher. 

8 



CHAPTER TWO 

The Life of sextus Empiricus 

(i) 

sextus Empiricus does not reveal anything of himself as 

distinct from 'the sceptic' except in a passing and incidental 

way. He does not refer to his contemporaries, nor to his 

country, nor to any personal experiences, in such a way as to 

provide a definite picture of his life and times. The few 

references he makes to his involvement in the medical profess-

ion are as perplexing as they are enlightening. The only 

attachments which sextus strongly identifies with in his 

extant writings are the demands of the pyrrhonean philosophy. 

The present chapter indicates the 'most important evidence 

that one can draw upon for determining the details of Sextus' 

life and critically examines this ,evidence and some interpret-

ations others have given it. This has not been done since the , 
turn of the century. As a result of a lack of attention to 

this evidence, there is a tendency to allow mere conjectures 

or probabilities to be treated as facts which ultimately 

influence the interpretation of Sextus' thought. 

Scholars usually place Sextus late in the second century 

A.D •• ~ It is argued that by the third century A.D. Stoicism 

had ceased to be the sort of influential power which would 

provoke such an impassioned polemic as one finds Sextus 



involved in. stoicism, they argue, is attacked by Sextus as 

being the dominant corrupting force of the day. This 

argument has played a deciding role not only in determining 

when Sextus lived but also where he taught. 

The passage which scholars call upon to prove that the 

stoics· of Sextus' own time were his chief opponents occurs at 

P~H. i 65.3 Before quoting this passage it is important to 

define clearly what the matter at issue is. No one would 

dispute the fact that Sextus considered the stoics to be the 

chief opponents of the Sceptics. What requires ~emonstration 

10 

is that the Stoics whom he is attacking are his contemporaries. 

The fact that he is attacking stoicism does not by itself 

show that he is living at a time when stoicism is flourishing. 

A large part of Sextus' writings consists of impassioned 

attacks on the Pre-Socratics, who, obviously, were not 

flourishing at the time he wrote~ 

Was Sextus writing from the standpoint of one caught up 

in a spirited polemic with contemporary Stoics? Or, was 

Sextus-presenting the position of Pyrrhonism against Dogmatism 

from the standpoint of one whose attention is not so much 

focused on a contemporary controversy as directed towards the 

problem his school had been involved in for centuries? This 

question is made particularly difficult to answer by the fact 

that it was a common practice amongst later Greek philosophers 

not to mention their contemporaries regardless of their 

relation to them. 
~ 

P.H. i 65 occurs as a part of Sextus' outline of the Stoic 



theory of logos, and more particularly of internal reason 

(i~&~~G~10~) which he ridicules at length in the paragraphs 

that follow. 

r b'" ttt.v O~~ rrpOff.pO\l 'fI"~pl. 'To\} fvfHo..9i'ro'\). 
ot'\"oi fO(V'\)\I "'~'r~ rrou~ ~<illoT~ ~~l.'J 
ti.)lT'''f>o~o1hfc&.~ 'Vij~ Soytl\Xn.K.o1j~, 'rots ~ttro 

... ..' I" '\ ~ S' 
'T"l~ crroli~, e'tl 'fOl>fOl~ tOL.~e. ad"I\~'\)~1. ~,.. • , 

Translations:-

Bury: 

#1 

#2 

.•• according to those Dogmatists who are~at 
present, our chief opponents - I mean the 
Stoics .•• 

••• according to the present day Dogmatists, 
who are most strongly of a contrary opinion 
to us, those from the Stoa ... 

... according to the Dogmatists who are, at 
present (i.e. in our present discussion; now: 
in respect to the question at hand which the 
Stoics historically have held a strong position 
on), most strongly of a contrary opinion to us, 
those from the Stoa ••. 

I have proposed two very different translations of P.H. 

11 

i 65. The second one agrees with Bury's in that it treats the 

"~~~" as an adverb. The first translation treats the "~~V" 

as an adjective modifying Dogmatists. 

If Bury's translation (or, the second one I have proposed) 

is acceptable, this passage cannot be regarded as providing 

very strong evidence that Sextus was involved in the sort of 

polemic with the Stoics that would necessitate his having had 

to have' lived at a time when Stoicism was flourishing. The 

fact that the Stoics are said to be presently the Sceptics' 

chief opponents does not tell us very much about the state of 

stoicism in sextus' day. Sextus could reasonably have said 

that Chrysippus represented in the past and still represents 
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at present the main opponent to the Sceptics. It is important 

to note that the Stoics who said that internal reason is 

occupied with what Sextus indicates in P.H. i 65 were original-

6 
ly the stoics from the Early Stoa. The Stoics of his day 

would have followed in their tradition and thus repeated these 

views. The Stoic sextus specifies by name in the attack that 

follows is Chrysippus.7 He speaks of Chrysippus as though he 

were living in the present though he does refer to him as the 

,.) ... . a 
old one (0 OlPXO( lOS ) when he quotes him. 

One might reasonably imagine Sextus having before him as 

he lectures the texts of the Dogmatists from the Early and 

Middle stoa while the contemporary Stoics whom he confronts 

in his daily life are but faint shadows of the Stoics we find 

him addressing by name in his works'. His contemporary Stoics 

would be his main opponents in that they are a part of the 

tradition pyrrhonism is most strongly opposed to. 

One might have certain reservations about Bury's trans

lation and the proposed #2 because the "V~v " comes before 

II oOy~OI.l'lKOU~II and not IIcl"rl~otoijV"'O!.~II. P.H. i 65, however one 

might translate it, does not reveal very much about the state 

of stoicism in Sextus' day. It is remarkable that such an 

obscure ~nd nondescript passage is the best testimony that 

scholars can call upon to prove that Sextus was deeply 

immersed in a polemic with his contemporaries. 

sextus' arguments generally are not explicitly directed 

against his contemporary Stoics. The Stoics he names and the 

theories he examines are from the Early and Middle stoa. 



His reference to Basilides the stoic (M. vii 258), which 

was once taken to be the Basilides who taught Marcus 

Aurelius, is more likely referring to the Basilides mention-

f . f 0 0 q 11 k h ed in a ragment 0 Dl0genes LaertlUS. Ze er ta es t e 

latter position because there is not one other author in 

the whole work (H. vii - xi), in which this reference ap-

pears, later than the middle of the last century B.C. with 

the possible exception of Aenesidemus whose dates are un-

o 10 
certaln. 

His attack is directed against all Dogmatism for all 

time. Each of his polemical treatises begins with a survey 

of the views which have been expressed on the matter in 

question going back to Homer. His attacks on Epicurus are 

as impassioned as his attacks on any Stoic.
1I It is only with 

respect to questions related to logic that the Stoics are 

given special attention. This is as one would expect since 

the stoics were the most prominent in logic. Even if 

Stoicism had been completely extinct, which, of course, it 

was not, sextus would have still regarded it as absolutely 

necessary to refute their position in order to establish ex-
, , 

haustively the need to practice € 'fT'0X "1. 
Sextus may have lived at a time when Stoicism was 

13 

flourishing. However, one cannot determine this from the way 

in which Sextus addresses the Stoics. 

If the dates of Diogenes Laertius could be determined 

with certainty the most decisive evidence one could call upon 

in trying to dat~ Sextus would be the following reference 



Diogenes makes to the otherwise unheard of,Saturninus:

Ef~rOlJ &6. &L~~O'UO'E. LO'.,.op'Vt"o~ 0 
K1Je~'V-;.~, tf11t'ELPL~O~ K~L ~\J"O~ .'~ 

Unfortunately, we neither know when Saturninus lived nor how 

14 

long the gap was between Saturninus and Diogenes. Beyond this 

Diogenes' dates are at least as difficult to determine as are 

sextus'. One is able to say with reasonable certainty that 

Diogenes lived before the middle of the third century A.D. 

because he never speaks of Neoplatonism. On the basis of this 

mention of Saturninus by Diogenes one is only able to say 

rather tentatively that Sextus may have lived a generation, 

more or less, before Diogenes who probably lived'before the 

middle of the third century. 

Galen of Pergamum frequently speaks of an Herodotus who 

certain scholars identify with the Herodotus who Diogenes 

13 
Laertius says was the teacher of Sextus. However, Galen never 

makes a mention of Sextus despite the fact that he discusses 

in great detail both the Methodical and the Empirical Medical 

Sects and names all those involved of any importance. Galen 

also speaks of the Sceptics in sufficient detail that were 

sextus known to him he would have been mentioned. Mary Patrick 

concludes:-

As Galen died about 200 A.D. at the age of 
seventy, we should fix the date of Sextus 
early in the third century, and that of 
Diogenes perhaps a little later than the 
middle, were it not that early in the third 
century the Stoics began to decline in 
influence, and could hardly have excited 
the warmth of animosity displayed by Sextus .'4 

If one is not convinced by the argument that Sextus must have 



written at a time when Stoicism was flourishing, all the 

evidence points to the early part of the third century A.D •• " 

If one accepts this argument one must place Sextus late in 

the second century and either assume "that the climax of his 

public career was reached after Galen had finished those of 

'6 
his writings which are still extant", or suppose that for 

some reason Sextus was unknown to Galen even though they were 

contemporaneous with each other. 

It is not possible to determine where Sextus was born. 

In the Suda, a historical and literary lexicon which was 

compiled towards the end of the tenth century A.D., there is 

a mention of a Sextus of Chaeronia and a Sextus of Libya.» 

The reference indicates that they were both Sceptics and that 

the Sextus of Chaeronia was the author of the writings of 

15 

Sextus Empiricus. Because the Suda is notoriously unreliable, , 

this evidence has not been given much importance by most 

scholars." But Haas maintains that this testimony is too 

precise and consistent with the internal evidence to be dis

I~ 
missed. There is only one reference to Chaeronia in the 

whole of the extant writings of Sextus. 
\0 

There is no evidence which would give any other choice 

21 
strong support. Sextus displays a detailed knowledge of 

the laws and customs of many countries. His knowledge of 

anyone country does not stand out in a way that would 

justif~ one to identify it as his home land. Sextus shows 

a detailed knowledge of the peculiar practices and traits of 
.u ' 1.~ 1\ 1f 10 

Egypt, Libya, Athens, Alexandria and Rome, which he could 



have acquired from travelling or living in these places or 

from some written source. He writes from the indifferent 

standpoint of a spectator ~hen he discusses the different 

cultural traits. It is this fact which is most striking and 

most helpful to the person trying to see his thought re

flected in his life or vice versa. 

Mary Patrick, in her book Sextus Empiricus and Greek 

Scepticism, has presented an exhaustive discussion on the 

question "where was the Sceptical School located when 

2' sextus taught?" It should be said before considering 

Patrick's position that it may be quite inaccurate to speak 

so formally in terms of an organized school. A part of the 

difficulty in locating the Pyrrhonean School may be that it 

consisted of little more than one individual and whatever 

following he may have acquired. Thus, the "school", if it 

should be called that, may have not had any fixed location 

16 

or organization apart from its teaching itself. Scholars tend 

to treat the pyrrhoneans as being far more of an organized 

sect than the evidence would justify. The present study 

follows Patrick's analysis closely though it raises doubts 

about the conclusions she reaches. 

The information which is available indicates that 

Alexandria was the seat of pyrrhonism from the time when Timon 

brought the teaching of Pyrrho there until some time after 

Aenesidemus.~8 However, Sextus indicates that he is teaching at 

some place other than Alexandria or than Athens when he is 

presenting his Outlines of pyrrhonism.l~ Further he indicates 



that he is teaching where his master taught.~ It would appear 
. 

that the School was moved from Alexandria during or before 

the time of Sextus' teacher. 

Where was the School moved to? Pappenheim believes it 

was moved to some unknown city in the East. He notes that 

one finds frequent references to P~rrhonism and to Sextus in 

particular in the literature of the East but that Sextus is 

never mentioned in Roman writings. It is difficult to 

imagine what Roman texts Pappenheim thinks one should expect 

to find Sextus mentioned in. Further he argues that it 

would have been idiotic of Sextus to move the School to Rome 

where stoicism had the favour of the Emperors.'1 

Haas, on the other hand, argues that the outlines of 

pyrrhonism were delivered in Rome. His argument for Rome is 

primarily based upon a study of the references Sextus makes 
3t . 

to Rome and to the Romans. He argues that Sextus never 

opposes Rome to where he is speaking from and that the 

definition of law
33

and the particular laws Sextus identifies 

with are Roman!~ Also he maintains that once Alexandria and 

Athens are ruled out, Rome is the only remaining location 

where there was sufficient Stoic influence to provoke Sextus 

and an adequate library to account for the many references 

he makes to other texts. Haas identifies the Herodotus, who 

Galen says taught in Rome, with the Herodotus who Diogenes 
3; 

Laertius says was Sextus' teacher. 

Patrick asserts against Zeller that Sextus could not 

17 

have been quoting from other books when presenting information 



about the customs of Alexandria and Rome but that he must 

have been reflecting upon the personal experience of having 

lived in these places. She offers no argument for this but 

takes it to be obvious though Zeller and Pappenheim saw the 

matter quite differently:' There is not any definite evidence 

which would rule out the possibility that Sextus is copying 

from another text though one must agree with Partick that 

Sextus seems to be able to call upon this knowledge of these 

peoples' customs at will as though it were 'his knowledge'. 

However, it is far from evident that he would actually have 

had to live in these places in order to acquire a knowledge 

of them. One would expect an ancient Sceptic to make a 

special effort to be versed in as wide a range of conventions 

as possible in order to be able to show that what is taken to 

be a law of nature is merely an arbitrary contrivance. 

Patrick accepts Haas' hypothesis that the Herodotus, 

who Galen speaks of, is the Herodotus, who Diogenes Laertius 

later mentions.
n 

Diogenes only gives us the following 

information:-

•.. Menodotus was the instructor of 
Herodotus of Tarsus, son of Arieus, and 
Herodotus taught Sextus Empiricus.~.j8 

Galen does not speak of his Herodotus as the "Herodotus of 

Tarsus" nor does he indicate that he was teaching or had 
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taught Sextus. Sextus never makes a mention of any Herodotus. 

The only factor that connects them is that they were both 

physicians. Herodotus belonged to the Pneumatic Medical Sect.3Q 

Sextus clearly did not belong to the P~eumatic Medical Sect. 
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90 
He was either an ~mpirical or Methodical doctor. If one is ready 

to accept with Patrick and Haas that Galen's Herodotus is 

one with the Herodotus Diogenes mentions and if one is further 

prepared to suppose that Herodotus taught only in Rome, for 

which there is no solid evidence; it follows that Sextus 

taught in Rome since he says that he taught where his teacher 

taught. 

Patrick notes that Sextus refers to Asclepiades by name 

. h' t' t . .., l' d h d ten times 1n 1S extan wr1 1ngs. Asc ep1a es a made 

Rome one of the centers of the medical profession. This fact 

does 'speak in favour of Rome' but it certainly cannot be 

regarded as strong evidence. There can be little doubt that 

the medical school in Alexandria would have been very interest-

ed in and informed about the activities and doctors of the 

school in·Rome. 

with Haas, she asserts as obvious that he must have 

written the outlines of pyrrhonism in one of the centers of 

Stoicism.~~ Since Alexandria and Athens are ruled out, one 

is left with Rome. As was earlier noted, Pappenheim argues 

that it is obvious that for the very reason that Rome was 

the stronghold of the Stoics and thus that the Stoics had the 

favour of the Emperors, that sextus would have cautiously 

avoided Rome. If one accepts the argument that the Hypothesis 

had to have been presented where Stoicism was thriving, Rome 

is one's only choice. If one rejects this argument, one may 

reasonably suppose that he taught in some unknown city in the 

East. 



May we not then conclude, that Sextus 
was at the head of th~ school in Rome 
for a short time ... but that he also 
taught in Alexandria, where the real 
home. of the school was certainly found? \3 

No. The evidence is too inconclusive to admit of such a 
, 
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definite conclusion. Sextus may have presented his Hypothesis 

in Rome as Haas maintains or he may have gone to some unknown 

city in the East as Pappenheim argues. The testimony 

supporting either proposal is at best suggestive. 

certain interpreters have attached a great deal of 

significance to Sextus' having been a physician. They have 

regarded the Scepticism of Sextus as having the function of 

serving as a kind of prolegomena to the positive research of 

. . l·· ~~ Th th .'. t' f th h the empl.rl.ca SC1.ences. us e aSSOC1.a 1.on 0 e Pyrr on-

eans with the Empirical Medical Sect has been emphasized. 

It is, therefore, also important to look at how Sextus 

regarded the medical sects and spoke of them in regard to 

Scepticism and himself. To do this it is necessary not only 

to look at what Sextus said but also the context in which he 

said what he said. If there was a close working relationship 

between Sextus the Sceptic, and Sextus the medical practition-

er and researcher, one would expect some indication of it in 

his extant writings. 

One can establish the fact that Sextus was a physician 

on the basis of the following internal evidence. In an 

argument in which Sextus is showing that it is only the 

experts in each particular art, and not the dialecticians, 

who are able to refute sophisms of the kind that would be 



useful to expose, he gives a medical example. In giving this 

example sextus changes, in one clause, from using the third 

~f person to the first person plural. The only other internal 

direct evidence that reveals that Sextus was a medical doctor 
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is his mention of Asclepius, the hero and God of healing, as 

"'T'OV ~r'Xllyo\l ~~W~ 'T'~~ ~1flCTT~P.,,\~ ".~6 Sextus' reference to 

Asclepius appears in the context of an example which illustrat-

es the point that historians are not to be trusted because 

they invent facts about historical personages. These are the 

only two texts in which Sextus directly identifies himself as 

a physician. 

In the context of a discussion, in which the various 

views concerning the criterion are being considered, the views 

of Asqlepiades the physician comes up. Sextus says that there 

is no need to consider Asclepiades' views in the present work 

• I" J ..., " "1 
because he has been cons1dered "e'\l 'TOL~ l~'Tp\"KOLC; 'lJ'trOf.l"" t-l~ 0'1.." • 

On another occasion, Sextus makes a reference to what might 

be the same medical treatise in a lecture concerned with de-

• • fining whatyp~ iL~~1'LK"11S. He refers to an argument which he 
, ... I ... C , 

had made" E.V '10L~ e.f-l1TeL.pLKOI,,~ 'lJ1rOP.V'tltLCJ.CJL.V "concerning the 

'. I , H 
use of the terms ft-l 1T E.LPLt)( and 'T"£X'Vll. Sextus' medical writings 

are no longer extant. Apart from what might be surmised from 

the above two references, nothing is known of their contents. 

It is possible that in his medical writings he did not approach 

the methods and doctrines of the medical physicians from the 

point of view of 'the Sceptic'; but rather, from the stand

point of a physician expounding the results' of his research 
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and the doctrines of his school. However, there is no evidence 

to support such a supposition. 

sextus makes an abundant use of technical medical examples 

in illustrating his arguments of the sort that one would only 

expect from a physician. However, it must be said that, in 

a similar manner, his esoteric knowledge of a number of other 

subjects is in evidence throughout his treatises:
q 

Sextus 

freely draws upon any fact that may serve to aid his, argument, 

whether, it be that the Ethiopians tattoo their children,~ 

or, that the sufferer from a headache finds myrrh unpleasant!' 

In illustrating his arguments, Sextus never explicitly makes 

any mention of his own experiences as a physician~ nor, does 

he ever directly identify himself with any particular medical 

sect when he expresses their methods and findings.;~ 
Most scholars maintain that Sextus was a member of the 

. 53 
Empirical Medical Sect. It is worth examining in some detail 

the three passages in which Sextus actually comments on the 

medical sects ,in order to see whether there is any internal 

evidence to support the view that he had this' attachment!~ 
The final division of book one of Sextus' Outlines of 

pyrrhonism consists of six chapters in which the six philo

sophic standpoints or sects most closely identified with 

scepticism a~e distinguished fromit!5 In the last of these 

chapters Sextus considers the medical sect which is called 

Empiricism:6 This chapter is the only extant text in which the 

question, concerning which medical sect the Sceptic might 

appropriately belong to, is directly raised. 
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The following passage provides the most complete and 

definite statement by Sextus on the matter presently being 

.considered:-

'(/ ,I' 
Bury translates "if llV aLLPE(H.\J E.KE.L"lpJ " (as underlined 

above) as "that doctrine". This is a misleading rendering 

because it might give. the reader the impression that Sextus is 

saying that the Sceptic should not embrace that particular 

doctrine ("1Tf:PL. 1'~~ ~K.d.'to("'ttt(d.S 'TWV ~b~~W\l ") while he is 

still leaving the possibility that one could attach oneself to 
cl 

the Empirical Hedical Sect. The word CiL.peCfL~ is not used to 

mean this or that doctrine within a body of doctrines but 

rather means "system of philosophic principles, or those who 

T'" , I .profess such principles, sect, school". "1\V C1l.pe.OL\l £K,£.L,Yl\" " 

c 

refers back to '" 
, 1" ~ 

Ef-l1T f."PlCll ~Ke.L.)I'l) " which in turn refers back 
",' , 

to "1"1\ e J.l 'tr fl pI. 4 
, 'I , f I' 58 

rr~ K4l.'Tot '\~V l£1,\P"K.1\V <1LPE.O'tL. " 

Sextus indicates that he is arguing against an opinion 

which is actually held by certain people. One can only guess at 

who these people may have been. Patrick suggests that there 

may have been a division in the pyrrhonean School over the 



question of what its relation to the Medical Sect is which 

could have been the reason why the pyrrhonean School was 

moved from Alexandria. In refuting the opinion which those 

people held, Sextus is not content with merely indicating 
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the theoretical· difference between the epistemological stand

point of the Empiricism of the Medical Sect and the Sceptical 

Philosophy. He explicitly states what the practical con

sequences of the fact that the Empirics rashly maintain a 

dogma are upon the individual Sceptic who may be contemplating , 

joining the Empirical Medical Sect. "It would not be appro

priate for the Sceptic to attach himself to that sect."~ 
without making any definite qualifications Sextus argues, 

in some detail, through the remainder of the chapter, that 

the Methodic Sect embraces the Sceptical standpoint in its 
60 

theory and practice. He concludes that the Methodic Sect 
, ,. JI 

is more akin to (OLKlOr~~~ ~Xl~~) Scepticism than any other 

medical sect." However, Sextus does not identify himself, 

as.distinct from 'the Sceptic', with any particular sect 

in this discussion; nor, does he reveal any more of an in-

volvement in the problem of distinguishing the Empirical 

Medical Sect from Scepticism than shown in distinguishing 

scepticism from the non-medical systems in the previous five 

chapters. 

On another occasion, Sextus repeats the distinction 

which he had made between the Empirical Sect and Scepticism 

in P.H. i· 236.'2. In order to show that cl1T'O&tltL~ is non

evident by showing that it is in dispute he indicates the 



conflict of opinion between the Dogmatic philosophers and 

logical physicians who affirm it, the Empirical doctors 

who deny it, and the Sceptics who cautiously suspend 

judgement. 

The only other passage'lin which Sextus comments on the 

Medical Sects is one in which the interpreters say that he 

is contradicting the position which he expressed in the two 

passages discussed above.'~ It is argued that in M. viii 191 

Sextus is classing the Sceptics and Empiricists together, 

whereas in P.R. i 236 and M. viii 327 & 328 he is maintain

ing that they hold conflicting positions.~f 

The argument in M. viii 191 is the following:-

If non-evident things are able to be 

apprehended (K~T~1~~~~), then the sign is sensible 

and then all non-evident things are apprehended 

(Kd.1'~'Xc1t'-~~YE.O'eoll) by everyone since the sensible 

affects everyone alike. 

But non-evident things are not apprehended by 

everyone. 

Therefore, the sign is not sensible. 
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Sextus establishes the premise -- 'But non-evident things 

are not apprehended by everyone' -- with this example:-

cl~~ O~ ~ey cPc(crlV Ci:urk ~~ KC1r«lc1~~d.VcOaQLL, 
cZa1t"ep ot ctttfb r~~ E~1r€lP Ltt~ LC(rpot K.u.t ot 
~1rO 't~<; crKe.te(J~ ·~\.').oaO~Ol, ot be. K.d.'fQ

'AO(\l~tX'Yfaed.l )-lev, ovx 0llotw~ &f-. ~6 

What the Sceptics and Empirical Doctors are being class

ed together on in this argument is in their agreeing that 



non-evident things are not apprehended (~~ ~d~a~~~~dV~gG~~); 

not, however, in their' holding the dogma that non-evident 

• I f'\ things are inapprehensible (~K t4 'TCl..I\'V'T'Ot;). It is assumed in 
, 
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this argument that non-evident things are apprehensible (K~'Td-

~~~~Ot; ). This assumption is never brought into question in 

M. vii 191. The Sceptic, indeed, is happy to say with the 

Empirical Doctors that non-evident things are not apprehended 

(~~ K~T~A~~~«Vt~e~L). This is why it is necessary for the 

Sceptic to suspend judgement. 

The Sceptic, however, upon saying that non-evident 

things are not apprehended goes on searching. He therein 

recognizes the possibility that they may be apprehended at 

some future date. The Empirical Doctors assert that non-

evident will not be apprehended and that they are not able 

to be apprehended. This is tO,make a definite assertion 

concerning the nature of cognition which the Sceptic, accord-

ing to Sextus, is not willing to make. The Sceptic only 

comments on how things seem to him but not on how they are 

by nature. It is this conflict of doctrines which is being 

put forward in P.H. i 236 and M.'viii 327 & 328. Thus these 

three passages ate quite consistent with one another. Sextus' 

statement in M. viii 191 cannot be used as evidence against 

those who maintain that Sextus actually held the view he 

expressed in P. H. i 236 and M. viii 327 & 328.' The comments 

which Sextus makes indicate that he did not regard the doctrines 

of the Empirical Sect,of Medicine as being compatible with 

pyrrhonism. However, he does not indicate that either he was 



an Empirical Doctor or that he was not. It must also be said 

that Sextus does not say that he belonged to the Methodical 

Sect. 

The external evidence supports the view that Sextus 

belonged to the Empirical Sect. In the Isagoge, a text which 

was falsely attributed to Galen, Sextus is included in a 

. . 1 t 61 . •• d' list of Emplrlca Doc ors. Dlogenes Laertlus ln lcates that 

sextus was an Empiricist. Unfortunately Diogenes and Pseud9 

Galen do not indicate what information led them to believe 

. . 1 68 that Sextus was an Emplr1ca Doctor. 

The only conclusion which one can come to from all this 

is that if .Sextus belonged to the Empirical Sect he did so 

contrary to his position as a pyrrhonean. His views on what 

medical school a Sceptic ought to belong to are quite clear. 

Whether or n6t Sextus acted contrary to his convictions is a 

question which does not appear to be answerable. 

(ii) 

If a biographical note which occurrs in the' Suda could 

be shown to be reliable the uncertainty regarding most of 

the disputed details of Sextus' life could be cleared up.6q 

w. Vollgraff, in his article, La Vie de Sextus Empiricus,· 

which appeared in 1902, argues that the Suda renders an 

accurate account. It is now necessary to examine Vollgraff's 

thesis at some length because he is at variance with the 
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positions which have already been discussed on almost every 

point. Jean-Paul Dumont, in his book Le Scepticisme et le 

Phenomene, considers Vollgraff's article to be the most 
10 

authoritive work on Sextus' life available today. Dumont 

writes:-

W. Vollgraff, denon~ant les exces de 
la critique Pappenhelm, Zeller, Haas 
et Mary Mills-Patrick, trouvent des 
arguments convaincants pour montrer 
qu'il convient de faire confiance aux 
temoignages de Suidas et de Marc-Aurele. 
Sextus Empiricus cesse pour nous d'~tre 
un parfait inconnu ••• 11 

Vollgraff's article is more than due for a critical exam-

ation. 
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In the first part of Vollgraff's essay, it is argued, on 

the bases of the evidence which is available apart from the 

~, that Sextus was the head of the School from 115-135 A.D .• 1~ 

This dating agrees with that of the Suda. ' 

voll~raff attempts ,to work out Sextus' dates by 

establishing the dates of his predecessors in the School who 

are indicated in a list given by Diogenes Laertlus)3 Therefore, 

it is necessary to see whether Vollgraff's chronology is con-

sistent with th~ evidence and whether there is sufficient 

evidence to go by. 

Nothing is known of the first four people mentioned by 
. 1~ 

Diogenes apart from their names. Vollgraff argues, that 

Heraclides, the fifth in the list, must be referring to 

l~ 
Heraclides of Tarentum. The reason he gives for arguing this 

is that Heraclides of Tarentum, though trained in the Dogmatic 



School of Herophilus, later became an Empirical Doctor. 

Brochard notes that there is no evidence to support the view 

that the pyrrhonean School had any connection with the 

Empirical Medical Sect in the early part of its history. 76 

It should also be mentioned that neither the fragments 

of his works, nor the fourteen titles of his treatises, nor 

the way in which Galen, Soranus, and Caelius Aurelianus 

spoke of him reveals any attachment to pyrrhonism. 17 

vollgraff places, Heraclides of Tarentum in the second 

half of the second century B.C. because Celsus reports that 

he lived before Asclepiades of Prusa who Pliny the Elder 

reports was' a contemporary of Pompey. How much earlier than 

Asclepiades did Heraclides live? The evidence is so,obscure 

that one finds Daremburg saying that he lived from 250 to 220 

B.C. while Sprengel places him around 276 B.C.:
8 

Vollgraff 

does not offer any new evidence to explain why he rejects the 

above dating of Heraclides and places him as head of the 

pyrrhonean School from 130 to 100 B.C •• 
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, vollgraff then says that, on the assumption that he has 

corre~tly dated Heraclides of Tarentum, one can see Heraclides 

of Tarentum lived when Heraclides the Sceptic was about by 

simply assuming that each head of the pyrrhonean School had 

a term of thirty years and calculating from Diogenes' list 

when this Sceptic lived. On the basis of this argument, 

vollgraff believes, it is clear that the two Heraclides were 

really the same person.7~ Vollgraff's argument also rests on 

the assumption that Diogenes' list is complete. His whole 



argument, if it can be called that, is based more on con-

jectures and assumptions than reliable evidence. 

On the basis of this· unconvincing argument Vollgraff 

fixes Aenesidemus' dates by adding the assumed thirty year 

term in office to when Heraclides' ended.SO Since nothing is 
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known of Zeuxippus, next in Diogenes' list, he is also credit

ed with thirty Y,ears as head of the school."· Therefore, 

Aenesidemus was head of the School from 100 to 70 B.C. and 

Zeuxippus came after him from 70 to 40 B.C .. 

After Zeuxippus, Zeuxis appears on the list. Galen 

speaks of a Zeuxis who was an Empirical physician, and Strabo 

makes note .of a Zeuxis who was a member of the Herophilean 

School of Medicine. Vollgraff maintains that Zeuxis the 

sceptic,· Zeuxis the Empirical Doctor, and Zeuxis of the Hero

philean School are one and the same person. Brochard argues 

quite exhaustively and conclusively against such a possibility.& 

For the sake of the present discussion it is only 

necessary to note that Galen says that Zeuxis is the most 

ancient of the Empirics; and Erotian, a doctor of the Neronian 

age, says that Zeuxis,had lived before Zeno, 250 to 220 B.C •• 

This would place Zeuxis the Empiric before Heraclides of 

83 
Tarentum. Vollgraff makes no mention of this evidence in his 

paper. strabo informs us that Zeuxis was succeeded by Alex

ander of philaletherwhile Diogenes says that he was followed 

. h 8~ It . . bl h h by Ant10c us. 1S POSS1 e t at e was head of both the 

Medical School and the Pyrrhonean School and his successors 

were from the respective Schools. However, apart from their 



sharing a common name, the evidence is against their being 

the same person. The Herophilean School was a dogmatic sect. 

Zeller raises sufficient problems against the identification 

of Zeuxis the Sceptic and Zeuxis of Laodicea that it is 

surprising that Vollgraff did not feel the need to argue his 

case more fully.S~ 

Next in the list of Diogenes are Antiochus, Theiodas, 

'6 and Menodotus. There is no evidence upon which to fix dates 
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for these Sceptics. Vollgraff credits Antiochus and Menodotus 

each with a thirty year term and Theiodas with' fifteen years 

in office. l!n 

Herodotus of Tarsus, Sextus'. predecessor, is identified 

by Vollgraff with the Herodotus who Galen speaks of as belong

ing to the Pneumatic School.tsThere is no strong evidence 

either to prove or to disprove this. Vollgraff also identi

fies Herodotus of Philadelphia with the Herodotus who was a 

. 8~ Sceptl.c. 

vollgraff states his argument as follows:-

En realit~, si lion admet notre 
hypothese concernant Ie siege de l'~cole 
sceptique,il est facile de se rendre compte 
comment Herodote peut etre porteur de deux 
ethniques differents; ~tant devenu directeur 
de l'ecole de medecine de M~n Karou, Hero
dote de Tarse s'etait etabli a demeure dans 
la grande ville la plus voisine du 
sanctuaire apr~s Laodicee, c'est-a-dire, 
a Philadelphie de Lydie. Les consequences 
du tremblement de terre de l'an 60, qui 
avait detruit Laodicee de fond en comble, 
ont pu determiner Herodote a choisir son 
domicile ailleurs que ses pred~cesseurs. qO 

This hypothesis, at best, is possible. ,There is not 



sufficient evidence either to prove it probable or to refute 

it. 

Vollgraff, on the basis of the fact that Sextus was 

Herodotus' successor says that Sextus Empiricus was head of 

the School from 115 to 135 A.D •• 11 
., 

He can hardly be said to have established the dates of 
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I \ 

,· .. ·tSextus with sufficient certainty that he can argue that in-
.J . 

dependent evidence shows that Sextus lived at the time when 

the Suda says he did. 

The evidence is 50 sparse and inconclusive that almost 

any number of conjectures and hypotheses are possible. 

However, it must be said, that the scholars whose views were 

considered in the first part of this chapter made a far better 

effort to take account of all the evidence that is available 

than did Voflgraff in his paper. Indeed, Vollgraff cannot 

even be said to have shown that it is possible that Sextus was 

head of the pyrrhonean School from 115 to 135 A.D. because his 

account is inconsistent with what evidence is available on 

several points. 

Vollgraff directly defends the testimony of the Suda in 

the second part of his paper. He begins by attempting to dis

credit the three main considerations which have led scholars 

to believe the Suda has mixed up Sextus Empiricus with another 

Sextus. 12,. 

One finds the following information in the Suda:- Q3 

'1 ti~1'O~ X~LPCA)Y£.u<; «&e.A<p,,~O,\)Cj 1fAO'\l1'~P~O'U 
r'YOY~ KC('rd M~ pKOV 'AVfCA>vt~OV fO'V 



#2 

#3 

K~LO'~PC( q,L'kO(TO~O( llCle'1f~, 'Hro~o't"o'\J 1"O~ 
+l~~be\4>~LO". ~\I S~ 't"~~ IT'Uppc.>YE.Co'U 
cXywY~~' ~«t 1"OO'O-\J'rO\l 'lrpo<; 1"L)A-l\C; 1"~ ~C(<rL
AEt ~" ~gn~ K,c(l a'Uv&ll(ci(~l.v ctV1"~. iyp«Vf.v 
~e"t<.~ £1l''L C7X.~1rT~~ rl~l(d. OlKd. 

I('~TO( A{~'U~' c:pLloao~or' a~E.1r1'lK.~ 
~,,~lLOl.~ £, ttr'l)ppc.S\I~Lc(,. 

)AcpPlKd.VO~· 0 ~i~,.o~ 'X.P~\l-C1'TtO'~f 
CPl~O<rOq,O( A(~'U~ •.. . . 

, 
EV 

The first problem this report presents is that both the 

sextus of Chaeronea and the Sextus of Libya are said to have 

been pyrrhoneans and are credited with what would appear to 

be the works of Sextus Empiricus. Patrick believes the 

sextus of Libya to have been sextus Empiricus because Sextus 

displays a familiarity with Libya in his writings. Patrick 

seems to have accepted Haas' argument without examining the 

. evidence herself because she says that the Suda mentiones two 

men called Sextus but only attributes the works of Sextus 

Empiricus to one of the two. In fact, the Suda attributes 

the works of Sextus Empiricus to both men called Sextus. 
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vollgraff maintains that the Sextus of Libya is Sextus Empiricus. 

Though patrick's book, The Greek Sceptics, appeared after 

vollgraff's article, she does not consider his position when 

presenting an account of Sextus' life.~' 
vollgraff says that the Sextus of Libya is known from 

other sources but he does not elaborate further except to re

fer to H. Gelzer's Sextus Julius Africanus und die Byzantinische 



h
· q, 

Chronograp 1e. It is unfortunate that Vollgraff did not 

develop his argument further than this assertion because it 

is altogether unclear that the Sextus of Libya is Sextus 

Julius Africanus who was a Christian philosopher of Aelia 

Capitolina. It is also far from clear that Sextus Empiricus 

is necessarily either the Sextus of Libya or the Sextus of 

Chaeronea. However, it is certain that a part of the bio-

graphical note attributed to both men called Sextus belongs 

to Sextus Empiricus. 

The second difficulty which has caused scholars to dis-

trust the Suda's testimony is the fact that Herodotus of 

Tarsus is said to be Sextus' teacher in Diogenes Laertius' 

list while the Suda says Sextus was taught by an Herodotus 

of Philadelphia~' vollgraff merely repeats his unconvincing 

conjectural argument that Herodotus of Tarsus is Herodotus 

of Philadelphia which has already been discussed. There is 
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no evidence indicating that Herodotus of Tarsus moved to Phila

delphia.
q
, Even if he had moved tO,Philadelphia it is probable 

that he would still have been known as Herodotus of Tarsus 

since that is where he is from. 

The third consideration which has led scholars to 

question the biographical note in the Suda is a passage in 

which Julius Capitolinus indicates that Sextus of Chaeronea 

is a stoic:& Vollgraff shows that Capitolinus is a very un-

reliable biographer and that even with the text in question 

he lists Junius Rusticus with the Stoics and immediately 

after this lists him with the peripatetics:1 This piece of 



evidence cannot be trusted. It is curious that Vollgraff 

should so quickly discount Capitolinus' testimony while 

readily accepting the even more confusing evidence of the 

suda. 

In the final part of Vollgraff's article he attempts to 

show that the Suda's testimony " ••. ne contient pas un seul 

fait qui no soit confirm6 et corrobore par d'autres t~moign-
100 

ages". Whether Sextus of Chaeronea was Aurealius' teacher, 

nephew of plutarch, and so on does not concern us here unless 

it is established that he is also Sextus Empiricus the 

sceptic. Therefore, what does concern us is whether this 

Sextus of Chaeronea can be shown to have been a Pyrrhonean, 

the author of ten books on ethics and Scepticism and the 

pupil of Herodotus of Tarsus on the bases of evidence outside 

the Suda. 
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Vollgraff's comments on the line "q,L \oO"oq, 0 C; ••• ~'\I &E. 'T~t; 
1r'UPP CJ.nJ£(O'V d:y())y~C," are quite baffling .101 He says that 

plutarch was a Platonist and Sextus was a Sceptic. Then he 

says that platonism and Scepticism are different but were not 

radically opposed. To support this he refers to P.H. i 222, 

which is a passage where Sextus argues that Plato was not a 

sceptic but a dogmatist and concludes that Plato's teaching 

is quite alien to scepticism. Then Vollgraff says that philo

sophy had been a tradition in the Plutarch family and that 

the inscription of Chaeronea cites two philosophers, one of 

whom is expressly called a Platonist. He continues on in 

the same paragraph to try to determine what medical sect 



sextus belonged to about which, he notes, the Suda says no

thing. This curious discussion would hardly seem to colla-

borate and confirm the fact that the Sextus of Chaeronea 

was a pyrrhonean. 

Similarly, vollgraff does not provide any convincing 

evidence to confirm his thesis that Sextus Empiricus was the 

pupil of Herodotus of Philadelphia. He merely assumes it as 

a fact and elaborates upon it and says a few words about 
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Saturninus who succeeded Sextus as head of the school. 

When he comments on the line in the biographical note 

in the ~ which says in reference to Sextus of Chaeronea:-

"E1pai'£)1 ~~\.X~ £1TL O~E'rrTL;"'d. ~L~l,\.lI. biX.«, 
and: CJX-£1r'rlX-a. ()/ ~l~~LOlC l., 'lr1JppWvela. 

vollgraff writes:-

"Nous lisons encore les ouvrages de Sextus 
que nomme Suidas, savoir: 

#1 Les Esquisses pyrrhoniennes; 
#2 Les Commentaires sceptiques, en dix 

livres, auxquels la tradition de manuscrits o rattache comme onzieme livre les ~ e .. ~1X ." \) 

This certainly does not help to convince one that the Suda 
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has not confused Sextus Empiricus with another Sextus. No one 

had doubted that the Suda is referring to Sextus Empiricus 

when it speaks of a pyrrhonean and an author of sceptical 

treatises. What has been the question is whether the Suda has 

mistakenly identified Sextus the Sceptic with another Sextus. 

"s'~tonnera-t-on de trouver parmi les 
professeurs de Marc-Aurele un adversaire 
declare des stolciens? Qu'on se rappelle 

'\ 
que Marc-Aurele, comme Renan l'a fort bien 
dit', n'a pas eu, a proprement parler, de 
philosophie; quoiqu'il dut presque tout au 



stoicisme, Ie bon empereur n'etait d'aucunne 
ecole, et n'avait pas eu dans sa jeunesse 
que des professeurs stolciens, puisque Claud
ius Severus etait peripateticien. D'ailleurs, 
d'apres Eutrope, Sextus etait charg~ d'en
seigner au jeune prince, non la philosophie, 
mais les lettres ••• I~ 

According to Vollgraff's dating of Sextus, Sextus would have 

already have served six years as head of the Pyrrhonean 

School at the time when Marcus Aurelius was born. By the 

time Marcus Aurelius would have come of age to be a pupil of 

Sextus, Sextus would have established a name as a Sceptic 

whose lectures on grammar, rhetoric and so on would have been 

known to be strongly critical of generally accepted authori-

ties in these fields. It would seem that Sextus would have 

been an unlikely candidate to teach the young prince Greek 

granunar. 

Though Marcus Aurelius could have been innocent of his 
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Greek teacher's true interests as a youth, he could not have 

been when he wrote his dedication to Sextus in his Meditations. 

It is important to note at this point that Sextus never makes 

a mention of the Emperor, or of his supposed uncle Plutarch, 

I t ' h " lof and that he on y men 10ns C aeronea once 1n a pass1ng manner. 

The Emperor offers unqualified praise to Sextus whom he would 

have known as one of the most prolific and outspoken critics 

of the philosophic ,views he valued above all else. Marcus 

Aurelius' dedication to Sextus would seem perfectly appropriate 

if Sextus had been a Stoic. It was the Stoics, not the 

." ..'"., sceptics, whose precept is 71')'\1 E,VYOLO('\I 'rOlJ K~"(x q,'HHY ~~V. 

It is the Stoic, not the Sceptic, who grasps the dogmas 



necessary for life by discovering and ordering them in a 

rational, methodical way. The Emperor does not make any 

reference to Sextus which would indicate the fact that he 

was a Sceptic. H~writes:-

1t'qp~ ~'CTO,\) 1'0 evp..c\ltc;' 1{(X.l. TO 
'n"0( pciSe Ly /-,:<1 1'"0\' otKO'U TOV 1T~1"pOvo~o'\J-

~ ,\." , A-. , 
\levo,,. Kctl Tl1v (VVOlA\I 1"OlJ KC;(1"c:\ 'i''UO'l\l 

~~v. KttL r~ o"E.~)lO\J cX1iA<XO"TW~' Ka.\. TO 
(fTOXOlCTTlKOV 'rcJV 4>CAWlJ K'Yl~e~O\ll.Kwt· 
K~t r~ ~VEKTl.~~V 'r~V L&Lwr&v K~t T~ 
& 9~~p ') rov 0 tOJ.1i\J~v· KctL 'to 1T' po~ 
'lTct 'V1«~ s-ucip!J-0CT"'rov, ~ O"'TE. KOAOCX,£ C«\ fA€Y 
1T~all~ 1rPOO''l1veo 'Tlp(\V E.tyc(l. 1"~V 6}-ll.lt~.., 
ex-brov, cx.tSe.O"L.}.l-cSr(1TO\l ~e. cx.-vrot~ f.KcLyOU; 
'trap' Cit)'TOV €KE.L.1I0)l 10\! KCUp0"J £.1..,CL \.. Kc1.l. 
'To f<.ttrC1A't)'Tr'rlKW~ I(OCl o5~ E~e'UpE.1'l~cS'V 
'rE. ~(lt rCX,t<TlI<OV 'TWV ~t~ ~[O)l lA.VCA..,,/t\d.LUJ)) 

&oYJ.lci'Tc-Jv· Kc1.t 1"0 rtl1&e. ~!J.cpcx.aLv 1i"OT€ 

OP'Y~~ I ~ ~l?tou n .. vo~ 1T~eO'\J' 1To.P«'0',X..E1v, 
) '\ 1\ ,c/ " {'j , or c( ... c.. , 

. cx.1\~c:l C1~~ ~£'J «'1TCA..aeO''T<i1'oll ~"\IOCl.., Il~a. Oeo 
<p L AOO''TOPY OTa.1"OY· I(OCL 1'0 e~4>'l'} ~O" I\«.t 
'rO~TO «"'09'rJ1'(' H.«~ 'T~ 1TOA.'\It'-C19£~ 
~"So tr Let> ~"1' c.l~. 106 
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CHAPTER THREE 

(i) 

sextus Empiricus' Division of Philosophy 

In the first chapter of the Outlines of Pyrrhonism, which 

may be regarded as the preface to all the treatises which 

follow it, Sextus first lays down the three possible results 

any philosophical investigation can reach and then observes 

that these three results do in fact appear in the history of 

philosophy. He writes:-

Tot~ ~ 't}'rO\' (7 ( 'TL 'IT'p& t p.~ ~ e~ rEO LV 

~:rre(Ko'XO'\)eelV E.tKO~ 11 ~pv'llcrl'~ ~{,picrE.(J~ 
\' '\ ",\,. / c 1\ I ~, \ 

K.~ L a K d. TO(I\'lj '1' LO(~ o~o AOYl.tXV 'T) €'lT L !-l0v1\v 
~'l}1:~O'€CtJ,. bLO'lTEP Lrsc.J~ K~t l'lTl ,.(jv K(l(T~ 
ct> lAOO'O~(~v ~'Yl'Toullev~v ot f-lt--v E:VP'Y}K€Vl¥l 

70 ~Alle€, ~CPC(O'~'" ot S chre4>~Yc< Y1"O tJ.~ 
b'UY(X70Y etVo(l 'rOU'TO K.C4r~~'l\q,ei)Vo(l, ot bE. 
't" (I e • '\ I C. ,. k'fl '7'1) 'TO'llatv. . .. 0. E'J E,lIl\oywq 00 KO'\)O"LV 

(XL &vCJ'T'«TCJ cpl.Ao.aocpLr(L rrp£tc; € 1 yO( l, S oy-
~~'TlK.~ 'AK<Xbl1~r:x"K~ IYK€1t'ilH.~.1 

This classification appears to Sextus to be both logically 

and historically exhaustive.~ Sextus ~niquely characterizes 

the pyrrhoneans by saying that they have not determined any

thing but remain searching. Implicit in this is the fact that 

the pyrrhoneans have not been able to find any view expressed 

in the history of philosophy altogether convincing. 



Their polemic is not merely against a particular school of 

thought but against anyone who claims that he has determined 

anything.3 When Sextus speaks of the SOY!l~'TlKOC he is 

usually referring to all those who are not Sceptics or 

Academics ... 

Sextus makes several cut and dry distinctions in the 

passage quoted above. Philosophy is characterized by Sextus 

as being divided with dogmatism and scepticism each existing 
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in separation from the other. The Sceptics, in. this analysis, 

are not dogmatic. The Dogmatists are not sceptical. The 

Academics are not portrayed as being 'sceptical' in the sense 

in which Sextus uses the term. 
, 

The word '~KE~1~KO~' means 

thoughtful or reflective. This word is used by Sextus to 

indicate that the pyrrhoneans are open minded and disposed to 

inquiry. They are disposed to inquiry, .it will be seen, 

because they have not been able to affirm or deny anything.S 

The pyrrhonean is no more optimistic that he will discover 

the object of his inquiry than he is pessimistic. To say that 

he is open minded is to say nothing other than that he suspends 

his ~ud4ement as to what future inquiry may result in. Thus 

the pyrrhonean is not sceptical -- disposed to inquiry in 

the sense that a scientist is who believes in his science 

because he has repeatedly had the experience of discovering 

what he set out to find. The pyrrhonean has had no such 

experience. He has found that all his inquiries have ended 

inconclusively and resulted in his suspending judgement rather 

than either with a denial of the possibility that the object 
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of the inquiry is inapprehensible or with a discovery of 

the object. Philosophy, then, appears to sextus to be divided 

into three mutually exclusive groups -- those who are not 

disposed to inquiry because they believe that they have dis

covered the object of their inquiry and thus have concluded 

their investigations, those who are disposed to inquiry 

because they have no reason not to be disposed to inquiry, 

and those who are not disposed to inquiry because they are 

convinced that the object of inquiry is inapprehensib1e. 

Historically it would be an easy task to show that the 

Dogmatists and Academics did not formulate a set of dogmas 

at a certain point in time and thereafter rigidly held to 

them without any further inquiri into them. The fact that 

the Academic and Dogmatic schools had a history which involv

ed the altering, revising and abandoning of various doctrines 

indicates that they remained actively open to the need for 

continuing inquiry. Scepticism was not the private property 

of the pyrrhoneans. 

However, one can speak of a Dogmatic position ( or of 

the history of a Dogmatic school) -- whether it be Stoic or 

Epicurean or whatever -- only to the extent that it has 

~ertain definite basic philosophical doctrines. The Academics, 

as Sextus understood them, did assert that truth is inapprehen

.sib1e. One cannot speak of pyrrhonism in terms of its fixed 

and determinate doctrines since it does not have any except, 

possibly, to say that it does not have any .. Sextus can 

legitimat~ly speak of the Dogmatists, in contrast to the 



pyrrhoneans, as believing that they have found what they 

originally set out to discover just to the extent that they 

have formulated a definite position. 
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sextus informs his listeners on the first page of the 

Outlines that the pyrrhoneans have neither discovered the 

object of their inquiry nor have they declared the object in

apprehensible and given up in their investigations. Why, 

then, is sextus presenting his audience with hundreds of 

pages of discourse which he says 'at the beginning reach no 

definite conclusions? The Dogmatists claim to have wisdom 

and truth to offer to anyone who is able to master their 

teachings. The Academics at least promise to be able to show 

their gifted students that they need not frustrate themselves 

in the pursuit of absolute knowledge and thus may be able to 

indicate where their time and energy could best be spent. 

Sextus makes no such promises to his listeners., What then is 

the method and nature of Sceptical inquiry? What is its 

purpose? 



(ii) 

Method and Nature of Sextus Empiricus' Sceptical Inquiry 

In P.H. i I to 5 Sextus distinguishes two sceptical 

schools and the dogmatic school. The Pyrrhoneans share with 

the Academics the practice of ivoX~ but are distinctly 
. ~ \ f I 6 

characterized by Sextus by these words:t::1Tl~OVl1" ""lT1)0" EQt;) 

.v t ,.. , f ... C. \ ( ,,' 
E'TL S 'r)'TO'lJO'lV J "'1')'T0'\)0"l. O£ Ot. crK..e.1t''fLKOL. What meaning 

and significance one should attach to the fact that someone 

says that he is disposed to search and inquiry ('11'T'~'Tll{o't;) 
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is determined by what the particular object of his inquiry is 

and by what method he uses to attempt to discover this object.' 

Sextus clearly states what the Pyrrhoneans set out with 

a view to discovering in their inquiry:-

~P~c(Jl€\lO~ 'Y~p <pl~oaoq,€t\l t,lr£p 1'ou 1"Ci{ 

<p~\I'T"~(j[~~ E.1fLt<ptVo(L KlXl K.o(T<x"~~eLV 'TlY€~ 
~iv €l~ty ~A1)eE'~ 1"(Y€~ be t€'UbE.t<;, 
ctlO''TE ()(7~ro(K.'T"f)c)"t(l ••• 10 

He continues onto indicate how their investigation proceeds:-

~, a' J 6 "c. A.. I 

Eo)! E. 'tTE. O"€V ""~ 'T'~V l.O"ocr QE\l1) a LtX't'CAlV \..~v, 

~\I E'lTlKpl.YCXL ~~ D,\)V~ \-If'VO~ €1Tel1XeV· Il 

What Sextus is expressing in the first part of this 

passage is how Scepticism originates. How it originates and 

what it ultimately becbmes are at once closely bound up with 

each other and distinct from each other. By choosing to 

present the pyrrhonean.as setting out with the hope of determin~ 

ing what is true Sextus is being careful to show that S6epti

cism comes about not as a result of the pyrrhonean dogmatically 



rejecting scientific inquiry but rather because the Pyrrhon-

ean is forced to take the sceptical position contrary to 

his original expectation. Scepticism, one might say, does 

not mysteriously spring up but rather appears as a logical 

.' '1' . I~ development 1n the hlstory of phl osophy ltself. Sextus 
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wants to make it clear that what the Pyrrhoneans claim to 

show is that philosophical investigation itself, properly 

carried out, leads to Scepticism. The pyrrhonean is portray

ed by Sextus as being driven to Scepticism by his unwilling-

ness to be dogmatic. 

However, when Sextus considers pyrrhonism as an estab-

lished standpoint with its own methods and means of attain

ing its end he speaks quite differently than when he is 

.. .. d 13 expressing how Scept1c1sm orlglnate. He no longer speaks 

of the pyrrhoneaps as searching for truth~ The Pyrrhonean, 

as distinct from what might be designated the student of 

philosophy who ultimately becomes a Sceptic, begins his in

quiry sceptically -- by opposing to every proposition an 

equal proposition and in this way deems himself to be undogma

tic. What the pyrrhoneans seek, according to Sextus' account, 

''t are ways of forcing one to suspend judgement. The search for 

truth would seem to be altogether ignored once the student 

of philosophy has come to be a pyrronean. 

C7tlO''T~O'€(.)~ b€1'~~ O'KE.1fflK.~C: £O'Th,. ~Px.~ 
I1~AlO'Tlt 'TO 'lToH/'ll ~oyce "Aoyov to-O\l ctVTl-

{\ ~ \' I 1\1 
K€LO"oOLV Cl'lTO yap 'fO'\)1'O'U K~'TC4I\'i)y€l\I 

& OK01J p.£v EL> 70 fJ.~ ooy p-~r C~ € LV. IS 

It is important to note that not only do the Pyrrhoneans 
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suspend judgement but in order to be able to do it undogma

tically they attempt to show the necessity of their suspend

ing judgement. They thereby recognize the need for demonstra-

tion of some sort and actively search for ways to establish 

l~oX~ and bring into question any d06trines which are held 

to be true. 

The Ancient Dogmatists were well aware of the fact that 

the pyrrhoneans, in attempting to justify the Sceptical Way, 

are forced into a paradoxical position since the very basis 

upon which any sort of justification can .be based is what 
lEI 

Scepticism questions. 

The pyrrhoneans cannot be said to be disposed to search 

and inquiry ( ~~T~T~~) in the sense of inquiring into the 

true nature of things. However, in so far as the pyrrhoneans 

attempt to show that one is f6rced to suspend judgement by 

the very nature of the evidence and arguments that one can 

call upon to determine the underlying nature of things they 

can be said to be searchers. 
, 't .. 

Do the pyrrhoneans remain searching (e.1TL~OV""V "'1'\'T'l\O"e(\)~) 

Or, is. their claim that they do not assert the impossibility 

of Kc('T~?t'l1tL~ merely a theoretical postulate whic? they never 

put into practice? The solution to this question entails the 

answer to many other even more crucial ones. Do the pyrrhon-

eans in fact determine nothing? Does Sextus either claim to 

have found a basis upon which to make a definite judgement 

or has he done so'in practice without acknowledging it? Is it 

his intention either in practice or in theory to e~tablish 
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unambiguously any assertion -- even the proposition that KaT~-

'A'l)"Y l<) is impossible? 

Arguments can be put forward to support both an affirm-

ative and a negative answer to the questions indicated above. 

In order to present an accurate picture of Sextus' position 

it is necessary to discuss the considerations which would 

support Sextus' own claim that he determines nothing -- not 

even the impossibility of K~T~~~~l~ -- and therefore remains 

searching. 

It is important to not separate particular arguments or 

statements which sextus makes from the general context and 

methodological structure in which they appear. Sextus clear-

ly defines the general method which he uses throughout his 

writings and indicates the end which the method is intended 

to reach:-

'IE 'I.e \ (I 'e' O'T'- be 'tl OKE1rTlK'Y] Q'UYtq.llC; ~V'T&. e'TlK1\ 

cptl(lVoJLevQ" rr~ Kotl 'Vco'U116YlAlV K.~~ oLav-
~~1l'or~ rp01rO~, &#, ~~ EPX6 ~€ GO( Sl~ ,rr~v 
£'\1 'TOl~ &Y'Tl.K.cL~€VOl~ '1TplXy,...~cn KC1L 

~or0tr; taocrOiv€ L~ Y 'TO ~€" 1T'P (3T~ etc;' 
E1TOX~VJ /fO &e. ~c'T'~ '1" 01) 'TO ets- dr<xp~~ LO(~, 11 

He must, if he is to remain faithful to his definition of his 

position, attempt to make the seemingly most discredible pro

positions credible and the most credible propositions dis

credible. The 'Sceptical argument' is not to be found in any 

particular argument but rather is to be found in all of the 

opposing arguments taken together. 
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More particularly, the Sceptic must argue as convincingly 

as possible against the possibility of ~~T~~~~l~ when he is 

confronted by Dogmatists who assume the possibility of~~~~

~~tlq as a beginning point and devote themselves to showing 

how it is possible and to determining the underlying nature 

of things. It takes one dogma to counteract another; in this 

case, the one dogma is well represented by the Dogmatists 

while the other must be taken up by the Sceptics. So it must 

be said from the start that one would expect Sextus to be 

forced into the role of arguing against the possibility of 

K~7~~~tl~. It must also be said that one would expect him 

to be doing this with a view to establishing the need to sus

pend judgement as to whether KtXT~lfl'l)t L~ is possible or im

possible if he is to be true to his definition of pyrrhonism. 
, 

Conversely, if Sextus argues for the impossibility of K~T~-

~~irL~ per se, he will be arguing in a manner and for a pro
'~ 

position contrary to the main precepts of pyrrhonism: OV 

1\ lc.' c 11' 13 
\-la~l\o",) Q'\)oeV op I.'1 CJ • 

What the Sceptical arguments are intended to lead to is 

not a discovery concerning the nature of things or of cogni-

tion but rather to a certain, state of mind or soul 

) ~ , 
and (X ra PC(" Let: • This is reflected in their terminology. The 

sceptic, ac60rding,to Sextus, only makes non-assertions 

(&.CP~(j(Ol), as distinct from assertions abo~t the way things 

really are, which leads to a mental condition rather than to 

objective knowledge. It is worth quoting Sextus' own formula

tion of this fact in order to notice the careful, wording he 



uses: . 
C/g C ~I\" c/ \, I ~ , 
o ell 0 'l'lOV £O'TlV on KOLI. 'T'll'.' O(...,.O((1LIXV 

. 1r~pt(~~~~ciYOJA.EV o,,'X w~ 'TTpo(' 1'~V <pvalV 
~ " ,.. "" 'rOlO'llT(J\I ovreJ\) rwv IJtPocy~OI'rCJ\I. (\l0''r~ 

'lT~V'r('), & epoecr L~V K LVE.tv, &,,'A~ bl)A 01J\lrf~ 
grL ~~eL~ )I{)V, ~r£ '1Tpof€po~eeO( cx.v'f~V, 
€'ITL . 'TwvSe 'fw)) '11'To'\.q..liv(Jv 'rO'U'TO 'TrE:1T'O~ecxJ.lE.v. , .. 
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sextus says that he uses such expressions as rr~xOJ. and O~ 

1'~x.~ and ~ ~ eO'"'rL and ovt<. ~~ €O''TL and ~vbe XeTtXL and O\'K 

€V&€~E"~l in order to make it clear to his listeners that he 

is also implicitly affirming the opposite of what he is seem-

. . t t 0.0 ingly assentlng to ln a s a ement. 

One other observation which should be made at this point 

is that Sextus restricts even statements'made about mental 

conditions to what appears to him at a particular moment or 

up until a particular moment. The matter at issue is 

sufficiently important to merit giving several illustrations 

since it is not only pertinent to the present problem but 

also to the more general question concerning how one should 

interpret Sextus' method of argument and of exposition:-

1. concerning the Pyrrhonean statement: 
C( I , \ , ,'\ )1 

1T'~V'to( £Q'TI..V <:tK~'1"~""l1rrot . 
rro~ro OE. tOn \I ou 6L~~€~~ LO'U J-li YOV 1rE:pt 
1'O~ r~ rrap« 'T'Ol~ b?y~c('T~KO~~ ~1)~OV~€V~ 
C:P'\.l0'€(J~ €t)l~L 'T"OLC('\1'T11(' (J~ €I.V<X.l oU'~'r-
&~'l)1iT~J ~~A~ 'to €~'\)rou 1T&9 or ~1rC('Yye~ ... 
~OV'iOSI K~g) tS, {,()(~) {J'ltO"~~~ctVQ 01'L 
Jf "', c ' ,,, Il '), ~'r , «XPl. )11)\1 O'lJOE.Y K.o('T€'I\«",O\l '-K€L\lCJV e.yCrJ OLa 

'T~\I rrCJv ~V1'U<El~eYtJ\I. tC'OOeiV€Lo(~' 11 
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sextus also prefaces many of his arguments with the 

statement that he merely states what appears to him to be the 

case at the time and that, in fact, he might be in error.1~ 

He makes such remarks for a more legitimate reason than mere-

1y using it as a ploy to 'leave himself free to disclaim 

responsibility for what he writes when he is attacked by his 

, critics. 

When the pyrrhoneans say that they determine nothing 

d . tt . t ttl d 1 . f' d .' tr they are a m1 1ng 0 a 0 a an unqua 1 1e 19norance. The, 

pyrrhonean, according to this view, finds himself in a position 

whereby he can only speak of how things appear to him at the 

moment. Nothing is grasped of such a determinate nature as to 

enable him to speak with certainty of the truth or falsity of 

any assertion he or anyone else might make. He can merely 

try to show the need to suspend judgement given the contra

dictory and arbitrary nature of the opinions he considers on a 

given question. SextUs doe~ not claim to have, determined any

thing concerning either the nature of human cognition or the 
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underlying nature of things such that he would have any bases 

upon which to speak of the limits or possibilities or im

possibilities of K~'r~?t1)tl~ . 

It is clear from what has already been said that Sextus 

claims he would not unambiguously declare the impossibility 

~f 1o(<<,..~l~tLS' and that to do so would be contrary to both 

the spirit and letter of pyrrhonism. One can safely say from 

this that the polemical treatises are intended to cause one 

to suspend judgement without actually bringing one to the 

point of declaring the impossibility of ~~7«~~tLr as a cer

tain and unquestionable fact. It is necessary now to con-

sider sextus' sceptical method in order to determine whether 
., / 

it is of such a nature as to enable him to arrive at ~11"O,x'l) 

without reaching any definite conclusions concerning the 

possibility 'or impossibility of K~7«~~~l~ such that he re

mains, in theory at least, disposed to search and inquiry. 

sextus does not set out to prove anything. The Sceptics 

suspend judgement as to wh'ether or not it is possible to prove 

anything or whether proof itself exists • .1.6, What he is trying 

to do is to persuade or induce the Dogmatists and uninitiated 
~ '" , ~., 

students into a mental condition (E:.'rr0x.~ - ~7Qpet."ltli) by what-

ever means possible. The best testimony to support this state

ment is to be found in th~ last chapter of P.H. iii in which 

Sextus compares the pyrrhonean's activity of curing the Dogma

tists of their rashness by various methods of persuasion to 

a doctor curing an ailment with different sorts of remedies~1 

For the moment it is sufficient to note that the present 



problem is to determine Sextus' sceptical method of per-

suasion and not of proof. A person can be persuaded of 

the need to suspend judgement without anything having to 

have been proven about the underlying nature of things or of 

cognition'. 

Sextus describes his own method of presentation as 

being like that of a chronicler who simply records each fact 

as it appears to him at the moment .!lS This statement, taken 

quite literally, gives a very accurate picture of how S~xtus 

does in fact proceed in his exposition. The order in which 

a chronicler presents his material is usually determined ex-
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terna11y by the order of the events he describes. In Sextus' 

case one finds he says that he follows undogmatically the 

order of the divisions of philosophy and of the divisions 

within the divisions which others have used and which appear 

reasonable to him.~ He rather randomly considers the views 

of the philosophers, poets, historical personages, and atti-

tudes of different peoples as they appear relevant to the 

topic at hand!O What is important to notice in this is that, 

like a chronicler, the method by which Sextus proceeds in his 

exposition cannot strictly be said to spring out of the 

'intrinsic logical structure of the matter in question; rather 

his method consists of a mixture of following the practice of 

others undogmatically, of more or less randomly selecting 

evidence and arguments from a variety of sources which fall 

under the topic under discussion, and of following the method 

that appears to him at the time to be most suitable}1 



Sextus' image of the chronicler is also strikingly 

instructive in that the chronicler is thought of as somehow 

being detached from what he is observing and as expressing 

what it appears like to him from his external vantage point. 

Sextus has before him a whole host of warring sects to whom 

he feels no allegiance. He regards them as mere phenomena. 

The tropes and other particular methods of persuasion 

will be dealt with separately in another context. It is 

necessary first to get a g~neral picture of how Sextus pro-

ceedsinhis exposition. 

The first stage in his inquiry is to gather as varied 

and numerous a collection of sense data and dogmas as seem~ .. 
reasonable on the matter in question. This is how each of 

Sextus' polemical treatises begins. He then sees whether 

the matter of the inquiry admits of being brought under one 

or more of the tropes of Aenesidemus or of Agrippa. As it 

turns out, he discovers that the particular matter in 

question does fail under the tropes and is thus said to be 

inconclusive. It, therefore, becomes necessary to suspend 

judgement as to whichi if any, of the views he has consider

ed is true. This, gen~rally, is how Sextus proceeds. 
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. , I 

This method certainly leads to ~1TOX'Y). However, because 

E'T1'O;x,~ arises as a result of observing disparity or faulty 

arguing in particular views expressed on any question he must 
, I 

constantly justify £~O~~ by pointing out this disparity or 

faulty arguing in every new argument that comes along. He 

must remain inquiring because the basis upon which he 
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., " establishes E~O~~ does not rest in the discovery of a uni-

versal and necessary principle as such, but rather in the 

recognition of such a principle as it appears to him at the 

h 1 . . 1 f 3t time in a p enomena or emp~r~ca orrn. The phenomena being 

the history of philosophy or poetry or culture or medicine 

or whatever. The fact that Sextus only states what appears 

to him at a given moment and does not make any universal and 

final assertions has already been made clear. He determines 

nothing; not even that he determines nothing. Hence he does 

not establish as a principle which he openly assents to that 

sense perception and thinking are merely relative. One might 

say, sextus endlessly rediscovers this principle in inquiry ) / 3, . 
and is coincidentally endlessly brought to ~VoX~ . H~s task, 

in practice, would last as long as the history of the pheno

mena he is inquiring into goes on changing. He would always 

be open to the possibility that the truth may be grasped at 

some future date. 

Is the 'still searching doctrine' held because Sextus is 

not as deeply sceptical as he would have been had he complete

ly denied the possibility of true apprehension or was it held 

because he is even more sceptical? It has already been shown 

that the answer is in the latter. One finds a view expressed 

in the scholarly literature on Sextus regarding this doctrine 

which is quite baffling. Mary ~1ills-Patrick says the pyr-

rhoneans:-

advocated a spirit of progress -- forever 
seeking. The seeking of the pyrrhonists was 
in the direction of scientific research, 
particularly of empirical or inductive re
search. 3, 
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One cannot find any grounds for imagining that Sextus has the 

activity of positive scientific research in mind when he says 

that the pyrrhoneans remain searching. Jana6ek is much closer 

to the truth than Patrick or Hallie when he views the matter 

in its proper contexts and relates the 'still searching 

doctrine' to Sextus' desire to distinguish the pyrrhoneans 

from the Academics on the question of , the possibility of K~T~

~~'l~. If this doctrine is considered in the context in which 

it occurs, it can only be understood as an expression of the 

fact that the Pyrrhoneans have determined nothing without de

claring the impossibility that something can be determined. 

On~ cannot find sextus speaking of the positive empirical re

search of the pyrrhonist in any clear and direct way. Once 

sextus' position has been more fully determined it will be 

possible to discuss the widely held view of sextus as an 

empirical scientist. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

sextus' General Critique of Dogmatic Ethics 

Whenever Sextus takes up the task of presenting the Pyr-

, / 

rhonean way (~y~y~) he begins by indicating why the Dogma-

tic philosophies in general are doomed to lead to unhappiness.' 

This provides a most reasonable introduction to the Pyrrhon

ean end and to the way in which it is realized in practice. 

What might be called, for want of a better term, the 

. d f th . t h 1 db' d' d 1 objective Sl e 0 e P1C ure, as a rea y een 1n 1cate . 

Namely, that the pyrrhonean finds he is unable to determine 

what is good and bad and this forces him to suspend judge

ment which in turn leads to d~~p~~[~. In presenting the 

pyrrhonean way in this manner Sextus shows that the pyrrhon

ean is driven by necessity to the Sceptical standpoint. 

Seemingly, it is by mere accident and good fortune that the 

path along which he is driven leads him to the end he origin

ally set out to realize when he was entertaining the hope of 

achieving it by determining what is good by nature.3 

The distinction which was made earlier between how 

Scepticism originates and what it ultimately becomes must be 

introduced into the discussion again.~ Although Sextus pre

sents the pyrrhonean as originally setting out with the hope 

of de~ermining what is good by nature the position the 
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pyrrhonean ultimately takes is that it would be undesirable 

to determine what is good by nature even if one could. Pyr

rhonism is not presented as the second best possible position. 

Even if the Dogmatists did succeed in their pursuit they 

would still, according to Sextus, not realize their end as 

perfectly as thePyrrhoneans do. S It is necessary to consider 

this in some detail. 

Sextus 'presents a lengthy polemic against the Dogma-

tists showing that it is necessary to suspend judgement 

as to whether a good or bad by nature exists. 6 The present 

discussion is not concerned with these arguments. What it is 

concerned with are the arguments in which Sextus does not 

bring into question the veracity of Dogmatic teachings on 

what the good is or on whether it exists or not but with the 

consequences that maintaining this or that good has on the 

h ' , 't" h life of the person w 0 ,ma1nta1ns 1. T ese arguments do not 

reveal, as the former do, how Sextus arrives at his position 

but they are quite useful for determining the nature of the 

position he arrives at. 

The distinction implicit in this is quite important. 

The arguments which are concerned with the practical con

sequences of the Dogmatic position occur after the Sceptical 

standpoint has already been establis~ed through a detailed 

logical refutation of th~ various dogmatic doctrines. First 

Sextus has a chapter entitled "Do Good and Evil really exist?"8 

in 'his treatise Against the Ethicists and then the chapter 

called "Assuming that Good and Evil exist by Nature", is it 



possible to live happily?"tJ The important point in this is 

that it is not as a pragmatist or utilitarian that Sextus' 

primarily comes to his position. He considers the Dogmatic 

position in terms of its practical consequences as an 

additional argument which is almost superfluous to his main 
10 

argument. 

Sextus writes:-

4>at )l'\I b' ~XPl 'Y.uV fi"oc; Eo! VtXl 'rQV 

0'''€'1T'1LKO~ 'T~)'J EV 1"OL~ K.~1'~ . 66~Ol\l 
~r~p£t~ (~V l\C1l €V 'T"Ol4' K~T'Y}V(XrK.~a ... . , e " P.E VOL~ t-t E1"PlO'iT'CX e HtV. 

The present discussion is only concerned with the ethicist's 

~nd as it relates to matters of opinion. The consideration 

of things unavoidable will be considered under a separate 

It 
heading. 

Sextus approaches the question of how happiness (~~O~l-

~OV(~) can be obtain~d neg~tively. He writes~-

1jaarx 1'0("1)\1 K.~KOOIHtl0V(o( yLve;'rt;J..L 
Ole( TlVC( 'TctP«X~\I. 13 . 
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What he is concerned with is the determining of the causes of 

perturbation (T~P~X~) and with showing how One can attain 

happiness by avoiding the causes of perturbation. 

Sextus observes that 

••• 1Ta(Tl\ 'TapOlX~ 'lfapl'TrE.'T'DCL 1"ot~ ~\lGpc..S1I"'O lr· 
)/ c:.." , 'c Iii, 
't)1"Cl olct. 1"0 (T'lhl 1'OYcJC TlVa. ol(')K.£L" " tllll. 

OL~ T~ "'UV'T'6\1~~ 'l"lV~ 9E:~y€L". I~ 

According to Sextus, the person, who is continually pursuing 

. what he believes to be good. by nature and shunning what he 



supposes to be evil, will find himself in the following pre-

dicament. If he is without what he deems to be good he will 

be perturbed on account of his desire to gain it (Sl~ 11V 
,.. ,,' e' 1> 'rOU 'r'UXE.I.'J E.1rL \Jl-llt\\J ). If he acquires the good that he is 

seeking he will be perturbed because of the excess of joy 

( 0 l~ 'T~\J ,)'TT€P~OA~~ 'f1)~ Xr:J. P a ~.) it will cause him and as a 

result of the anxiety involved in keeping watch over his 

c' \,.h , .... e ' 16 
acquisition (ol~ '~" TP0'UPCXV 'rO'V K1""1 ev'TOS ) • 
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It would be useful to formulate the content of what Sex-

tus is saying in a more abstract way in order to bring out 

its full import. In deeming certain things good by nature 

one is opposing to oneself an object which is in some way 

other than oneself and yet related to oneself in such a way 

as to caU$e one to desire it and to feel imperfect or in-

complete without it. That it is in some way other than one-

self is indicated by the fact that one does not immediately 

have it but must pursue it. The reason one must pursue it 

is because one believes that one is related to it in such a 

way that in having it one has what makes one good and thereby 

happy. The problem inherent in this is that the source of 

one's happiness is placed in something which is in some way 

outside of oneself. Thus one is dependent upon something 

which is external to one's immediate self over which one does 

not have complete control. One can deem something good 

and desirable by nature but not be able to have it or have 

it and either be overwhelmed by it or uncertain as to whether 

one can maintain it. n 



If one assumes for the sake of argument, as Sextus has 

done, that things good and bad exist by nature, then why 

are things good and bad more of a source of perturbation for 

. t th th f th S .? IS . the Dogmat1s an ey are or e cept1c In answer1ng 

this question Sextus quotes Timon 1 s statement "&A~~ '1'{ p~~ 

~vapW'IT~\1 1'<1l)r~ v6lf K~KPL'Tc(l" which Bury renders as "But 
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. ~ 
by judgement of men Sentence upon them is pass'd." According 

to Sextus, what moves the Dogmatists to pursue certain things 

and avoid others is their belief that certain things are good 

10 . 
by nature while others are bad. The source of perturbation, 

it follows from this, is not in the objects themselves which 

exist but in the attitude that one has towards those objects.
11 

Although one may not have any power in determining what 

exists and what does not exist, one does have, according to 

Sextus, the power to decide what one believes or does not 

believe. It is important to note here that in Sextus' polemic

al writings he shows that the Dogmatists are not lead by 

necessity to believe what they do but by arbitrary and rash 

reasoning. Looked at from Sextus' point of view, the Dogma-

tists arbitrarily choose to believe that certain things are 

good by nature and others are bad, which makes them dependent 

on something outside of themselves over which they do. not 

have complete control for their source of happiness. They 

are themselves their own source of perturbation because they 

freely choose to maintain certain beliefs which cause them to 

suffer perturbation. After quoting the passage of Timon 

given above Sextus writes:-



'1"0 bi yE. bl&ci:O'"e~\J 'TO 'TOlO1)'T"O~ )(bLOY 

1~~ crKlVev"S. 'T"Q(~T'l~ ~p« ~'V 1'0 
e:v be< C~ovo(. ~ CO\l 'lrepL'troLe.tV.:1~ 

sextus illustrates his teaching with a number of exam-
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pIes which may help to show that the interpretation which has 

thus far been argued is accurate. In M. xi 121 to 124 Sextus 

observes that the supposition that money or fame or pleasure 

are desirable and good by nature in each case serves to 

generate a great 

t ' 13 1')00\1 (.0( • Sextus 

evil -- cpt ~- CCPY"LO( ,4>l~(}'" 6o~ ~O( 'ef l ,,-

does not bring into question the goodness or 

badness of money or fame or pleasure as such in this discuss-

sion. However, he takes it as self-evident that the love of 

these is bad because it results in a certain depraved con-

\ 0' ~~ . 
di tion (TI.Ya£ ~OXIJ~ r CJ.V)· The zealous capitalist, for exam-

ple, never has all the money he love~ but is constantly 

seeking more because he deems all money desirable by nature. 

Hence he is always perturbed because of his belief in the 

desirability of money. 

sextus then argues that even if one acquires what one 

regards as goods one will still be troubled by the fact that 

one is not alone in possessing them. He will be infected 

with envy and ill-will towards his neighbours. Also he would 

be in constant fear of losing his goods. And if he did lose 

them he would not only be tormented with the hardships that 

corne with it but also by his own belief that he is not having 

them in a bad state which would cause him to feel shame and 

. d' 15" ·self-dl.s al.n. 



But, .possibly, the cause of one's perturbation is a 

result of taking th~ wrong things to be good by nature and 

one needs the assistance of dogmatic philosophy to show one 

what one should really pursue. Sextus replies to that 

suggestion as follows:-
C/ I·' \" ",_ .•. w O"re. 'JOC"OV CXV11. YO 001.1 TOLE-LV 'To',} 'TO" 

4>LAOO"OCPOU I).6yov, €'rr(:L'tTEP 'tOY ~hl "'Ao-urO\l 
~. bo~O(v ~ -uyeL()(V cj~ Ocy0(9ov op f-4WV1OC 

& 1TOO''Tpe+,"'' ,l S 'TO ~~ 'I"OI;;"~ &I.WK El V 
&~hOt 'T'o I<.Q(AOV, €l 'rUAOl, K~l r~v cXp'E'T1t", 
OUt< E~e1)eepot .,.~~ 6lQ~ECJ(" O<~~ Ef 
e1 ~p ct." J.l-t 1'"«TC9"la'L bCL) ~ I.\J. 16 
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The philosopher "introduces one perturbation in place of an

other" like the physician who "removes brain-fever but in its 
.1~ 

place introduces lethargy." 

In summary, one can conclude that, according to Sextus, 

the originative cause of pursuit and avoidance is the belief 

that there exists what is good and desirable by nature and. 

what is bad and undesirable by nature. Pursuit and·avoidance 

are the cause of perturbation. The activity of pursuing 

what one deems good by nature and avoiding what one deems bad 

by nature is the activity of seeking imperturbability by 

trying to harmonize oneself with something which is in so~e 

way other than oneself (i.e. is good by nature and thus has 

a nature of 'its own irrespective of my particular nature). 

This something which is other than oneself, according to 

sextus' analysis, is nothing other than one's belief in the 

good and bad by nature or one's conception of how things 



ought not to be. No matter how persistent one is in seeking 

to come into harmony with what one deems good by nature one 

will be in some degree of disharmony with it. To express 

this more abstractly, experience is not adequate to the idea 

of the good or of a perfect order of things; the conflict 

between one's idea or belief and one's experience is the 

cause of perturbation. 

The most appropriate way to end the present analysis is 

to let Sextus speak for himself:-
, , ';' I Ro1 " ' , 

'1"e y«p £~"Jot~ nV«' r ~ov 'l"IX"LV Kc(TC( 'TEXV~K.OY 

~oyov ~pLO'fA~\lc.J~ etpl1~~v"l)l Evxfl P.a~40V 
~o~I{€\I. 'IT"~~ y«p «-vBpw'lTo) 1frO~ 'T~~ 'H:'V 
t' I Co A.. , , 

1J'lT O'tf L'TTTOV1'W\l 'IT? ~y f'l0i 'T"C.)v Olo('t'0Pot~ K~L 

1tOlI(.L"'[C(~ ~pn.40~£.\lO~ O~beTOTe 
&UYC('TOCL ~v o(-U'T~V 'T~eL\I c?'UA~'T7'~I.V, 
K«L iA~~"O''TCX 0 ~~~p(N'J 1"0 re &O''rDl'rO~ 'r~~ 
7.uX~~ K~l 1'0 &~E~~LO" 't~" ttrpOlYP.&1"WV 
k"Yoo~~€VO". ~& 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

(i) 

The Sceptical End as Regards Matters of Opinion 

It is possible now to see Sextus' position in its proper 

perspective and to determine its true import. 

Sextus begins his chapter, called 'Is he who suspends 

judgement regarding the Nature of Things Good and Evil happy 

in all respects?', by characterizing the life of the happy 

man as follows:-

E.uS~(J.lCJv ~~v lO"1L\I & d'ta.p~X-(J~ bl~~cty(JV 
KotL cJ~ €~~yc\l & TCp.cu\l, EV ~cr1Jx.(~ KO(L 

Y~~'t)VO'T'lrTL K ~ a E,(r'T ~ ( 

. '11'«\1111 yop €.1TetXc yrAA~'Jy\ 
\ \ or 'J' ,1)' 

K~l 'TO\l Q (J~ ouv e.VO'Y)O" ~\I 

"~YEl-l~nO"l r«~~Y1)). I· 

Timon's image of the calm that comes when there are no dis-
~ 

turbing win~~indicates the nature of the pyrrhonean end 

quite clearly. The 'winds' that·Timon speaks of have already 

been seen to be the idea of or belief in the existence of a 

perfect order of things or a good by nature which one is in 

disharmony with in one's immediate state and which one must 

endlessly strive to conform to.~ One's calm is disturbed if 

the state one is in does not conform to one's conception of 

the state one ought to be in. The happy man, therefore, must 
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be in a state which is not contradicted by or in conflict with 

his conception of how he ought to be. Moreover, if there are 

no winds to disquiet him he must not hold any conception of 

how he· ought to be which could conflict with how he is. 

What is important to notice at this point about the 

Dogmatic position is that happiness is identified with the 

soul's being in a certain state -- having a certain definite 

character and content. Happiness is not simply conceived of 

negatively -- as not being perturbed -- but also positively 

__ as being in harmony with what is good by nature. The 

sceptical view of happiness is best understood in contrast 

to this. 

How does Sextus characterize the state of happiness of 

the happy man? In the above quoted passage the happy man is 

said to live without perturbation, in quietude, in a state 

of repose and freedom from turmoil or agitation.3 Sextus' 

happy man can be said to be happy to the extent that he is 

not unhappy. 

In P.H. i 10 he defines the state the happy man is in as 

follows:-

~'T<X pill 5 Ct( bi eO'TL 'o/1JX~C; ~oxl\~O"CC( 
K~t Y~A~VO~~)' ~ . 

i\ 0X?t'YJ(jL~ may be defined as 'freedom from disturbance I which 

has the same import as the second·quotation of Timon in the 

above passage. The state of the happy man is negatively de

fined here as being a state in which none of the things which 

might be opposed to him are able to disturb him. One might 
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legitimately substitute the word 'disturb' with the word 

'alter' or 'affect'. It has already been observed that dis-

c' 'c 1\' turbance results from an excess of joy (0 lot 71)V '\J'tr€p ~OI\1)V 

'Tf)t; xtXpa c; ) as well as from sorrow or grief.
S 

That the happy man is in a calm (y~A~V01~~) state is 

expressed in the first statement of Timon in the above 

passage. One might say that calmness is simply the state 

which results from the freedom from disturbance. Or, to speak 

in the allegorical language of Timon, the calm of the lake is 

the result of the complete absence of wind. 

It would be very useful to indicate provisionally the 

full import of this. until the nature of f'tr0X~ has been firm

ly determined it will not be possible to demonstratively 

justify the following statement. 6 The ultimate end Sextus sets 

out to realize is the state of unopposed immediate (i.e. un-

mediated) self harmony. The harmony is 'unopposed', in con

. tradistinction to the dogmatic position, because one does not 

. attempt to be in harmony with a good by nature or a perfect 

order of things but simply with oneself: The harmony is an 

'immediate' harmony of the self with the self, in contradis-

tinction to the dogmatic position, because Sextus does not 

seek to harmonize with or conform to an idea of how he ought 

to be or is by nature; rather, he suspends judgement as 

regards how he ought to be or is by nature and therein finds 

himself in an undisturbed or immediate self harmony~ Sextus' 

end is 'self harmony', as is the dogmatic end according to 

Sextus, in that it is the untroubled and tranquil state of 
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the soul. 

This position logically follows from Sextus' critique of 

the dogmatic position. His conception. of the nature of 

happiness is such that the activity of pursuit and avoidance 

is abolished since he suspends judgement as to whether there 

exists a good and bad by nature. He, thereby, does away with 

any possible source of perturbation) 

But can Sextus legitimately distinguish Scepticism from 

Dogmatism according to his own account of Scepticism? Does 

he in fact abolish the activity of pursuit and avoidance? 

Does the Sceptic not value anything as good and desirable by 

nature? Or, is Scepticism merely another form of Dogmatism? 

Sextus gives .the following definition of the word telos:-

)I , 7 "1\ ,7 I I 
€'(1H. ~E\I Oll\l 'TE,l\oq 'TO OU ~tXPl\l ttrcO'Tr( 

'lTpci'T'rETCXl ~ SeGJpctTc£l) ~'\J"O be oi1bE.\lOc; 
cl ~, " ,. > "10 
cVeKt~, 'l'l 'to E.crXO(lfOY 'T~)l OpE. K1"W\J. 

This is essentially the same definition of telos that Aristotle 

and Cicero give!' What is interesting to notice about it is 

that it makes perfect sense in the context of the Aristotelian 

philosophy but that it is less readily intelligible as the de

finition of telos appropriate to the pyrrhonean standpoint. 

It is appropriate to the Dogmatic philosophies, as understood 

by Sextus, because they maintain that there is an activity of 

pursuit and avoidance for the sake of something and that there 

is an ultimate object of appetency. 

The pyrrhonean, one might say, realizes his telos precise

ly by not determining what is good or true by nature, by not 



. , y ,,. 

valuing anything as "''TO E.ax.D(:ro~ 'TWV op€\{na) V ", and by not 
12. 

being involved in the activity of pursuit and avoidance. 

This statement would seem to be in one sense true and in an-" 
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other sense false. The sense in which it is true has already 
. I) 

been made quite clear. The sense in which it is false is 

that the Sceptic acts when he opposes the objects of sense 

and thought and when he suspends judgement. He carries out 

this activity for the sake of attaining'a certain state of the 

soul. It would appear from this that the above definition of 

telos does apply, in a peculiar way, to Pyrrhonism. However, 

the matter is not so easily resolved. 

One can scarcely find a page in Sextus' writings with-

out a statement to the following effect:-

o b~ ~Opl.O''TQ\I 'lI"€pl '1"C3V 'ipoS' 'i~'J 
1\ t\.;I 1'\ ,I A..'-

Kct 1\ (0" 1') K.OlKCAlV O'U'J"€ ~E.,\)yE; l rc.. 
&LC.l KEC. (i1>\lroY~~"~ 

sextus, in the above passage, is setting out the Pyrrhonean 

position against that of the Dogmatists. Wo~ld Sextus say 
,c, / 

that the Sceptic does not eagerly pursue ~~O~l~OVut as de-

sirable and good by nature? He. does not directly address him

self to this question. Sextus frequently makes remarks such 

as:-

i\p.x~v be 'T~~ 'O"Ke'tT'Tt..K11~ &tTlt.Sbll ~l\l 
cp~~~" E1Vo(L 'i~V tA1rLhC{ 'TO\) ~'TO(p~K'i~o-el.v· 'S' 

in which ~fap~~[~ is recognized to be desirable and that for 

the sake of which sceptical inquiry is carried out. 
1'\ I 16 

)'CXI\'l) VO'f1)q." It would seem 

that Sextus is committed to treating ~T~p~~[~ as the ultimate 
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Good. If this is the case, Sextus' definition of telos is 

appropriate to Pyrrhonism. 

However, this would appear to present a greater problem 

than it solves. pyrrhonism, according to the above inter-

pretation, would simply be another form of Dogmatism. One 

might reasonably conjecture that Sextus would respond to this 

charge by saying that JT~p~~[~ is a cohdition of the soul 

which appears to him to be good and desirable but which he 

would not positively affirm to be good by nature. In this 

case the distinction between indicating what 'appears to one 

and stating what is by nature is less acceptable than when 

he uses it on other occasions. When Sextus says that there 

appear to him to be equally strong arguments for conflicting 

sides of a question he acts consistently by suspending judge

ment and by proclaiming the need to search. further which in-
, . t f , )1 

dicates his uncertainty. That.at TIX PO(" &.~ is "'to €ax,tXTOV 'T"V 

dp€KT~V" is assumed by Sextus as a beginning point which is 

never questioned. The whole of his inquiry is directed to 

the realization of Jr~p~;C~. Thus, in practice, the pyrrhon

ean enters into philosophical inquiry in order to avoid ~~p~X~ 

and to pursue «T~p~;L~. In theory, the pyrrhonean deems 

~'T()(pO(~iCl( desirable and the man who has attained todr~pC(~[al 
to be in the most desirable state. 

It is necessary now to consider this whole matter in an

other way by showing how ~ 1'01 P ()( ~ L IX comes about as result of 

£. 1r 0X~. It is only by doing this that the notion of Jra. p~ ~ Let 
can be demonst~atively understood and. the problems raised thus 

far can be properly grasped. 



(ii) 

The Sceptical b ~ \Ill ~J.L~ 

tiE ( , ( \ r, ,,,, 
O'n. oc 71 O'KE'TI"TL ~"r) o,\)"Y~~'C; O/V'TLQ(HK1\ 

CPo(LVOILGV{')V 'r~ l{o{l 'r'OO'UlliYQ'I) Kt<G' otO\l'" 
~",1TO"c "'PO'lJ'O'iJ ~q; ~~ ~pX.0ttE;eO( &L~ 7~'II 
EV 'Tot~ &\I'TLl{6l~e:YOL~ 'tTP«y~IXa-L.. KolL 
~OyOl~ tcroO'eeVtlo(Y .,..6 ~E:V 'TTrlJTOY E~~ 
, I' ( , , .... , l 't! ~ I, 

E 'IT 0X'll\!) 70 oE. ~'l<X 1"0'\)10 E"~ 0(1'<:( Pel" l. ~Y. 
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What is the nature of the Sceptical b~V~~l~? The Dogmatist 

or the religious man or the citizen who believes in the sub

stantiality of the political institutions of his country each 

have certain convictions or beliefs about the way things are 

by nature which, in some measure, guide and determine how each 
. 

acts and feels. Philosophical, religious, and political con-

viction or, ·more generally, the conception of how things are 

by nature, viewed from the standpoint of pyrrhonism, rule 

. over man's life tyrannically. In the section on 'Sextus' 

general critique on Dogmatic Ethics' it was seen how Sextus 

regarded any belief in a good by nature as an inevitable 
. 18 

source of perturbat~on. Just as the Ancient gods once ruled 

over man because of man's conviction in the substantiality 

and authority of the gods, so man, in Sextus' view, is now 

the enslaved victim of Dogmatic belief. Rashness and self

conceit fool the Dogmatists into thinking that they can de

termine the nature of things and show man how he ought to 

live. sextus writes:-

'0 a-t<~1T''l'''K~~ Sl~ 'T~ +L1~vQpQ1'~ E1vatL 
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\ "c.. ~ J/ I' \ 
If'l\'" 'i"CJV oOy)-l~'TLK£.)V OVl)O'l.V 'TE K~~ 1rpo-
'lriTcL~\l. Kol'T~ fYtiV~l-llV LCicr-aotL 1oy~ ~O,)AE:T!1l.'~ 

It is, in Sextus' view, the unique task of pyrrhonism to 

liberate man from all forms of dogmatism and from the rash-

ness and vanity inherent in them. Sextus does not restrict 

himself to the dogmas of the philosophical sects •. He attacks 

d f 2,0 fl" .I., d 1" the ogmas 0 common sense ,0 re 19louS an po ltlcal 

U. 11 1~ . 
belief , and of the grammarians , astrologers , mathemati-

cians ~tc. •• The Sceptical b,;v'<X J.ll ~ is the power or means by 

which the Sceptic is able to liberate man from his dogmas. 

The Sceptical bvy(l ~l~ is the ability or power by which 

. 't. I 
the objects of sense perceptl0n (~~ao~r~ ) and of thought 

()lOl') 7&) are able to be shown to not appear to provide a 

source of certain knowledge of how things really are or as 

providing for man a source of authority according to which 

he can guide and determine how he ought to act. 

By opposing a belief in 'x' with a belief 'contrary to 

x' and showing that each belief is equally credible the 

believability of either is discredited. Sextus writes:

OL.vnK€L-~i"Ol)1) &~ ~oyotJ~ 'itap~~!Xl!~~volie\J 
o~Xl 1fd.VT(~f; ki6fcxO'l.V Ko£L Ka1"~~~alV, 
d) X C~:1T A£~ , ~ vn rov I-Lttx 0 11t V 0 u~. .2., 

Judgements which are contradictory, of course, conflict with 

each other although conflicting judgements are not necessari

ly c~ntradictory. ,The Sceptical b~Vol ~l'1 discredits the 

belief in the certainty of jUdgement by opposing " . CPc( L VO t.H:V,!( 
, ~ I' .. '\\, 1\ 1'\ I ~ 

~tX L ).IOJtE:VOl~ 1] '\I'OClVJ!t:V~ VOO'\)~e.~OlS' 'l) EY(j,,, 1\ d. '1 " in any 
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:1.1 
way whatsoever. Sextus illustrates this with the following 

examples:-

make any claim that every argument can be opposed to an equal

lycredible one; Sextus does not conclude from his exper

ience that because he has not thus far found any argument that 

cannot be discredited by opposing it to another that all argu-

ments can be discredited. Sextus' method is simply to con-

sider each particular argument as it comes to his attention 

and to respond to it by seeing whether it can be opposed by 

an equally credible conflicting one. His intention is always 

to merely counterbalance the pro-argument with a contra-argu

ment and not to refute the one and establish the other.
1Q 

It is 

for this reason that one finds large sections of Sextus' writ-

ings which consist of one feeble argument being feebly opposed 

.30 by another. Sextus deals with each argument separately and 

according to its own peculiar merits. It has already been 



noted that this method logically follows from ~he fact that 

he does not hold to any universal principles but experiment-

ally considers .each new argument with an openness to the 

possibility to it might be irrefutable but always searching 

for a way of discrediting it. 

It should be said, in anticipation of the discussion 
. ) / 

which is to follow concernlng €TOX~' that it follows from 

the above that Sextus suspends judgement with respect to 
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veracity of particular arguments as each is considered in 

turn~ That is to say, he does not a~rive at tl10xi and there

by tO~T~p~~l~ at a certain point in time and remains there 

forever. Rather, he must always return to the first stage of 

his inquiry and re-establish the need to suspend judgement 

by considering·new arguments and evidence. It is by doing 

this that the Sceptic avoids becoming dogmatically sceptical. 

The pyrrhoneans formally set out a number of tropes 

(IfPOVOL) or arguments ('Aoyo t. ) .~t They include ten tropes 

which classify the general forms under which particular ob

jects of sense perception and thought conflict with each other 

with respect to the same object and five tropes which dis-

credit belief by showing that the arguments upon which belief 

is founded. are arbitrary and dogmatic. The former are the 

tropes of Aenesidemus which readily conform to the definition 

of the Sceptical S~Y~~l~ thus far considered.33 The latter 

are the tropes of Agrippa of which only the first one involv

es the opposing of conflicting views: the other four deal with 

p~rticular arguments taken by themselves and discredit them 



by showing that they are not based upon anything necessary 

and known with certainty to exist~~ These four tropes of 

Agrippa fit into Sextus' description of the Sceptical 

O",)lCX ~lC; because the credibility of each particular deter

mination must be tested in order to be able to oppose it to 

an equally credible one. ,The above mentioned sets of 

tropes and other sets will be considered under a separate 

heading. It is 'sufficient, for the mome~t, to have merely 

indicated the place of the tropes in the general scheme of 

. 35' thl.ngs. 
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Sextus does not attempt· to abolish the ~CH V 0 fE.Y~ or the 

That I have certain ~l~e~ra is an 

unquestionable fact given in experience. Sextus writes:-

oreN SE: 4'tJTw~e" d 'TOlOUTO\l ~C1'fl 'TO 
')1TOI<E(~~YO\' orrrolOv ~<XLyer~l, 'TO it~'J C'tL' 

4>c((Y€TCl.l b(SO ~E."I ~ll'Toljt:lE\1 f) OV 'lrEpt 
"',.h .. ',\,\\ \, l "1\' rov "r~lVOP.E:\lO" <.'('l'1~ 1J"£pL E.K.£ VOU 0 llE.y-

ET~L '1Tept 'TOv cplXl V0tleYcroo '1oUTO &E. bL~- . 
cpipH TOU ~ ~'TEl\l Tepl ~.urou rov ~~l"O~e.VO'\). 36 

What is brought into question is the veracity of any jUdgement 

made about external underlying realities (~Ept ~W\1 ~~~e~v 
I ' ~ 'U1TOI<E.lP.E.V(JV ). 

sextus states the pyrrhonean position as regards the pre-

sent matter as follows:-

1"0 b~ ~iYlO'rO~, e'J 'Tn 'ftpO~Or~ lJ'~y tcJ\I(JV 
, ,I ~ "'" " ' ,\ 'TovH)\I 'to ea('U1''t .,..~l\lO fiEVO\l "e. y~L ~~l 'it) 

1TdeO~ ~'Wttyye').~e.L If 0 EcltJ'TotJ ~bo~~tr'TQ~, . 
J-l1l bey 1tEpt 1"Q\I £~4)eE" {'trOK.E.l~€YlJY 
bL~~e~~.t.ovp.e.\lOS". 38 
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The objects of ~ense perception and thought, accor~ing to the 

standpoint of pyrrhonism, are to be regarded as merely being 

relative and subjective (what seems to me to be the case) ~ 

they are not to be regarded as having any fixed and determin-

. 1 3q . ate content 1n themse ves. What 1S perceived and thought is 

largely determined by the particularity of the person (whether 

he is suffering from brain-fever or jaundice etc. or not) and 

by the external conditions under which he perceives and thinks 

(whether he is in fear of something etc. or not). The pyr

rhoneans express their ,position with such phrases as OV6EV 
op(~~ or OVSEV ~~~AO~ which indicate that they hold no fixed 

and deter~inate convicions. 

What the Sceptical S-UVd \A-lt; consists in is the, capacity 

to dissolve what is believed to be fixed and determinate by 

cancelling out each particular determination or dogma with 

one which is in conflict with it. The Sceptic usually does 

not have to create a new philosophical theory in order to re-

fute the Dogmatists but rather is able to let them refute 

each other. Sextus frequently finds it necessary to make up 

an argument of his own in order to counterbalance the posi

tion of the Dogmatists but he does not any more assert the 

credibility of the argument he makes up than of the one 

opposed to it. 
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(iii) 

The sceptical hVV~~l, ' which causes one to be uncertain 

about the veracity of any of the fixed determinations of 
, I 

thought and sense perception, leads to ('\l 0 X-'l\. Sextus defines 

as follows:-

1(" ~ c. ' 
€1fOX,ll oE. E.O"n .. O"'facrt~ ol~\10C.c(~ 

,I J/ I JI , (\ ,0 
ovTE ~LP0t16V 7L OV'T~ ""r1~~E.V. 

'E~.~~ , or suspension of judgement, is not to be confused 

with our word 'doubt'. The doubter is in the relation to what 

he doubts of doubting it. The person who suspends judgement 

has, one might say, reached a degree of uncertainty such that 

he is no longer doubting the credibility of an argument or 

whatever but has completely given up in the attempt to deter-

mine what to believe. To be in doubt about something is to 

be in a state of uncertainty and perplexity in which one is 

still, in some measure, torn between the pros and cons of the 

matter at issue. 

The fact that the pyrrhonean is able to suspend judge

ment rather than stay at the inquisitive stage of doubt in

dicates that he finds himself in a perplexity of shch a nature 

that it appears to him to be certain that his perplexity can 

never be resolved. Were this not the case the Pyrrhonean 

would go on searching without ever suspending judgement. If 

he were simply in a state of irresolve, indecision, and un-

certainty he would remain in the unhappy state of unrest 
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passing to and fro between the conflicting arguments and 

evidence. The act of suspending judgement rather than being 

an act of indeciiion and irresolution is a decisive act taken 

at the particular point at which one feels certain that one 

cannot determine what is the true judgement. The reason the 

pyrrhonean, in theory at least, does remain searching i~ that 

his Scepticism is so complete that he even doubts what appears 

to.him .to be certain. What appears to him to be certain in 

deciding to suspend judgement is not based upon any.apprehen

sion of the true nature of cognition or of reality but merely 

upon how it appears to him at the time of his inquiry. Sextus 

is completely consistent in his maintaining of the 'still. 

searching doctrine'while saying that the pyrrhonean suspends 

judgement. 

~E I ~o~~, then, is the standing still or cessation of the 

thought process (~r~al~ .bl~~O(~~ ) which results from the 

inability to determine how things really are or how one ought. 

to act. All determinate principles and criteria, whether they 

exist or not, cease to be an object of consciousness for the 

pyrrhonean when he suspends judgement. The Sceptic becomes 

convinced of the nullity of all that is derived from the sen-

ses, thought, habit, tradition, and so on when he sees that 

every conception of what is true stands opposed by its opposite. 

without making any positive assertion as to whether in real

ity this or that sensuous Gatum or thought is true or not the 

Sceptic reaches the point whereby nothing holds true for him. 

What must be firmly grasped in order to understand Pyrrhonism, 



as presented by Sextus, is that the ultimate concern is to 

determine what holds true for me, or more generally, what 

holds true for consciousness, and not with what is true in 

and for itself. Sextus' position is that 'I' am unable to 

determine what 'is' and 'is not'; and not, that what 'is' 

and 'is not' is indeterminable. Therefore, 'I' suspend 

judgement. In suspending judgement 'I' cease to judge or 

deem any object of sense or thought desirable by nature 

whether it be pleasure or wisdom or virtue or power or what-

ever. 

77 
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,t, ,/., 
Sextus says that ci 'ra PO( S ltl( follows from E1T OX 'Y) '''(J~ al{lC( 

ac.S ~t(1L" . 'A 'Tl~ plll;( ~ comes about as if by chance from i '\T0X~ 
't I 

just as € 1T0'X'll comes about as if by chance since the Sceptic 

has no reason to expect that an equally credible contra-argu

ment can be opposed to a pro-argument in any given case.~1 

sextus says that the Sceptic had the same experience as the 

painter Apelles who was painting a horse and wished to repre

sent the horse's foam. He attempted unsuccessfully to care-

fully paint it on and in utter frustration took the sponge 

which he used to wipe the paint off his brushes with and threw 

it at the canvas which left a mark on his picture producing 

the effec,t of a horse' s foam.~.1 Although the Sceptic refuses 

to assent to arbitrary and dogmatic judgement, he cannot be 

said to arrive at his end through a deliberate and conscious 

logical or empirical method. It all happens, as it were, by 

chance. He would suspend judgement as to whether his method 

in fact has some underlying logic. Sextus is cautious to 

maintain the purity of his Scepticism with remarkable consist-

ency. 

The most important passages, in which Sextus indicates 

that the nature of ~T~p~~(d is, have already been either 

quoted or discussed. I would now like to indicate what I 

beli'eve to be the nature of &r<:ip~~lC( and the reason that it 
) 1" 

follows from ~:trox~ . Sextus, as was noted above , limits his 
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comments to expressing what his experience as a Sceptic has 

been and does not attempt to give a rational explanation of 

why his experience took the form it did. He, of course, must 

restrict himself to speaking in that way if he is to remain 

faithful to his Sceptical position. The Sceptic is very much 

like the person who finds he can eat and digest food without 

requiring any knowledge of the chemical characteristics of the 

food he digests or of the anatomy and physiology of his dige

stive system. I think it is a legitimate question for the 

interpreter of Sextus' thought to want to 

leads to Jt~p~Si~ and what the nature of 

, I 
know why t. 't\" OX'\) 

Jrt'Lpil~ Lt( . is, not 

merely as expressed in the cautiously indefinit~ Sceptical 

manner. However, it must be emphasized that what follows is 

my explanation and not sextus' or a necessarily definitive 

account. 

~T~r~~L~ involves not only the suspension of judgement 

but also ~he suspension of the will to be anything in part-

icular (wealthy, virtuous, hedonistic, etc.). At the stage 

of €1roX.~ the pyrrhonean does not determine anything or have 

a will to be or become anything determinate. It is important 

to distinguish determinate being (being virtuous or wealthy 

or whatever) from indeterminate being. It has already been 

noted that the general form Sextus' arguments take is: either 

'x' is 'y', or 'x' is 'z': that 'x' is 'y' is equally credible 

as 'x' is 'z'; therefore it is necessary to suspend judgement 

as to whether 'x' is 'y' or 'z', or neither 'y' nor 'z'. This 

form of argumentatlonleads to suspension of judgement as to 
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whether any determinate notion of being can be known to be 

any more than not to be in reality. However, that Being is, 

is never brought into question. This is because one can only 

oppose what is fixed and determinate (being this to being 

that); indeterminate Being simply is and as such cannot be 

predicated of conflicting predicates. 

What the pyrrhonean finds through becoming uncertain 

about what externally is and is not -- whether this or that 

is in reality ~- is his own imperturbability. A crucial ele

ment in his own imperturbability would clearly seem to be 

that his own Being cannot be made a matter of doubt. Sextus 

never suspends judgement as to whether or not he suspends 

judgement. Indeed, upon suspending judgement he rests his 

case because he has found what he was looking for in the first 

place. What he was looking for turns out to be nothing other 

than self-certainty. This self-certainty comes about as a 

result of finding that he is not in and through another 

(through being virtuous or wealthy or whatever), but that he 

is in and through himself. I think ~~~~~~C~ is the uniform

ity of mind with itself or, to express this in another way, 

the unopposed immediate (i.e. unmediated) harmony of self with 

self. The mind or self not as determinate being but rather 

as pure indeterminate Being which is in and for itself. It is 

not as an individual, whose individuality is determined by 

what he believes and feels concern and affection for, that one 

attains to ci're(pa(;l.oL; rather, it is only by ceasing to be an 

individual -- by ceasing to have any beliefs or attachments --
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that one can attain to OCTUr~,L~ • One can only do this in 

respect to matters of belief. This, I believe, is the great 

principle which the pyrrhoneans experienced and discovered. 

sextus indicated how one could come to experience ~rdr~~[~ 

without rationally explaining why suspending judgement leads 

, ~ , 
to CC'T«p~') LO( • The pyrrhonean merely assures his audience 

that if they follow the pyrrhonean way faithfully they will, 

a~ it were by chance, have the same experience as they have 

had. 
., ,CI ,,, \ ~, , 

O'IJT(J ylXp 'K~IT1'O~ 1'\ )1Q\I 'T1)v 'TE"E~a\l Ko( l 
, <rK€.1rTLK~V &1rO~\1~~V 6Lcie~crt.v Kf4T~ To.., 
T~~(Jvc(" ~LW(j4'T"0lL. 

It is possible now to determine whether Sextus' defin-
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ition of telos given in P.H. i 25 is appropriate to pyrrhonism. 

) "t .... ,J/ ")" 
1. Is ~Tapa"L.C( "ro ~(j,,~TOV TwV op~t<'T(')\I " for the pyr-

, 
rhonean? When he is at the stage of having attained to a7ar-

ct; [ci. he neither longs for anything nor deems anything desir

"able. This would logically include ~T~pa~{~ itself since it 

is simply the state of soul which results ' , from ~ 1T°X-11 . How-

ever, the Pyrrhonean who is at the first stage of the pyrrhon-

ean way -- pyrrhonean qua ~ 't) 'r 'l} 'r~ S -- is not as yet properly 

a Sceptic but rather, as Sextus says, starts out with exactly 

the same hopes and intentions as the Dogmatist.~~ Namely, he . , .... 
hopes to attain to ~T~V~~l« by determining what is true 
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and what is not. Thus, the pyrrhonean qua '~1'f~S does 

....' "" , t I , 
deem ~rap~ r, L~ "'TO 7""V OpE K'T(J'" " He sets out, one 

might say, with the dogmatic assumption that there is an ulti

mate object of appetency and precisely at the point in the in-

quiry whereat it becomes necessary for him to suspend judge

ment regarding this original assumption he realizes the ob-

h · .. t' 'f) ject of ~ e lnqulry ln prac lce. 

. \ \ 

Ci~'TO 

at which the pyrrhonean has attained to 

nothing practical or theoretical is done 

1TP~ 1"'1'E;'T~l ~ e~c.lr€l."<Xl, 
Again, at the stage 

, I , ~I' 

€ 'tr0X'1) . or ci'Tej p~" L~ , 
for the sake of ~ToI p-

~ ;C«. As was already shown, it is not by being or doing or 

knowing anything that the pyrrhonean is able to realize and 

sustain ~7dp~g[~. However, the pyrrhonean who is at the first 

stage of the pyrrhonean way -- pyrrhonean qua 4 "lrr'f~ ~ -
actively pursues ~1~p~~[~ in every way possible. Clearly, ~Tap. 
0( ~ [0( is not for the sake of anything. Thus the definition 

sextus ,gives oftelos applies to pyrrhonism in so far as the 

pyrr~onean is no longer in the Sceptical frame of mind. 
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M£TP lO'TrcXSEUX 

Thus far the discussion has been limited to .Sextus' . ,.. 
position as regards matters according to opinion (£~ 10~~ 
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K~~~ h6~~V). The essential characteristic in respect to 

matters of opinion is that the individual is free to determine 

for himself what he believes or whether he affirmatively 

believes anything at all. What must now be considered is the 

class of things which affect the state of the soul which are 

not introduced by belief or"by any act of will but by a sort 

of external necessity over which one is powerless. The dis-

tinction between the former and latter may be provisionally 

said to be between the state of the soul as self determined 

and the state of the soul as externally determined. 

sextus first makes the above indicated distinction in 

P.H. i 25-26:-

CPCX~(V be ~XPL vuv 'Tf~O~ e1v~l 'Tot> 
O"Ke1r'tlKOU . ~v £v ,.o~ ~Ol1"« &o~o(\I 
dr« pCl(~ lU."; t(IltL EV ro~ Kti'T'yp'ocYKalT-, , e le6 
~£VOl~ f.u:rPlO1f'et Eu~\I. 

) "" 
What is the precise import of the phrase n £v 1"OL~ K«"'r)Vo(Y-

" . . ,. 
K~IT~eVOL(n which Sextus contrasts with the phrase "£v rOL~ 

K~"~ &o~~V n? This contrast· might be taken to be a contrast 

between things which occur by necessity in the sense that it 

is externallY' and objectively necessary that they occur and 

things which occur by chance in the sense that their occurrence 
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is 'wholly dependent upon whether or not I happen to opine 

them. It becomes evident that this does not accurately and 

fully indicate the true import of this contrast when one con

siders sextus' later formulation of this distinction in 11. xi 

147-148:-
'I , I \ ,.. \ c.. If. f I ' 
~cr'T EV ~E\I 10~ KC('Tbl QOC,tJ.\} 'YO"'l.,0t-teVOL~ 

~y ",,9ot~ 'te. K«t KotKol~ K«t E.y 'T"~t) 'TO~'TCJV 
O(tpiO'tCTL KO(t q,vy~t~ 'Te~e{J~ ~L1'Tt Y 

~\'OC(LJ.lQVJ EV &€ 'rol<; 1<<<,.' C/C(je~o-lV KO(~ 
O(AOrOl~ KL"ttl~~(1"LV fl('rPl«~EL~" 

t , " 

Here one finds the granunatically complete phrase "~y ~E." 'TO(.~ 
., 

" is contrasted with the phrase "6Y 

" instead of 
t ,.. I 

simply with the phrase" f.V 1"Ol~ KO('I''YlV~yK«cr~E.YOl~ "as in 

p.H. i 25-26. Sextus goes on to clarify the import of this 

distinction:-

'T~ r~p ~~ 'lrotr~ 'T~'J if~ ~010*J &t~t1'Tpoq,iv 
cru~~o«(YOY'tC( K«1. ~V cp«.ul'Y)\I &6~~VJ ~~~o( 
KCI.'Ttx &KO,)(1l0V 'T~~ (XtO'e~O'e(JC; 1I'«Qo~, 
~~~~vo'v E.<TflV -61rO 'f'O-U f(£(f~ 1'~ trKE:VIV 
~oyO'\) ~1T'«~~cX'I'"'i'E.Oec(L. %8 

The distinction here is between what affects one voluntarily 

and is able to be altered by reason and argument and what 

affects one involuntarily and cannot be_altered by reason and 

argument. 

The question at issue here is whether Sextus draws any 

distinction between saying that one is affected by something 
• I 

involuntarily(~KO~~~~~) and saying that it happened accord-

, ' , 
ing to riecessity (K~ ~V~yK~~). Or, to express it more 



directly, is it true to say that Sextus only means that one 

is involuntarily affected by certain things when he'says 
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that certain things affect one ~~T' ~Y~yK~V? Does the notion 

of necessity as used by Sextus in regard to involuntary 

affections have the restricted meaning that certain things 

affect one which are not contingent upon one's willing them 

or opining them but affect one regardless of what one wills 

or opines? Or, does Sextus explicitly have natural and/or 

logical necessity in mind when he says that certain things 
t \ ~ , 

affect one K«1 ~Y~yK~V. Does Sextus in fact suspend judge-

ment a~ to whether or not the soul is affected according to 

natural and/or logical necessity as distinct from being 

affected by chance or accident? 

Although it may at first appear otherwise, Sextus does 

not deal with questions concerning how or why involuntary 

affections occur -- whether by chance or by necessity or 

whatever. It is contrary to the most· basic principles of 

pyrrhonism to make assertions indicating that things or affect

ions occur by necessity or by chance or to make any such 

assertions which are intended to express their underlying 

nature. Sextus accepts as a phenomenon given in experience 

that the state of the soul is affected by what man desires, 

opines or, more generally, by what he wills and determines, 

and by involuntary affections of'the senseS. One can report 

on whether one voluntarily willed or determined something, or 

whether one was affected by something involuntarily without 

~aking any assertion about wha~is no~-evident. This is 



precisely what Sextus does. When Sextus says that the soul 

is affected by matters according to necessity he is simply 

indicating that the soul is affected by matters which occur 

whether one wishes them to or not. Nowhere does Sextus ex-

plicitly state that a certain class of things or affections 

occurs by necessity, in the sense that it is objectively 

(naturally or logically) necessary that they occur. To make 

such an assertation as that would be to make a positive 

judgement about what is non-evident. It is necessary now to 

look at sextus' argument more directly. 

Sextus cites thirst, hunger, and chills as examples of 

, ' " affections "1(C1't aV«YK'r\v ". He states the obvious fact that 

1c4 
it is eaSy to provide remedies for these. Clearly, such af-

fections as hunger and thirst need not necessarily afflict 

one unless, by chance, one does not have access to food and 

drink. However, if one goes without food or drink, suspend

ing judgement or wishing that one's appetite for food and 

drink was satisfied would not aid in warding off hunger and 

thirst. 

One might argue that Sextus has natural necessity in 
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mind. For example, if one goes without water one will neces

sarily become thirsty. Obviously, Sextus is aware of this. 

However, Sextus does not explicitly recognize any universal 

and necessary laws as such, whether logical or natural, since 

to do so would make him guilty of dogmatizing. Rather, 

sextus observes that if one goes without drink one becomes 

thirsty as a mere phenomenon about which he does not determine 



any necessary causal connection. He accepts it undogma-

tically as something which happens as though it were by 

chance. 

It must be said that Sextus believes that there is an 

inevitability that during the course of any person's life 

he will be afflicted by various involuntary affections of 

the senses on numerous occasions. 

ov ~~" ~OX~"1'fOV 'JT&\l1'n 'TO~ C'K~'iT'1'lK.OV 
etVc(l VO~L~C~6\l1 ~~X o'x'~elO'e!iL ~~ll~V . 
~1JO ·'TWV K.~'Tll\l«1Kt(cr~l'JQ\1· K«l y'd.p 
plyO\iV 'ttO'i€ 6\lO~OyO'" J-l€.\1 K((t 6l',I(~V KC(l 

I ~ I' 50 T 
't'OlOV't"Orpo'1l"oC <)"lVa. fjJ~a'x.ElV. 

It is essential to note here that Sextus does not speak in 

terms which would suggest that it is logically. or naturally 

necessary that a person suffer involuntary affections of the 

senses. Rather he merely states that the Sceptics are not 

wholly free of such affections. 

The sense in which sextus says that certain perturba-

J ' I tions occur K~T dV«yK"1V is simply that they occur whether 

one wishes them to or not. Further, that when they occur 

they persist or go away irrespective of what one wishes or 

opines. Sextus writes:-
1 \ " 1 \ I ( C' \ 

••• O'\) YC(P 'lfctp (t'\)'tOV )'L'YE'f'otl 'l'\ ol~ 'TO\l 

"avO') 'T'dftil)'~ d~~, ,~v 'fE ei1n €Jv I(~ 
\ I ,"'" e ) ~ , • j,. f\ • 51 

K~\. ~ll) YI,'Yea' aL K~'t c4V~yK.'Y)V 0"" f-1.1\E.1. ... 
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It is evident to anyone who has suffered pain that he neither 

wished it upon himself nor is able to simply wish it away. 

What is not readily evident is that the pain occurred by 
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necessity or necessarily occurred. Sextus' choice of the 

• , 1 I. " II" " ~ 
expression KttT (jVayK'l1V or E;)I 'to,"; K~111v~fyt{Ii<Tf..l~voL,1I seems 

to be unfortunate. The contrast which appears to be appro-

II ) , " 'L " ~ 
triate here to €V ~€" 'TOl~ K«ro< OOc,o()I is 

best expressed by sextus with the phrase "l'\) b~ 10lS "otT' 

(l(a-Sl') an} I(O(L. ~~OyOl~ KL 'V ~~,lr( 0' L\I " Similarly, it is more 

suitable to contrast"K«'T~ &o~«v II with II K~'td ~Ko~alOV 'f~( 

C(tCTe~ cT EQS' . 'V~ Qo~cc than with II ~ e(7' ~ Y~YK'~v". It is neces

sary to co~sider the reason for this more closely. 

Sextus expresses how the Sceptic regards the involuntary 

affections of the senses quite clearly and indicates the 

merit of his position:-

( ' \ J/ g J ft ,. I 
(,J~ JA€V ~f COl p(J'll'O~ Q:lO"u~nKQ'i rrrr;.aXEl, 
~~ ttr~OCTGO~o't~(4)\I b~ g'TL 'T01>10 ~ IfTJerx.'-l 

"Oil< O}/ EO''fL <pVCTel, f.lE:7PLOT~GEl. r~ 'f'a.p 
tJrrOO'SO~~'€L\1 TL 'TOlO~'TO X€LPOV ECT'Tl. K«l 
l" ,,' t, " " 

0(1Jl0V 'TOll 'lroCcrtELVJ CJ~ ~VlO1'"E 'T01JS ~l£V 
,. :/." 1/ '\1) '" ( 

'TEli)/O~~VO'US" 1] ~I\(IO 'TL 1'"olO'\)7'O '1l'o{crXOVTct~ 

4>ep€l\1,'TOVS- SE. 1Ta PEcr-rC;.halS ~l~ 'T~\I 'trEpl 
1'0'; )'lvo~ivo'U b6~l1V ~~ cp<x~10\1 ~€L11"ot'\lX~1v.s~ 

The Sceptic, according to Sextus, uses the same method for 

1(1, , 'I." 
attaining to ~"'TP~01To(vEtlX as he does for realizing O(T(1Pd ",,~ • 

It should also be noted that ~G'TPl.O'J~ GElo(. and ~'Tc( p~ ~ lO( . are 

not two distinct ends which differ in kind. As regards both 

ends the sceptic seeks freedom from disturbance and calm; in 

respect to the latter he is able to realize it perfectly while 

in respect to the former he is only able to realize it up to 

a certain point. He is able to realize a perfect calm so far 
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as regards his attitude towards involuntary affections goes 

by means of the Sceptical argument. However, the very nature 

of involuntary affections is that they are a source of pertur-' 

bation regardless of how one views them. Thus, in so far as 

the Sceptic is able to determine and actively pursue an end 

his end 
, ~ , is O(~o(pCA lei. but, in so far as the Sceptic is merely 

passive and is acted upon involuntarily he is forced to draw 

a compromise with his ideal and settle for ~E1plO~~e~t~. 

It is worth noting in regard to this that in his chapter 

, 'e ' 'What Scepticism Is' Sextus only mentions ~T~p«S~~ and 
, t\ SO! 

omits mentioning ~£1PtOT~~~l~ • Indeed, in so far as Sextus 

is a sceptic, and as such is free to determine for himself 
, t I 

his o~n end, his end is o"'1'cx r 01. '" \.. Ill. Sextus regards himself 

as being forced, as if it were by Nature, to put up with 

n "I t ~ JA.e'TploV'e1tT&:L<X rather than clT~pot~\,O<.. Sextus regards this 

as the natural condition of human life which must simply be 

endured as such • 

... (0"" y~p ~1t"~ bp'UO) €(1'rL.. 1rCX'A()(l<P~TO,\) 
o.uE: «11'0 'lI'G1r"l~' 

;;.,,~' ~y5pC:;\I 'YEYO~ ~e,,) ••• s~ 

Involuntary affections appear as a sort of residue which 

the sceptic can only accept as given without saying or doing 

very-much about. He is in the difficult position of having 

to admit that pain and hunger and so on are a source of per

turbation and distress and yet he must suspend judgement as 

to whether they are good or bad by nature. Sextus quite open

ly states that the Sceptic guards himself as best he can 



against perturbation caused by an involuntary affection of 

sense and he freely speaks of such perturbation as being an 
I-

evil (KIX \\.0)"). The following passag~ merits quoting at this 

point:-

,.[ 0-6\1, 4'~O'C\l, ~+eAO{ ~t-t~\I, ot boYt.l"nKot, 
'il"p oS e:u bc(L ~O'iC CiY E t\ 'T~t; ,'It O):~ ~ J ~t 
1'tW p~ rTf'" 9IX.l '1J'"civ.,..w~ beL KIilL 7'btP"- 'T fa ~ £ vO\)~ 
K~KObo(L~ovetVj tJ.~yo(, cr"'ITO~cy, ~~e10~. 

" " &,' KOIl -yr1.p EL fOlpac11"e1'CXL 0 'lfepl. 1folV't''-lV 

eVe X,l.)\J Ko(f~ 'T~V 'Tot; ~~y'\JvoYro~ 
T~PO'Ucr[C(v ~ «Al' E~fOp(~f~pe\l" 1\'"c;p~. roy ~'1TO 
tffJV - &OYf.LC:L14>\I cp€P6l 'T'l\V O'V~O'LV,· l'PWTOY 
'</ ,"/ K JI f"w ,.. 1\ If) 

fAEV o1L O'\.lK £O""TtV uro\l ct'tretpO( 'T"~ 1t "1\ VfL 

'T~yC(eOc e,l~KO"'l"C( K~~ 1tEpU.U'1'&~~vov 'TOt 
KC("~ c:,c; "11"0 "E.PLVV~\I '~(X"VeO'e~L 1Q\) 

~~r~., 'T~), f)l(~\~eL~, Kelt. 4>\).Y~~ , T!XP~XC,VI 
't) lfo'UTO JA~v ~"tl 'lrOiIiXeL'V, 'av he ~ovov 
,e C I ) , 'I 
E~ ot'lT'o(V1(.)\J ~1tO'i£~vo~eyo\1 l\t(I{OY TO'U'fOV 

,~v EKK~LO'l\) Kc(l ~,\)A<XWlr~1 1rpa.~~O'
Te-Veae~l. ~E-6TEpO" &€ K~t 'TO\)TO b'lr'P 
4>E.JYOVO'lV o~ ~ 9E K,. LKot ~~ t<.c(t{ ov, OU~ -. 
~y 0{ v ~crt~ 1'~ P ~ K T'l.K o\J. 5S 
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The Sceptic, according to this, is in precisely the same posi-

tion as the Dogmatist is in respect to involuntary affections 

except that the Sceptic does not suffer from perturbation 

caused by the conviction that they are bad by nature. 

Sextus admits that such affections appear to him to be 

bad.56 Although Sextus does not say that involuntary affect

ions are bad by nature he does explicitly state that it is 

Nature who is to be blamed for their occurrence. 
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By saying that it is not due to himself that he experiences 

pain but due to nature Sextus is able to free himself of guilt 

but he is doing so at the cost of acknowledging something 

which he recognizes as being caused by nature and which he 

says is pain and is bad and undesirable. He does not deal 

with the epistemological problems that are implicit in his 

ethical treatises because they can be more appropriately 

dealt with in relation to the general problem regarding how 

the Sceptic treats the phenomena. To say that honey appears 

to me to be sweet and that I find sweetness a desirable taste 

is essentially the same as regards epistemological problems 

as saying that boiling water, for example, appears to me to be 

hot and painful to touch and that I find this painful sensation 

undesirable. In each case one is dealing with an involun-

tary affection or appearance which appears to be caused by 

some underlying object and there is a judgement made about 

what appears or the involuntary affection and not about the 

underlying cause. Although it is important to point out this 

problem in respect to Sextus' ethical position it is most 

appropriately considered when his views regarding appearances 

are examined. 

The following conclusions may be drawn from what has been . . 
said. Sextus caritiorisly avoids dogmatically asserting that 

man is in a fallen state in so far as he is condemned to suffer 
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through all sorts of involuntary affections wh{ch are due to 

his very nature and the nature of the finite world. He avoids 

saying that by suspending judgement as to whether what clear-

ly appears.to him to be bad and to be avoided whenever possib

le is bad and undesirable by nature. Sextus goes so far as' 

to say that man is not to be blamed (OCL7l~cr~~L ) for suffer

ing the affections he suffers but that Nature is to be blamed. 

The very notion that someone or something is to be blamed 

suggests that whatever or whoever is responsible for man's 

suffering affections is guilty of wrong doing. Sextus comes 

very close to taking a dogmatic position. 

I have argued that Sextus is on safer grounds in main-

taining the purity of Scepticism when he says that man suf-
. , , 
fers involuntarily (~KOU~~~~) than when he says that man 

suffers acco~ding to necessity The notion 

that man suffers affections according to necessity is suggest-

ive of·a dogmatic view of the nature of man and of the nature 

of the world -- that man is externally governed by some object-

ive force or whatever. However, merely to say that man in-

voluntarily suffers certain affections does not so obviously 

indicate that implication since one is only commenting 'on one's 

immediate relation to the affections (i.e. that I did not 

voluntarily cause myself to be affected in this way). The 

Sceptic would suspend judgement as to' whether he was affected 

according to necessity or acciden~ or whatever. 

I have further argued that Sextus does not use the phrase 
, I 
~v~rK~V to mean 'according to natural andice logical 

., 
I<~T 
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necessity' but simply to indicate that certain things affect 

one 'which are not contingent upon one's willing or opining 

them' (i.e. certain things affect one 'involuntarily'). 

Sextus does not draw any distinction between saying that 'one 
1 I 

.is affected lo(ol1' ci V~ yt(1)'IJ ' and sa·ying that 'one is affected 
( J , . 

~K.O'\Ja-lU)~ '. However, the Phrase. 'Kc(i' olVc.lyK~V' can easily 

be.understood to imply more than what Sextus intended it to. 

Sextus comes very close to asserting that man's life is 

governed by natural necessity in reipect to involuntary 

affections and that he must endure what is bad and undesir-

able by nature in this respect. 



CHAPTER SIX 

(i) 

The Sceptical Attitude towards Pursuit 
and Avoidance. in Respect to Daily Life 

The problem that arises is that if the Sceptic, as re-

gards matters· of opinion, neither deems anything more desir

able then anything else nor pursues or avoids anything then 

he will be reduced to leading the life of a vegetable. Is 

not the practical consequence of Sextus' position as thus 

far expounded that the Sceptic will either have to be inactive 
,. ,-

(ct'YE.VE. PYl1crCc() or, if he should act, inconsistent (~1Te~-
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Sextus replies to this by saying ,that those who make 

such a criticism do not understand that the Sceptic is cap

able of desiring some things and avoiding others according to 

a non-philosophical criterion' (KOCTCt 'I'~V ~tl ~ocro+" 1~P'Y\· 
(fLV ).~ He concedes the point that the Sceptic is inactive 

as regards conducting his life according to philosophical 

theory (K.otT~ 'TO\! <p l ).oO"o<pOY '>.01 0'1 ). Before going on to 

consider what Sextus means by this it would be useful to 

show how the above quoted criticism applies to Sextus' posi-

tion in a way which he does not explicitly discuss and iri a 

way which brings out the spirit of Scepticism. 

Sextus depicts the Sceptic's notion of a perfect and 

ideal state of soul as being a state in which nothing is 

longed for and nothing is possessed which is deemed desirable 

or necessary to that perfect state of the soul. It may not 

be true to the letter of pyrrhonism to speak of a 'perfect 

and ideal' state of the soul' though it is true to its spirit. 

\ 
Sextus, in fact, does frequently use such expressions as "~~v 

\ "c.; " 3 'I'~~E.(O(" K.llt' ~E.1''rK'l)V ••• 0&.«.0£0'c.." ". The peculiar nature of 

the highest Sceptical end or notion of the,perfect state of 

the soul is its pure negativity. The Sceptic is calm and 

free from disturbance precisely because he suffers through 

nothing and is affected by nothing as regards matters of 

opinion since he views all moral and ontological determina

tions as if they were nothing. Upon suspending judgement the 

sceptic finds he is neither opposed to the doctrine or prin

ciple which was in questiori nor is'he affirmatively bound by 



it; rather it ceas~s to be an object of concern to him. 

He is left at rest with himself in the purely negative calm 

of the uniformity of self with self. This ·is the ideal that 

sextus holds up. 

It has already been noted that his ideal state is only 

possible as regards matters of opinion and will. He is 

forced, as it were, by Nature to suffer affections. When 

sextus says that certain affections are bad he means little 

more th~n that they are painful which he is forced to admit. 

The Sceptic becomes involved in the activity of avoiding 

painful things not by choice or out of a desire for what he 

affirmatively values as good but in order to free himself 

from what is undeniably bad (i.e. painful). Although Sextus 

speaks at considerable length about the avoidance of what is 

painful he does not portray the Sceptic as actively pursu

i~g pleasure .. Indeed, it has already been noted that he 

says that the love of pleasure leads to a certain depraved 

condition. The Sceptical ethic is to avoid affections when-

ever possible and to bravely accept whatever affections in-

\ 't l I ~ 
voluntarily befall one ("'To", Ko('r o(V«YK'lV O'O~t' ottVO\J 

YEVVLK4:Jr bEx.o'p.evoc; II).~ 
The Sceptic, as depicted by Sextus, is forced to make 

certain choices.F The measure by which he makes his choice 

is more accurately expressed by saying that he finds certain 

things less undesirable than others rather than by saying 

that he considers certain things positively desirable and 

others undesirable. That this is undoubtedly the case is 

96 
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proven by the fact that Sextus regards &T~pcC; t.o( as, 'the 

,perfect state of the soul and only involuntarily steps down 

from his calm to take part in the activity of finite life and 

experience. It would not, therefore, be too extreme an 

assertion to say that the Sceptic would not involve himself 

in the activity of pursuit ~nd avoidance at all if it was not 

unavoidable. However, since It ••• he is not sprung from a rock 

or an oak primeval but of the race of men .•• It he must accept 
, 6 

his fate and act with as much detachment as possible. Life 

itself, in'so far as it constantly involves decision making 

and the active pursuit of ends, does not allow the Sceptic 

to maintain his standpoint of i1T0X.~ and ~ToCp«; L« in its 

simplicity and pu~ity and thus is, in a way~ contrary to the 

.. f Ph' 1 sp~r~t 0 yrr on~sm. 

The fact is that the Sceptic cannot reject life ~nd act 

consistently. To do so would mean that he would make a 

dogmatic judgement that life itself is bad and either commit 

suicide or fall into some form of do~matic cynicism. Equally, 

the Sceptic cannot assert that life itself or any particular 

way of conducting life is good by nature and act accordingly 

without falling prey to one kind of dogmatism or another. 

Rather, the Sceptic must accept his fate that he is human and 

all that this entails as involuntarily given and conduct his 

life undogmatically~ 

AS regards matters of opinion, the Sceptic seeks sus

pension of judgement which leads to a complete freedom from 

any involvement in the theoretical activity of philosophy; as 



regards the unavoidable activity of living the Sceptic seeks 

a detached involvement. He is involved in living whether 

he likes it or not but he is able to limit his involvement 

to what is practically necessary. 

98 
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(ii) 

Fourfold Rules of Conduct 

In the followingpassag'e Sextus summarily indicates the 

fourfold criterion that the Sceptic follows in conducting his 

life:-

Tot~ ~~l~o~iyol.~ o~V '!rpo~exovr~~ K~r~ 
't~v ~L~'rI..K~V 'T~P'l)O'lV ~ bo~~ O'TQ~ ~I.O-\;P.E", 
et€\ ~~ ~'\)vli~~ell ~ VE.y€rY'l'yrol 1rot'tl'T~lr« (S'l \I 

e,tVC4L. ~OlKc ~e a~T~ ~ "~lCJ'Tl~~ 'T~r'Y) ~I.{ '1' '\' 1/ , 
,.e'rp«~ep"l<; E""VO(L ,Kc:.tL 'to ~EY rc.. t.1..El'V tV 
-v~y-h (jE-1.. rl..,u creCJ ~I 't'o be. €y ~'\It'J(yK'Y\ Te J . I \ c.T , t. I , "\, 
1'~ i:lv, 'TO oE. E.V '1I"C(pOlOO<TEL VO~(JV fE t(al 

~eWV, 'ro 6e EY bl.OaO' 1(00~L~ TcXV[;,V, 

~.l.'r1Y~ O'El J!'v J..'\)~LKi1 Kc<9' ~v 9V~l~U~ ;re" , ,'t' ~ 1,1 Q'"' c.' 
CH.O' 'l)'TlKOI. t(d.L 'Y0'Y\1"\.KO&" €O'~£V, 'UoI. t.Vy oE: 

~v~Y~l1 ~~e' ~v ALf.tOS ~~" €'lTl TPOCP~~ 
~~~~ ~ 6~y'~ S~to~ 6 E 11 'n'0f!~J e&~\1 b~ 

" (' I (\1 ~ , , 
KtVL Vo ~Q\I 'lrc1.p~oo ~€l KO(\7 'lV fO }.l.~\1 

t:VI1E~EtV 1rC(PtX~c(~&YO~£V ~1.C4l"L\( WS c:,~ 
cly0(90v 70 be &(j€~el~ wt <'p.O(-V~OV, 'iEXVWV oe 
t. c. " I "\ ~ l , I I 

'OLOc(O'K«t\~¥ K«tI "r\V oUt( dVe.VEPYT\TO\.. 

€a~eV E.y <its 1r«pO('AOlJ.l~~"VO\lev rre1v~t~.8 
This passage'illustrates Sextus' chronicler-like undogmatic 

method of exposition which is congruous with,his position. 

He merely reports on'how the Sceptic actually lives without 

suggesting that this is how man ought to live. 

The reason sextus gives for the Sceptic's having to 

"., \ , r I 1\ , , 
have a criterion ( •.. £1Te" ~'Y\ o'Uyoq.l€t7o( o<v€VepY'l)f"o\' 

'tTIXV'l"«1T'C((TtV e!vttt.. .. ") indicates the sort of involvement he 

considers the Sceptic has in the affairs of daily li~e.' 
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Althqugh sextus is able to defend pyrrhonism against the 

charge that its adherents would have to be totally inactive 

to be consistent with its basic principles he would not wish 

to argue that the Sceptic would freely choose to participate 

in affairs which necessitate the active pursuit of ends and 

in decision making if he could choose to remain inactive ~n 

the perfect calm of ~'T"~pC(,~ Cot. • 

Of the four guides which the Sceptic follows the most 

difficult to define on the bases of what Sextus says is the 

one which lies in the guidance of nature 

I . 10 4tV «r E: CJ C;"). . 

(" \i<p1)y~cr6l 

Sextus' definition of the guidance of nature 

~€\I <p'\I(JLK'i\ KlXQ' ~"CP'\J(T(.I(Q~ ~t(1~"1rl..t<o'i. Kell 

'VO~'T'L t(.OL £(1 it EV ") is so general that it is not readily clear 

what role the.natural faculties play in the regulation of 

1/ life. It would seem very reasonable to.suppqse that what 

Sextus means by the natural capacity of sense and thought is 

to be found in his discussions on how the Sceptic regards the 

phenomena and associative signs. 

The Sceptical 'doctrine' on the phenomena and on associa-

tive signs is most appropriately considered in the context of 

the Sceptical views on the non philosophical guidance of life. 

The reason for this is tha~ one gets a very distorted view of 

sextus' position if one considers these matters in isolation 

as if he maintained an 'epistemological theory' for its own 

sake rather than because it is necessary to have some sort of 

guide to enable on~ to carryon in the affairs of daily life. 12-

It is only possible to give an accurate account of Sextus' 
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teaching concerning the phenomena by taking into consider-

ation what he said about the nature of cognition generally. 

It is questionable whether Sextus can be said to have 'an 

epistemological position'. However, it is necessary to take 

account of the various texts in ~hich he made definite, or 

at least, suggestive statements concerning the nature of 

cognition. The following question is of particular import

ance. Are the statements which Sextus makes about such 

matters as the origin of ideas, the epistemological status 

of the phenomena and so on consistent with his position as a 

Sceptic? Is Sextus accurately described as an empiricist? 

. . t" 13 a phenomenalist? a pragmatLst? a POS1 1V1St? 



(iii) 

Guidance in the Natural Faculties 
and in constraining Affections 

a) Sensation and perceptionl~ 

Sextus makes the following assertions as part of an 

argument intended to discredit the views of Dernocritus and 

Plato who he says rejected the senses and abolished the 

sensibles:-

1taao( )'~p 'V01)~l~ ~1ro ottlre,O't:cJ~ y{~Efd.l 
+, , '8' · j\ , • ~ O'\) 'X.k)pl.~ 0/\,<1 ,,\O'eG)~, Kctl. 1'J d'lrO 

, .", ~I I Ii' 
ttr£r"'1r'T",creG)~ 'Y) 0'\)1{ d"f'\) 1fepL1r1'wO"E.Ca> 5· 

I ", "II c:. .. \ 
1r~CT"1( 0'\)\1 e'Tl'lyot~~ 1rp0'ly'La~~l OE;~ 11\" 
c.' ,,)/\' I \ b' o to( 'T'Y\~ C(LO'\1"1O'eQ~ 'IT'EP'' 1T'r~crL~) Ko(t to( 

IfcrU" ~Vtl(lPO\)J.LEVG)V rr&" cr:lae"''1'[j~ E.~ 
~V~YK'l')~ O"'UYc(VDtLpeL1'On .. 'frOc(Te( VOllO'L~. 16 
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On another occasion Sextus takes the same position as indicat-

ed above:-

Again in ~1.vii 293-294 he repeats the position he took in M. 

viii 56 to 61 and in M. xi 250-251 almost word for word. In 

M.viii 356 Sextus writes:-
, .. \ \ '" \ 

••• E(. 1T'elY VO't)TOY 'T'llY txpXlYlV faX€ l t<all. 

'V"ly~v ,.~~ ~E~~l~IfE.('}(' €~ C1L0'9..fert;CA>~I'" ,g 
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Here Sextus is cautious to say "if ... ". This might be taken 

to indicate that Sextus has reservations about the view that 

all ideas have their source in experience and derive their 

confirmation from sensation. However, this does not appear 

to be the case. 
) 

Probably 'el ' in the above passage means 

'since it is the case ••. '. 

Sextus never assumes the truth of the theory of innate 

ideas in order to overthrow another position~ Quite consist-

ently with the notion that all concepts are derived from 

sense experience, or not apart ,from it, he argues ,that the 

geometrical concept of length without breadth is inconceiv-
, ~ Iq 

able (~V€1T(" )10 l1TO\1 ). The examples Sextus gives to illustrate 
., , ,. 

the relation of ideas or concepts (€ 'tn.VOll", )l0"10LC;) to 

sense experience are all concerned with physical or empirical 

objects (i.e. honey, Socrates, Cyclops). The evidence strong

ly suggests that Sextus identifies conceiving of something 

with forming an image of it. Concepts are formed either 

through sense experience or by way of inference from sense 

experience. A concept is a concept of something or an image 

ao ' 
of something. Sextus' polemic with the Dogmatists frequently 

takes the form of his arguing that the Dogmatists have no way 

of knowing whether their concepts correspond with external 

underlying objects. That is to say, they have no way of 

knowing whether their image accurately represents what really . 
is externally and independently of anyone perceiving'it.~1 

One might summarize what has already been said thus far 

as follows. Sextus, it seems, assumes that the material of 
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knowing is present on its own account as a ready-made world 

quite apart from thought. Thinking on its own is without any 

content. Through sense experience thinking, which is merely 

an empty indeterminate form, derives its content from the ex

ternal realm' of what really is. Truth. consists in the agree-

ment of my thought with what externally .and really is. This 

agreement comes about by my thinking conforming to and accu-

rately imaging what is externally the case. Sextus, of 

course, as a Sceptic, doubts whether the external underlying 

object is ever imaged accurately or whether one can know 

with certainty that one has imaged it accurately even if one 

actually has. Sextus makes many remarks which suggest more 

precisely what his views on cognition are. 

~he se~ses, in suffering an affection, are purely pass-

ive. They are acted upon by something external to them. 

tX-6 rOCl . y~p 1J~O"X0'U(Tl ~ovo" K«~ K~ po'; 
, L'. )1 '\ 1\ t\')) , f. ' 

ITP01rO\l /f"'U'i'OvY'TOI.l) «'\1\0 b ur<fO"l'V O'\)Q€ , ,,, ",/' ~ , " 
£V, f.1tEI. Tot. 6C:{V "llT'OT~ '1'l'VO~ ot'UTD(lC; 

" , ') ~I\ ' '1\'\' 
YEl.JlCNfE-~J 0'l1t<~'T «flOYOL yfVY)O"O\lTtU O(,,"~ 

?t0YlKciL ~«t Su~voCt:(~ ~xo'\}a-al CP.JO'I.'V· . 
Cf ,'I 1'\. :1.2. 
oVep 0";( o'\)r{J~ EtXEY 

We cannot doubt the fact that we are suffering an affection 

because the affection itself leads us to assent involuntarily 

("~~O'll~~'f"'S ~~aS ~yoYrO( Et( O'oyK<X'T'o'c9EO'l\l ") to its 

being present to us .t~ Sense impressions (cttC'9~rClt. 4:>~'JTd.(1'~c:t) are 

simply given in experience. 

To have a sensation or sense impression of white, for 

example, is "to be moved in a whitish way" (K.LV~taeO(t.. 
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~EVKtiV~l~~~). This does not by itself involve the perception 

of anything. In suffering an affection one is simply in a 

, .. d . t t 1\ h J/,\ certaln lmme late s a e. T e senses are «~oyo~ and thus do 

not make any connection between themselves as being affected 

in such and such a way and some external object so as to be' 

able to apprehend that, 'this is white' .1f, Furthermore, the 

senses in being moved are not able to recognize themselves 

as being moved since this would require them to be active and 

1\ '( I l' 
to have a "oy U<.''1 Q'>'JCll~ Lt; • 

It is only at the level of sensation that one 'may be 

said to actually have an experience 'of, or contact with, 

the external. The mind (OLo(VOCO(, VO'''lOlt;) 
. 1.1 

is only able to contemplate what is given in sensation. 

Each sense is limited to being affected 'in its own par

tS 
icular way. Thus, since the object of perception is somehow 

a unified whole and not simply colour or sound or odour the 

particular senses cannot apprehend a concrete or physical 

object. Nor, of course, can the senses grasp incorporeal 

objects. 

Sextus use:s the same word (cx.r(je~ O'l (') for perception as 

he does for sensation. There is no other Attic term available 

which might be used to indicate the distinction we make in 

by using the words 'sensation' and 'perception'. However, 

for th~ sake of clarity, it would be useful here to limit the 

reference of the word 'sensation' to what the particular senses 

experience. Perception involves the putting together of some

thing with something, ('I'~ O''U'''T'LGlvO(I. TL p.~'T"~ '1"L\lO~). 
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The capacity to do this is a rational capacity (~OyL~~ &~Y~~l'). 

The ~oy~l{~ Svv~ lAlS is able to unite the data given by the 

particular senses into one object and to relate a particular 
. 2.,\ 

sensation to a concrete obJect. Thus, at the level of 

perception, one is able to perceive that 'this page is white'. 

What is being indicated by 'this page' in the statement 

'this page is white'? The senses, according to Sextus, do 

The mind, therefore, does not have before it an externally 

existing page but only the image that has been formed of the 

\ 6 / page by the 'AOYll<'1'} 'UY~t.HS' from sense affections which are 

in turn different from the external object. Sextus illustrat-

es this as follows:-
t/ \ () " '~ I ')/ 
C4)O"Vcp y~p 0 d.yVO~\J P.EV -'.CJKp'Ol'r1)'1 El,l<.oYo( 0' 1"O-UrOU eE«CTd~e\JO) out< OtbE;\I E;~ 0t-t0(al 
) \ ( »\ !\ ~ I cl '( 

€0"'i"1.\I 1') ElKc.J'J 1't '-(J~~¢<.f~l, O'U'rG.l I\"l, 'l'\ 
Sl~ VO~l\ 'I'"~ ~~v 1f~e'"'l r~\I Q(tae~O'eQ" 
€11'O'1Tte~O\Ja-Ci tt"~ b~ ~K'iO~ ~"\ &e.(.)pooUo"C( 

'e. \ , (/ ,,) '" 'e i' O'Uoe 6'- 0f.l0l.~ Sa-rL 'fa( 'rCJV dLO"' IJ\C'€(JV 
, 11 ~) \, ~ " I 

'li"olt7'l crOlS 61<1"0) '1>1rOKH~6VOl) el.(1'e1~l.. 
, I:. ' ,.,) (.., J' C. / " 

O'\)Qc K~Q· 0 ~O"(.JO'l.V (Xf~ o-U'V'Y\a-errdl 1\j'l)'rCi. 

kp(V€I.V K~11i 'r~V c:p~"'r~\T~tiY. 3, 

'This page' in the statement 'this page is white' cannot be 

referring to the externally existing page according to Sextus' 

analysis. 
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In M. vii j46 Sextus says that there is a need of com

bination (G",Jv Seale;) and of memory (P.,,~ I-l"~) for the percep

tion of such objects as man, plant and the like to be possib

le.3.l. He does not explain what function memory has in percep

tion beyond the assertion that it serves a necessary function. 

One might reaso'nablY conjecture that Sextus regards memory 

as necessary in order to account for the fact that the 

united whole put together by the ~OylK~ SUV~rl~ is re

cognized as belonging to a general class (i.e. is recognized 

as being a plant, a man, or whatever). If this interpretation 

is correct then the image I form of this particular page be

fore me is recognized with the aid of memory to correspond in 

some way to previous images which I have formed which I col

lectively call as a class 'page'. In saying 'this is a page', 

it follows from what has been said, I am really saying 'this 

·image or appearance I am experiencing now I designate 'a 

page' " because it shares certain basic characteristics with. 

images I can recall which I have come to call collectively 

'pages'. Thus, when I say 'this page is white' I must not 

assume that the external page is white; however, I can assent 

to the fact that this image which I call page appears to me 

to be white. It is clear from what has been said thus far 

that, according to Sextus, the only guide that the natural 

faculties provide is the phenomena ~- what appears. 

When the ten tropes of Aenesidemus are considered it will 

be seen that Sextusargues·that different people and the same 

person under different conditions or at different times are 
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affected differently by what is apparently the same object~} 

The guide which t~e phenomena provide, therefore, must be 

further restricted to mean -- what appears to me at this 

moment. 

b) The phenomena. 

The phenomena are identified by Sextus with sense impres-

sions which are in turn understood as merely being the feel-

ings and affections which one suffers through the senses. 

Kpl'r~plO" 'TO(VUlI q,aq.l€V Et\l~l 1"'1(' 
,,' .... '...l 't.' O'KE.'1rllK"l~Q('YQy"l~ 'TO "f<t ""O ",,'''0») o'U)I~ P.~L 'cp , )" cI 1\ ,. , '1'1)V C(V'TIltD" (,.C(" (l/lJ'TO'U ollTeJ K,1lt I\O~VT£(· E'V 

, \ \)p,. 1\' '/\ ' """0' El "feY. P K~ l ac r.o'U 1\ 1\1 ~ '1Ic::H' t:L KE l.l-l E:V'Y\ 
, t, ~ ", J'f 

OC "r\'t'~'TO ~ ,,,"'f(,,V. 

However, Sextus also uses the term phenomena. ( ,*,QLlvo'p.evo( 

as has been noted earlier, in a more unrestricted sense to 

include what appears to him to be the case at the time he is 

speaking whether it be his opinion regarding the credibility 

of an argument or whateverJf In the latter sense the term 

phenomena is used by Sextus merely to denote that he claims 

no certa~nty, truth, validity or objective existence for the 

assertion he is making. It is necessary now to consider more 

closely what Sextus means by saying that the phenomena are 

. the Sceptical criterion. 

The phenomena do not provide for Sextus an epistemologic

al criterion -- a criterion of truth, validity, certainty or 

existence. They do not even provide a basis for determining 

what is probable or reasonable. Sextus distinguishes the 
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pyrrhonean standpoint from that of Carneades because he dis

tinguished between probable (Wl9~y~) and improbable (J~C~ 

e~yO~) impressions and fro~ that of Arcesilaus because he 
, 1\ ' '6 . 

maintained a rule of 'the reasonable' (~~~oyo~). These 

criteria share with the pyrrhonean criterion the fact that 

their application is limited to the practical guidance of 

life. However, they differ from the pyrrhonean criterion in 

't 1 ' 1 't ,)1 d' that they are ep~s emo og~ca cr~ er1a. Carnea es criterion 

is essentially a means by which one can check to see whether 

a sense impression accurately represents what is externally 

and objectively the object. Although he does not claim that 

one can know with absolute certainty that what appears to 

one actually is such as it appears he does maintain that one 

can reach a degree of certainty whereby nothing is capable 

of controverting one's conviction that a presentation is 

trustworthy. Arcesilaus' criterion of the reasonable (£~~oyo~) 

is a criterion by which one can make value judgements. He 

asserts that 'that which is done rightly' (K~~op9~~~) is that 

which it is reasonable ~~a6yor) to do. Arcesilaus' criterion 

provides a standard by which to distinguish what is right 

from what is wrong. Arcesilaus, according to Sextus, makes 

statements of fact ('JTpot;' 'T'~V <fVCTl \I ) such as that suspension 

of judgement in itself is good while assent is bad.'8 Sextus 

rejected the criteria of the probable and of the reasonable 

because of their dogmatic nature. Sextus writes:-
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The sceptic regards the phenomena with complete neutral

ity.~O sextus does not even regard the phenomena as providing 

a criterion of subjective truth or good. The Cyrenaics 

positively affirmed pleasure to be their end.~1 The Sceptic's 

end is quietude. The Cyrenaics, like the Sceptics, asserted 

that only involuntary affections could be grasped.~~However, 

the cyrenaics went a step further than the Sceptics did by 

identifying pleasant affections with goods and painful af

fections with evils~~ That is, the Cyrenaics regarded in-

voluntary affections as being more than merely immediate 

sensations. According to the Cyrenaic position, when one is 

having a pleasant sensation one is thereby experiencing what 

is good for one. Thus phenomena themselves, in so far as they 

involve pieasant, painful, and indifferent sensatibns, are 

regarded as providing a criterion for determining what is 

good, bad and indifferent~~ In contrast to this view the 

sceptic seeks quietude which comes about more through the 

cessation of involuntary affections than through their pres-

ence. The Sceptic only speaks of an affection as being bad 

in the sense that it causes perturbation and not in the sense 

that the affection is in itself bad. Sextus does not speak 



of any affections as being good whether pleasant or indif

ferent. His suspensive attitude towards the phenomena is 
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indicated by the fact that in respect to irrational and sens-

ible affections he tries to preserve a due mean which might 

otherwise be expressed by saying that he tries to maintain 

a state of neutrality:r The Sceptic does not find his end 

revealed to him in the phenomena, nor does he find that the 

phenomena provide him with a criterion by which he can real

ize his end. He realizes his end through the suspension of 

d . 1 t ff . ~6 judgement even as regar s ~nvo un ary a ect~ons. Sextus 

makes the following remark concerning the difference between 

, ,~ 

Sextus dismissed the opinion of the many (If"1" 'fiotrol. 10~S' 

1'0 'A ~o ts . 60'5 r:J. V ) or I that which convinces the many I ('TO 

both as a criterion of truth and as a guide 

in the conduct of life. 

As regards the latter Sextus makes the following comment 

when characterizing the superior character of the Pyrrhonean:_ 
\ \" Ie '" f\ '1'\ 

0''U\l ytXP '1'1> 'IT'~1rQ'lo~'\)atl~L I\IXt. 'liOl\1.)'tt"tS-"'-
, ")11\1\ c, 

p07cpOl 'irapt\ tfOVS O(I\I\O'US 'U'trotrxcl.Y 
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This is an' important passage because it clearly shows that 

the pyrrhoneans did not regard themselves as being the 

proponents of the common people's dogmatism against the 

arrogance of the Dogmatists. It has already been noted that 

in M. xi, the chapter concerned with the causes of perturba-

tion, sextus devotes a large part of his polemic to attack

ing the commonly 'held values such as money, fame, pleasure 

and so on. He then says that one would not gain assistance 

by takin~ the road of Dogmatic philosophy. Sextus and pyrrho 

regarded Homer with special fondness because they found in 

his works an expression of the nUllity of human aspirations 

and vanity.4~ Horner, in recognizing the futility and vanity 

of human aspirations, therein transcended it himself andre-

presented for pyrrho and Sextus a truly cultured and wise 

man. The pyrrhonean, one might say, while actively taking 

part in the political and social life of his community differs 

from his fellow members of that community in that he sees the 

futility in all that he does whereas they positively believe 

in the ends they pursue and the means by which they attempt 

to realize them. The superiority in culture and breadth of 

experience that Sextus deems the Pyrrhoneans to have consists 

in their recognition of the rashness and vanity of the opinion 

of the Dogmatic philosophers and of the masses and not in the 

pyrrhoneans' having any special claim on truth. 

Sextus rejects the opinion of the majority as a criterion 
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of truth on several occasions. The most instructive passage, 

in respect to the present matter under consideration, occurs 

at M. viii 53 where sextus rejects 'that which convinces 

many' as a criterion of.truth even in respect to trying to 

use the phenomena in order to establish subjective truth--

Truth, for Sextus, consists in the agreement of a pro-

. position with the underlying external object and in the ap

prehension of that in a way that can be known with certainty 

and seen to be known. Phenomena taken by themselves, accord-' 

ing to this view, cannot be spoken of as either being true or 

false. They are simply manifestations. Thus it does not even 

occur to Sextus to regard his certainty that appearances 

appear as being or providing any bases upon which to speak of 

truth or falsity. Sextus never speaks as a phenomenalist 

because he always has before him the real and existent on one 

side and the phenomena on the other and truth as being their 



agreement. since it is not possible ever to stand in between 

what is and what appears and to see whether or not' they are 

identical it is necessary to suspend judgement. Although 

Sextus says many things which are suggestive of many doc-

trines, he is, seen in his proper perspective, at all times 

a Sceptic. 
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sextus' statement that the Sceptic does not abolish the 

phenomena must be accurately interpreted. He writes:-

ot b£ "€yO~T6C; 6rL ~\,CHpo{)(n. 'f~ ~~LVO~€Yc( 
Ol. o"~ElI'T\'KOl ~",,\KOO(' P.Ol t,oKoii<n.v 

':\ " t ~ '" 1\ ' ,\ 
~t Y~L 'TWV. 'IT~p 1ltAl,.V l\~yO""e.y(Wv· 1'01. '1r:J.p 
K()('T"O< ~ ~vrO(O' L«'" 1rtX91'lTLK ~V ~ ~o ,,7\";\1'(.) ~ 
n \-l&~ ~~ O'l'lc( ~t~ IT'Oy K.()Vr~ GeIS'L" OU~ ~ ~ ~'Tr~'\Top..f:\), ... $' 

All Sextus is saying here is that they do not deny that ap-

pearances appear. He .underlines this by saying that what 

they question is ,the account· given of the phenomena. The 

fact that the Sceptics were accused of abolishing the phen

omena speaks against any interpretation which would describe 

them as being 'phenomenalists'. 

In declaring a phenomenon ~ phenomenon one is declaring 

the nothingness of it -- that it is a manifestation, given, 

an effect, nothing in itself. One is acknowledging that it 

is a manifestation of something. Sextus grants that the 

underlying object appears and that it appears to him. He re-

cognizes the fact that what appears' to him is as much con

ditioned by his perceiving it as it is by the underlying ob

ject. When he says that honey appears now sweet, now bitter, 

and so on ~e is declaring ,that what is one and identical with 
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itself appears to us in differing and conflicting manifest-

as providing the Sceptic with a criterion? Sextus says that 

the word criterion .. ( KP,"'T~ P '"O'V) is used in two senses. The 

sceptic does not have a.criterion in the first sense --

, :» ' r / t ,\) " I' i) , 53 
" ••• 'To ••• E:l~ 'lrUi'Tl" 1J'VapC;eQ~ ~ c(VUlfc(p~I.\x~ f\cq..l~~YO~€VO\J ••• " 

He says that they do have a criterion in the second sense 

, '" I l' I , \ p," \ , 
" ••• 70 ••• 'To'\) 'lrpCXO"CT6lV, 't' 1T'pOO"E.XO\l'T'€\ KC(~ 'TOY ",LOY 'T"~ ~ey 

,,11 51( 1f'? «(jero ~ E;.\l ,."" 0 0'1) ..• ". The phenomena, of course, provide 

the Sceptic with such a criterion. 

The phenomena appear involuntarily (d~O~A~T~~ and 

~'~1~T~~) unlike any determinations regarding what is good or 

probable or reasonable.ff The phenomeria are simply given in 

experience. Thus the Sceptic does not have to make any de-

terminations or assent to anything which would require an act 

of judgement. He assents to the self evident fact that what 

appears appears. Apart from this immediate certainty the 

sceptic determines nothing; he does not even determine that 

the phenomena appear since he is purely passive in respect to 
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its appearing, apart from affirming the fact that he is 

being affected. 

The Sceptic, according to Sextus, follows the phenomena 

as a guide in conducting his life in the sense of simply 

yielding to them without any consent as regards their valid

ity or being or truth. The Sceptic simply yields to the 

dictates of the phenomena without giving any assent (II.~.\{()(T~ 
\ (1'\ "-r fI ,. 5'6 

1'0 d1r J\CJ~ E.LKE.l\l c(V€1J 'IT'P Oo-'T~ tTf:(, ~~ "). 

The way in which the Sceptic is guided by constraining 

affections in practice has been discussed in the section on 

, '" 51 t' d . f f . 1 . . matters· ~ <:iT aiV~r'Y. I ~s ~ ~cu t to go ~nto greater 

detail because Sextus does little more than indicate that the 

sceptic seeks moderation in respect to constraining affec-

tions and therefore avoids wha t appears to him to cause him 

perturbation which are su~h things as cause pain or excessive 

pleasure. 

The guidance which the Sceptic receives from constraining 

passions would be limited to that whereby hunger drives one. to 

food, exhaustion to sleep, thirst to water, sexual drives to 

mating, loneliness to seeking companionship, being cold to the 

acquisition of clothes and shelter and so on. In general, 

one might say, one is guided by the constraint of the passions 

to take care of the needs of natural necessity. Both the 

natural faculties and a training in the practical arts would 

enter in here as providing the means whereby the desired ends 

of the passions can be realized. 

The natural faculties would provide a guide in daily life 
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by determining what to pursue and avoid on the bases of what 

is given in the phenomena. The Sceptic would treat what 

appears to him to be such and such a thing as if it really 

were that thing. Thus he would go about the daily affairs 

in life in much the same way as would any ordinary person or 

any Stoic or Platonist or Epicurean or whoever. That is 

simply to say he-goes from place to place despite the fact 

he suspends judgement as to whether motion exists and treats 

honey as though it were really sweet and g~nerally is guided 

by the phenomena. It is incorrect to speak of Sextus as, on 

the one hand, being a Scepti~ while, on the other hand, being 

a phenomenalist or empiricist or a pragmatist. 58 

Sextus merely yields to what appears to him as if it 

really were the case in order that he may not be altogether 

, \ -\ ( I 1\ ." ,,.. ) set 
inactive ( E1rEL l-l"1 O'\JyottlE:vo{ «VE"E.fY'l1'TOl 1f~Y1"c(1fo(O'lV Etycil . 

He is guided by what seems practical in a given situation and 

what experience has taught him to be the case not because he 

positively believes in the practical or in induction or what-

ever but simply because the activity of living involves de-

cision making which in turn requires that he yield to some 

criterion by which to make the decisions. Sextus, as has 

already been made clear, is quick to point out that he does 

not conduct himself according to philosophical theory. Sextus 

would be no more willing to assent to the truth of the crite-

rion of the practical or empirical or of the phenomena than 

he would be to assent to the truth of a criterion of guidance 

on the .ancestral -laws and customs of his country. 
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The Sceptic follows what appears to him in a much wider 

sense than merely following what lies in feeling and in

voluntary affection (n EV 1f~lC"E\ ••• K(J(t d~O'UA~'I'~ '\f~ G€l ") . 60 

The most striking example of this is the fact that the Sceptic 

suspends judgement when confronted by an assertion because 

it appears to him that its contrary is equally credible. The 

Sceptic would have to follow what appears to him. to be the 

case in his daily life in a way which does not strictly con-

form to his definition of the phenomena. For example, he 

would have io vote since he follow~ the traditions of his 

country. By what criterion would the Sceptic determine which 

candidate to vote for? Sextus, no doubt, would answer .that 

he would undogmatically follow the dictates of his culture 

and habits i~ so far as they were bf use and what seemed to 

him to be best at the time. He would not make any claim 

that he would choose rightly. If Sextus was charged with 

making his decision arbitrarily he would reply that he never 

claimed that his decision was not arbitrary and that it is 

precisely in not making such a claim that he differs from 

the Dogmatists, the defenders of common sense, the ,empiri

cists, and the conservatives. He would merely claim'that 

his decision was based upon what seemed to him at the time 

to be best and not upon what he would assert as in fact to 

be the best, or, as probably best, or, as what the evidence 

indicated was best, or, as what was pragmatically best. 

Sextus would suspend judgement as to what in reality the 

evidence indicated, or what in reality was the most practical 



choice or whether'such a criterion as that which the em-

piricist or pragmatist or whoever would use is in fact the 

true criterion for making the choice. 

c) Signs 

sextus does not propound his own theory of signs. 

Rather in outlining the Stoic theory of signs he indicates 

that the Sceptics do not reject one kind of signs (commemo-

rative signs) which the Stoics mention while they do reject 

another kind (indicative or probative signs). 

The stoics, according to Sextus,distinguished between 

what ~s immediately evident or apprehended (Tpo6'llov EY~p-
, . ~c ~ ~ ref) and what is non-evident (QCo1pOV ). This distinction 
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might be more accurately expressed as being between what is 

immediately in full view of the perceiver and what is not 

immediately in full view of the perceiver. What is ~pOb~ACY 

or 'eyr:J.py€~ is simply what is immediately apprehended or 

that which comes to be known through itself ( 'Td. £~ E~,\)'T&'V 
J ... c,.», 6t 

£t.~ yVCJ f'J tV 'Y] /-llV £Px.0 f.LE."~ ). It is somewhat misleading 

to translate the words 'If pO &1) 1.0\1 and E:.VtJ.p~{, by the word 

'evident' or 'pre-evident'. For an object to be deemed 

'tT'po6~ AOV or e.Yrl.pye~ it must be of such a nature as to 

come to be known through itself and it must also be physical

ly in full view of ,the perceiver so as to be actually per

ceived. Although the Greek word 'vp66~~ov ' may be literal

ly rendered 'pre-evident' it doe~ not have this meaning in 

the context of the stoic theory of signs since it denotes 
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what is immediately evident and not what is clear before hand. 

The term 'pre-evident' may be taken as being an accurate ren-

derinq if it is ta~en to mean· 'clear before syllogistic proof 

or alteration in external circumstances takes place'~ In 

the present discussion ... po[)"1~OY and ~v(J.p'les . will be 

translated as 'immediately evident' and &b~~OV as 'non

evident' • 

The non-evident was divided into three distinctive class

es!3 Firstly, there are things which are altogether (K~e~T~~) 

non-evident. Sextus cites as an example of this class the 

question of whether the stars are even or odd in number.'~ , 
Secondly, there are those things which are occasionally (~PO~ 

, 
~~lpOV .) non-evident which are rendered non-evident due to 

external circumstances. He cites as an example of this class 

the fact that Athens is non-evident to him at the time that 

6S" 
he is lecturing because he is separated from Athens in space. 

Thirdly, there is the class of objects which are non-evident 

by nature (t~o-E.~) which are of such a nature as to never 

fall within our perception of themselves but which may be 

thought to be apprehensible through another thing. For exam-

r " pIe, intelligible pores ( Ol Y0'l'rOt 'fO pOL ) are· inapprehen-

sible of themselves but their existence is said by some to be 

indicated by the fact that the human body perspires.6~ 

The sign (~~~£tov ) is that which is itself immediately 

evident (~po6~~ov ) and which indicates or suggests what is 

non-evident either by nature or .temporarily." What is alto

gether non-evident ·cannot be said to have a sign since it is 
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inapprehensible .68 \vhat is immediately evident, . of course, does 

not require a sign.~ The sign which reveals what is temporar-
\ \ 

ily or occasionally ('TTP O~ "It lpOV ) non-evident is called 
\ ( \ .-

''TO '\)'11'0 P-V'll'T'l KO\J 1T1) }-le.\.o'\l ' and the sign which reveals what 

is naturally (q,{;O'€L) non-evident is called ''T~ e.\lbeL\{'t"L~'o\) 

<1"1 P.GLOV ' 10 

d) Probative Signs 
'\ ~ c: ' 

It may be more accurate to translate ''f0 E.~ oE. \..l{!T l.~O" 

O'1'\tle~ov ' as 'the probative .sign' than as 'the indicative 

sign' which is the most commonly accepted rendering. Sextus 

quotes the following definition of ''TO ~v~t\"~T~V ~~~\etov ':-

••• "(j'Yl~El.O" E(!"1"LV Evb~I.~'TU<'Ov &~((J~(). £"1 
~yld. O,\N1) ~~~V'tl 'tTPOKct el\~ O.v t-tE:\lO'J, 

eKK.~?n'''('H.~ov 'TOV 11)yovfO c,." "II 

Both 'liO rV'trOfl"'l\'T"LI{OY O'~f€tOY' and' 'TO ~\lbE:lK.'TL\{O~ O'1)t"-~~O~' 
. ' , C , 

are 'indicative' of what is non-evident. However, ''TO EVoelKflKn 

a~~e~o~ , is uniquely characterized by the fact that it in

dicates what is non-evident by virtue of its own peculiar 

nature and constitution (EK. 1'~~ tb[u~ 4-ucrEUc; Kal K.d'rtXO'H€'U1)C)). 

That is to say, it is indicative of what is non-evident because 

it logically implies by its own nature what is non-evident. 

Sextus argues that it is necessary to suspend judgement 

as to whether the indicative or probative sign exists or not:1 

It has already been seen that he suspends judgement concerning 

what, in the stoic theory, is regarded as being immediately 

evident. It is necessary, according to .Sextus, to suspend 
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judgement as to whether motion or smoke or such like exist or 

not. This, in itself, precludes for Sextus the possibility 

that signs can be positively asserted to exist since nothing, 

as regards what. really is, is immediately evident. There 

can be no real distinction in Sextus' view between the evident 

and the non-evident since nothing is any more evident than 

non-evident. 

Sextus presents a number of arguments against the ex-

istence of the probative or indicative sign. Possibly the 

most important one to mention for the purpose of determining 

his own position is the one based upon the fact that signs 
\ 

must be relatives (~PO, ~L) in order to be indicative of 

anything. If a sign is to be indicative of what is non

evident by nature it must be grasped as being implicitly 

related to what is non-evident so as to reveal it.1~ 

Sextus maintains that it is impossible to be aware of 

one relative without at once perceiving with it what it is 

. 1~ relat~ve to. According to this the sign itself is not 

apprehensible apart from or before what it is a sign of. 

Thus the sign cannot serve to indicate what is non-evident 

any more than what is non-evident can serve· to indicate 

the sign. The fact that signs must be relatives nullifies 

the distinction between what is immediately evident and 

what is non-evident since the sign and the thing signified 

are mutually dependent upon each other for their appre-
. 

for their apprehension. If either is apprehensible both 

must be immediately and coincidentally apprehensible just 



as the apprehension of 'left' coincidentally involves the 

apprehension of 'right'. Thus the indicative or probative 

sign cannot be immediately apprehensible while the thing 

. f' d . . d t 'IS' sign1 1e 1S non-eV1 en • 
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sextus is ready to grant by way of concession that cer

tain things are naturally non-evident~' The consequence of 

this concession is that the sign is not indicative of what is 

naturally non-evident. If one grants the proposition 'Bodily 

motions exist' one will then find that it is a highly dis-

putable matter as to whether or not that proposition is in

dicative of the non-evident proposition 'the soul exists'. 

The very nature of the non-evident by nature is that it is 

non-evident -- is not itself at any time present to us as an 

object either of sensation or of intellection. On what bases 

can one justify a belief in the dictates of the probative or 

indicative sign if one can never test it against what really 

• ? 11 1S. 

The problem is two-fold. Firstly, since the thing sig

nified is not itself directly apprehensible there can be no 

certain grounds upon which to justify deeming that this im-

mediately evident fact signifies this rather than that. 

Secondly, even if one grants that the sign signifies this 

rather than that there is no way of knowing with certainty 

that the non-evident is related to the immediately evident in 

such a way as to be of such a nature as the nature and consti

tution of the immediately evident suggests or signifies it 

is. One can only dogmatically assume that it is. If one were 
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to argue that it is rationally necessary that the soul exists 

in order to account for bodily motions Sextus would reply 

by saying that it is a matter of doubt as to whether what is 

rationally necessary is in fact what is really the case. 

The claim that one can apprehend what is naturally non-evi

dent is based upon the assumption that the immediately evi-

dent is indicative of the naturally non-evident. This as-

sumption can never be tested since it is only on the basis 

of this assumption that one can even make the claim that the 

non-evident by nature is apprehensible. 

In this argument Sextus attempts to show that the dis-

tinction between the immediately evident and naturally non-

'evident places the naturally non-evident in a sphere which 

falls outside the realm of what one can be conscious of in 

more than an accidental way. The following quote illustrat-

es this quite clearly:-

1e(,:Ul'«' 'IE 'T"OL KC£'l a+6 0r~ x.ll'p L€'VIf tJ<; 
) If t \ \ \ 

O{1T'£l.K«"O\)/TLV 01. O'KE1T1lK.OI. 70'l.l~ 1\"E:pl 

otb~"QV ~')rrovYrlX~ l'oZS- e~ crK.or~ £'llC 
.. ~' C, \ 

l'LVo( a'K01('OV 10 L,e1Jo'UO' 1.\1 , W~«'P YClf 
, "" \ '" ... 'TO'lJTCAlV e\.KO~ e.a'rl. 'TlV« J-l~\I 'r"'x,e loY 

1"01) O'K01rO"" 'TlVc\ f) ~'t['O'T''\)X.Etv, ITo be. 
,~, "" " 7l(' E1l'E.'f"'X"" 'Y\ (X'lt"E.1V,tEY rJ.YVQOTOV) 

o~rr~( EV ~otaE:L crxebov o"K.Or~ 'I'~~ 
CcA'P19~(0(( U'fOK.fK.p'U tl~E:v'1~ a~t£Y"'O(L 
~~v iTt 'r'<lVf~V 'tf'O"AOl AOy0\., 10 O~ 
T(~ E~ ClV'J"4>V O'-Uf-!CPCU\lO~ fanv «V'Tn 
KtlIl. 1(( S lci~Qvot; OVX, otOY 1(, 
yl~~aK'L\1, ~P 9iv ,.O~ E" 1"~( iVO(ryiuxC; 
'fO'\) C"11'O,\)~£\lO". 18 
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e) Commemorative Signs 

The difference between things which are non-evident by 

nature and things which are temporarily non-evident, accord-

ing to Sextus' account, is that the former are impercepti

ble by nature and therefore can never be perceived 'in con

junction with their immediately evident sign while the latter 

are clearly perceptible but are imperceptible on occasion 

due to external circumstances and thus can be perceived in 

conjunction with their immediately evident sign.11 Since one 

cannot empirically observe that this immediately evident 

exists in conjunction with that naturally non-evident exist-

ent, one must be able to show that the determinate nature 

and existence of the latter is necessarily implied in the 

very nature and constitution of the former. In order to be 

able to do this one must be able to grasp the implicit or 

underlying nature of what is immediately evident and be able 

to show that such an apprehension logically implies the ex

istence and nature of what is other than it and implies it 

necessarily. Even if one could do this one would still have 

to convince Sextus that what is logically necessary must be 

the case in reality. 

One cannot hypothetically assume that the existence of 

this immediately' evident existent implies that naturally 

non-evident existent and test the hypothesis empirically. 

Sextus acknowledges the fact that a ,hypothesis can never be 

shown to be true empirically or inductively but can only be 
80 

shown to be false. However, such a hypothesis as the above 
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can neither be shown to be true ££ false empirically. Thus 

one must either show once and for ever that the existence of 

this immediately evident existent implies necessarily that 

naturally non-evident existent or merely assert it dogmatic-

.ally or not involve oneself in such matters at all. 

In the case of things temporarily non-evident there is 

an alternative to making either an assertion of necessity or 

a dogmatic assertion. One can suspend judgement completely 

regarding the connection between what is immediately evident 

and what is temporarily non-evident and still act on the 

undogmatic hypothesis that there is a definite connection 

between the two while remaining open to the possibility that 

the hypothesis may be proven wrong at any moment. 

\ ( \,. 
The words ''To \J'(I"Of-t'V'l')C1'TlKO\l t1'Y1~t\.O'" have been var-

iously rendered as 'the suggestive sign', 'the commemorative 

sign r , 'the recollective sign', and 'the associative sign'. 

An adequate translation of this phrase would have to contain 

the import of all of these translations. Sextus gives the 
\ C , 

following account of ''T"CI 'UlI'0JA.vllO'tfLl'O~ (j"1f-l~lO"':-

K I(L G~ 'TO f-At~ '" 'll 0 r-V~ O"1'LKO~ O'U\A 'ti ~ p~ .. 
'l'l1P1l ef.V 'T~ O""~~L(J'T~ O~ 'yapyeld.'i, ct'\-l« 
1Q ,JlI'OTEI1ElV ~KE.C\lOlJ ~&"11o" ~e~01), ~yCL 
~JA.a~ et~ 1JVOP.""l<TL\I 'TOU a"~1i~p~7'l\P'l\
eev'TO~ ~~7~, VV\1 O~ €y~pyw~ ~~ 1rpO~1fL'\l
'Tov'rO<;} Q)" €1T'1.. 70)) \o\tt'lt"VOu KelL 'to» tt£'\Jr0C;' 81 

Smoke, for example, comes to have the status of being a sign 

as a result of its having been perceived in conjunction with 

fire. upon having seen smoke rising from a fire on a number 
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of occasions one comes to associate smoke with fire. The 

association of the two does not spring out of a recognition 

of their being logically or by nature connected but merely 

by virtue of the fact that one has seen them together before. 

The perception of smoke itself suggests to one that fire is 

present with it by awakening a memory of past experiences in 

which one has seen smoke and fire in conjunction with it. 

The perception of smoke, then, suggests to one that fire is 

present even when fire is imperceptible because smoke is 

associated with fire in memory. 

In this example smoke, of course, is the sign. Smoke 

is suggestive of fire. However, it is not by itself sug

gestive of fire. Past perceptions must be recollected in 

order that it may be suggestive of anything. These past 

perceptions of smoke and fire must have come to be associ

ated with one another and held in memory as being associat-

ed with each other in order for the perception of smoke to 

be suggestive of fire. Smoke, then, is suggestive of fire 

in the sense that the perception of smoke provokes one to 

recollect its association with fire. 

For the sake of convenience I will adopt the tranla-

tion 'the commemorative sign'. 

Perhaps the most instructive comment that Sextus makes 

with regard to his acceptance of commemorative signs is to 

be found in his rejection of induction 
, "I . 

( E. 1nxywy"l ) . This. 

passage merits quoting in full because it is crucial to 

sextus' whole position and is his most definite statement on 



induction. 

Ev'1t~p~'IJ'''1'TO'' 5e. et",ou. "\IO\-l(~Vl ~ot\ 'T'o" 
\' .... '" , \ .. )\ 

'fc p~ € 'trotyevY1\ ~ 'fP01fOV. e'lrEt. yri.p ct'TfO 

Ifc:,,, KO(1"~ ~erOC; 11'Llrrou0"9~1. ~O,)AOVrrc:(l. 
b~ c\~T~~· 'TO t\c(S6 AO'U, ~rOL 'tl' «" 'Ttl/. 
€'iT'1.6v'T'e~ 1'~ t\~'T~ ~epo~ 'To:O'TO 1l"o\.~O'ovO'\..~ 
~ I ',,'\' :»' I l" " 'l1 1'LY~. el.1\1\ S\.. ~~" 'TI"VIlL, d.~e~~LO\ e,Il'tfti.\.. 

~ €rn-~y~y~, ~v&€'X0~.s\lO\) 't'O-V eYC1~rr\.o.u(1e(i\. 
1~ ~·~eO~OlJ IJ'l"~ 'TQ~ ttrC1p<1..~€-I..1rop..~YlJ" 
K.~'f~ Jlepos EV 'T~ e.1fO,Y Qy1\· Et &6. 1l'"~'JrC4, 
Ctb~\I~rcx ~oxe~O'o'UO'l.V, ~1rE.'PQ\) ~'\I"(J'\I 

'" 'f \) I 'I e' ttwv K~n~ J,le-po, KtIl" cJ.1I"EPLOp"ctIiW'V. CJO' 
C/ l , e "t p.,1 

O'lJr(J~ €Ka'TcpCJ ev} 0 P.~l a ()'\J~lJ~tJY~L 

0" ct ~ev €(J e 0: l 1"~'J ~ 1t' Ci Y Q 'Y'r\'" 84 . 
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One can conclude from this that according to Sextus com-

memorative signs are not verifiable. Regardless of how many 

times one might see smoke in conjunction with fire one will 

still be no closer or further away from the position whereby 

one can positively assert that 'wherever there is smoke 

there is fire' than before one first observed fire in con-

junction with smoke since there will always remain an infin

ite or indefinite number of cases of smoke that one has not 

seen. Thus the convicion, regardless of how certain one 

might be about it, that this commemorative sign is suggestive 

of that, is completely without a principle ,to ground it on. 

It is precisely for this reason that Sextus is able to accept 

commemorative signs. 

commemorative signs, like the phenomena, are necessary 

to life.83 In daily life when a man sees smoke fire is sig

nified to him or when he sees a scar he is ready to say that 
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there was a wound where the scar is now present or when he 

observes that a person's heart has been punctured he will 

8~ . 
confidently predict that person's death. The Sceptic would 

act in the same way. However, in the same way that the 
, <.1 , ~ 

Sceptic observes that ~ 'TctP.'" " l III follows upon ~'tT0x.'l) over 

and over again and yet is cautious to say that this happens 

" as if it were by chance ( 'Tur.,. L K~~ ) so also he would be cau-

tious not to say that this commemorative sign signifies that 

by necessity. The Sceptic acts 'as if' smoke indicates fire 

while suspending judgement as to whether or not it really 

does. The commemorative sign is followed by all mankind, in

cluding the philosophers, in daily life.
Sf 

Sextus is not 

assenting to empiricism or pragmatism in saying that he ac-

cepts commemorative signs. When the city bell tolled in 

his home town it signified that the streets were being water

ed to everyone and not just to the Sceptics or Empirical 

doctors or ordinary folk. 
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(iv) 

Guidance in the Instruction of the Arts 

It is necessary now to attempt to determine what 

sextus has in mind when he says that the Sceptic finds guid-
, 

ance in the instruction of the arts ('tE. XV'l1 ). He does not 

state in so many words which arts the Sceptic regards as 

providing a guide to conducting his life though he does make 

scattered remarks which indicate his position in a general 

way. 

In P.H. i 18 Sextus addresses himself to the question 

"Should the Sceptic deal with physical problems?". His an-

swer to this question, which. he puts into practice in his 

treatise Against the Physicists, is that the Sceptic should 

not deal with physical theory as regards making any firm and 

positive assertions. However, he says that the Sceptic should 
~ I 

treat physical problems with a view to inducing ~VO~~ and 

thereby u~~p~;(~ in the same way as he does in ethical and 

86 h' l' d h' logical matters. P YS1CS, OglC, an et lCS are regarded by 

sextus as being parts of philosophy.S, 

Sextus takes essentially the same position towards the 

cyclical studies -- astronomy, geometry, arithmetic, music, 

grammar and rhetoric -- as he did towards physics. M. i-vi 

is a series of treatises directed against the cyclical arts. 

These treatises are polemical in nature and differ in topic 

though not in spirit from his treatises against philosophy. 

Sextus prefaces his treatises on the cyclical arts with the 
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It is not necessary to consider Sextus' treatment of 

each of the arts separately in order to determine what sort 

of benefit he considers the Sceptic can ga.in from them. He 

states his position most clearly in his treatise Against the 

Grammarians. sextus says that grammar is two-fold -- the one 

part teaches the bare knowledge of reading and-writing and 

the other is concerned with the origin, nature, structure and 

so forth of language and literature.
Sq 

Sextus controverts the 

latter view but he accepts the former. He writes:-

i1r£L O~V ~ ypO! t-t.~~Tlo"TL.K~ bl'~ ,.~~ 'TQ\I 
" , , ). " "" YPC<f!f-lOC1"CJ" £'lTlVOt.~~ L~~L J.leV ~pyorct10~ 

1r ~ eo~, ,T~Y A~e~"", CTu"eX~L be ~Yc(y~IXLO
'Td. 'r1p" €Y6Pytlt\", ~y p. Y'lP-'l'tV, 'Tel. '1'01 "'To{ 
,'tT' C(-urr1l K~t1'Cil O'X EbO'V) K.OI.l o~Te 
&AAO'U( 7l £veO'll 'T~\1 &Vc(y'{<Xl~\J 
o uS ci<rKflV I OVTE 1TG(P a'A~o"U ~cx eeL" 1L 

If;:''' ~'\Jctl"€Ac'3v XQPL(' ~V'T~~ '&'\1)}O(TO" 
.J/ ~...... I ( 
€arcxr.. OVKOVV 1"GJV Xp~(jL P.W1"d. 14>\1 'Y\ 
yp~~p.~rLO-TLK~. <to 

The general principle which seems to be implicit in this is 
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that the Sceptic is critical of any inquiry into the nature 

of things which goes beyond what is obviously necessary to 

daily life. Although sextus does not expressly state that a 

knowledge of simple arithmetic is useful to mankind in his 

dealings in the market place and simple geometry to carpen-

ters and so on, one might reasonably assume that he would 

assent to such forms of knowledge as providing useful guides 

in conducting life. He vigorously attacks any form of in-

quiry which goes beyond what is useful to life in the most 

practical and simple sense. One can infer from this that, 

in Sextus' view, the cyclical arts had reached full maturity 

long before his own day and that further inquiry in them 

would be of no value. All that they can reasonably provide 

for man, in Sextus' view, are the simple skills that a school-

boy may be said to have mastery over. 

This cannot be said of the more inunediately practical 

arts such as medicine, navigation, agriculture and so on • 

... 'U~O'~~ 'TEX)l~t; ro 'Teloc; €~XP't}<T1"O\l ~crn. 
".~ . ~Lce, CP(j),cp0'J. rr~\J 5~ 't~XVtJ~ ttt ~(y 
1rPo"'lYO"""[Y"')' {frep 1~( 7~\1 Ox.~'llpW'J 
4t-\K~((j~CJS 'tTtXp~AeO'V1 (jt b~ ,)1r€P 'f~S 'T~'V 
',+.1)1 '" \ JI 1'\ , 

(~ie "L~u)\1 6 V P€cr'fQ,. K t(\, E 0'1'\. 'T'l\S \-lev 
'tJ' p~ 1"1)~ H~~~s torT P l K~, 1ft( LC.lYl~ o~crlX ~I(I. 
?l'\) 00 [ 1l'O~O~ T€ XV'll, 111 s &~ be'\J'T"i p.C\~ 
K"~~P""l"L\{~· rr,\~ y~p d1rO 'T~'" &AACJ\1 . 
19)1W\1 XP€CO(~ J.tO(~L\1'TO{ &~OV'r«l 1rc~)lft.S' ~\l9r(J1ro.. ~I 

In the cases in which Sextus cites examples of arts in order 

to illustrate the true nature of an art he takes navigation, 

medicine, and agriculture for his examples. These arts are 
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eminently serviceable arts.U The pilot, the doctor, and the 

farmer are practitioners of their trades in the same sense 

that the cobbler and the carpenter are. The farmer may not 

know or care to know why putting manure in the soil produces 

more vegetables. He may still be regarded as a good farmer 

despite the fact that he knows nothing about the chemistry 

of his soil and its effect on the organic structure of plants 

so long as he has found out what to do to make the plants 

flourish. One may assume that sextus would regard as meri-

torious any discoveries or refinements in such practical arts 

as medicine or agriculture • 

. sextus does not provide any clear discussion on what 

method these arts should use. In medicine, as noted in 

the chapter on his life, Sextus says that the Sceptics are 

in agreement with the method of the Hethodica1 S~hoo1. q] The 

Methodical doctors, according to Sextus, refused either to 

affirm or deny non-evident causes of things.
Q4 

They followed 
q( 

the guidance of appearances. Sextus compares their. methods 

to those of a dog who proceeds to remove a thorn if it is 

pricking him in the foot or to a person who is perspiring 

after a hot bath and thus seeks relief by rushing off into 

. 16 Th' th d . 1 f 11 the cold alr. elr me 0 was slmp y to 0 ow what exper-

ience has shown to work. and what appears to one to make sense. 

It would be quite misleading to conclude from this that they 

were empiricists in any more significant a sense than any 

human being or animal is in conducting his life. Sextus ac

cepts the method of observing the phenomena and using a 



.trial and error method in trying to determine what works 

because it is the least dogmatic method of conducting one-

self in these matters. If upon running out into the cold 

air one finds that one is perspiring more than when one was 

in the warmth of the house one would simply return back in

to the house. The Sceptic is not so much interested in 
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answering the question why and how things work the way they 

do as finding how to cope with the things that are necessary 

for conducting life. Rather than being inclined to being 

scientists they are more inclined to being practitioners. 

If Sextus must be compared to moderns, which scholars on 

ancient Scepticism seem to think he mU$t be, he would be 

closer to the man who is content to know how to switch on 

his light in the living room without even wondering how it 

works, than with the modern scientist working in his 1ab

q1 
oratory. 

Sextus shows no more interest in the practical arts than 

would anyone who acknowledges the fact that man benefits 

by agriculture, medicine or by being literate. 'The useful' 

for Sextus is what best serves the needs of man and thereby 

frees him from perturbation. 'The useful' is not in the 

highest sense an end in itself. Nor are the ends the prac-

tical arts serve to realize properly Sceptical ends. The 

, t " Sceptical end is «'T"O(p01c, Let • Health, farm produce, literacy, 

and so on are at best useful to the person attempting to 

realize the end of ~ 'f~ r f:( ~ (c( . 



(v) 

Guidance in the Tradition 
of Laws and Customs 
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Finally, the Sceptic finds guidance in regulating his 

life in the tradition of laws and customs (iv ~~p~bO~El 

v6~~~ K«~ le~~ ) of his country. Sextus does not regard the 

laws and customs of his country either as being true accord-

ing to nature or as being true for him in the sense of being 

binding upon him as a member of a particular state. The 

Sceptic accepts and follows the laws and customs of his 

country without in any way assenting to their veracity. That 

is, he suspends judgement regarding their veracity and thus 

is neither opposed to them as being false nor affirmatively 

bound by them as being true, nor in a state of doubt as to 

whether they are true or false~8 He freely choses to obey 

the laws and to practice the customs of his country. He re-

gards this as his moral duty. This is precisely the same 

attitude which the Sceptic has towards the phenomena, com

memorative signs, and the dictates of the arts. By suspending 

judgement totally the Sceptic makes himself a disinterested 

spectator of himself as being affected by natural affections 

and as having to live a life in the world. 

Sextus does not reduce the institutions of the state to 

the status of a vehicle or medium through which the individual 

can realize his own private interests as, it might be argued, 

the sophists did. The Sceptic, according to Sextus, 



passively yields to what the dictates of the laws and cus-

toms of his country appear to him to demand of him without 

yielding his assent to their validity in any sense whatso

ever.
q
, T'he Sceptic does not positively maintain that any

thing is either a private ~r a public good. ' 

The reason why Sextus chose to yield to the laws and 
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customs of his country and to the phenomena and to the dicta

tes of the arts and associative signs is because he was not 

able to be inactive and some criterion of conduct was neces-

sary. To yield to what is given in experience and in 

tradition without giving assent to its validity is not to 

act dogmatically, whereas to reject what is given and to re

place it with something else involves dogmatically prefer-

ring one thing over another. 

The following passage, in which Sextus explains why 

and how the Sceptic comes to believe in the existence of God, 

serves to illustrate what has been said above. 

'T~XD( y~p dO'f !XAel7'fE.pO~ 'll'OIp~ 'l"O')(~ ~~ 
E rr{ P"'~ cpllocrocpo1Jyrot~ E.VpEe~(TE:1'~1.. 0 

, ," I )/T\ ' 
O'KE.1r'nKo~) KC(Td ~EY rrc( 'IT'C(1'plC~ Et1'Y) t(d.l 

'TO~~ \'OfA01)(, ')..iYGlV €tVtH eEO.u~ K~l 1ra" 
'to E.l.s 'r~\I 'ro"'r(J)I 8p'l0KECttV Kotl E"O"i~€lcN 

,. ,., l!.) CI ,\" 
O'1>v'T'£"YOV ')rOl(J\.I, 'to 0 O~O'l e'ttl. 1'1\ 

CP\. AOfTe) c\>'t' 'll'f~<iEL p."f)be:v 1fpo'trE. 'rEtJ0flE-VOt;. 100 

Sextus, of course, suspends judgement as to whether the gods 

exist or not and as regards the veracity of his ancestral laws 

and customs. Thus in declaring that the gods exist because 

tradition says that they do, Sextus is not saying what he 



himself truly believes or thinks probable but is simply 

yielding to what tradition would have him believe. In his 

practical life he attends to all of the demands that his 

ancestral laws and customs place upon him including those 

of a religious nature. If Sextus was to be moved to some 

part of the world where tradition had it that the gods do 
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not exist he would then declare that the gods .do not exist. 

The criterion by which the Sceptic conducts his life is main

tained by them simply because it is necessary to have some 

criterion by which to make decisions. The Sceptic is an 

unfaithful servant of each of the fourfold rules of con

duct that he observes. He yields to what they prescribe for 

him but does not feel bound and constrained by them because 

he regards them as if they were nothing. They do not rule 

over him tyrannically as an absolute law. Rather he sus

pends judgement as to their veracity and then freely con

sents to adopt them as criteria by which to determine how 

he shall conduct his life. The Sceptic's great freedom in 

his activities in the world lies in the fact that he does 

not really believe what he believes. He is like an actor 

who portrays a character with disinterest and detachment. 

The actor does not have to suffer through what the character 

he is portraying does. Similarly, the Sceptic while carry

ing out the ritual and practices of his country's religion 

does not suffer through the joy and despair involved in it 

as would a true believer. Nor would he feel the same concern 

in a debate as would a true conservative if the traditional 



values of his country were being threatened by some corrupt 

faction. Though he would be acting in the same manner as 

his fellow citizens he would at once be a detached specta-

tor to the whole affair. 

The Sceptics, in conclusion, had to find some way in 

which they could undogmatically conduct themselves in their 

daily life in which they found it necessary to make de

finite judgement and to pursue particular ends. The four-

fold rules of conduct were intended to provide a solution 

to this problem. One, no doubt, can find elements of em-

piricism, subjectivism, pragmatism, phenomenalism, positiv

ism and a host of other dogmatic 'isms' in their rules of 

conduct. Sextus was profoundly aware of the fact that to 

act -- to live -- immediately involved one in the activity 

of making judgements and that to do or to choose this in-

stead of that meant that one was following some sort of 

~riterion whether one acknowledged it or not.~1 
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"Philosophy", Davi~ Hume wrote, "would render us entire-
lOt 

ly pyrrhonean, were not nature too strong for it". Sextus 

agrees that no one is able to remain inactive and suspen

sive at all times. However, Sextus maintains that this does 

not overthrow pyrrhonism or force the Sceptic to turn Dogma

tist. The pyrrhonean finds that he is forced to make judge

ments and he makes them. He does not conclude from the fact 

that because he is forced to make a judgemGnt that he is 

qualified to make a judgement. Nor does he believe that he 

is committed to assenting to something simply because he 
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feels convinced of it. Sextus characterizes the Pyrrhonean 

as a humble and cautious soul who does not rashly assume 

that such and such is the case because it seems to him to 

be so. The pyrrhonean conducts himself in his daily life in 

much the same way as anyone else does with one absolutely 

important qualification. Namely, the Pyrrhonean, while, for 

example, acting in much the same manner as an empiricist or 

pragmatist, views himself in so acting not as an empiricist 

or pragmatist but as a Sceptic. The pyrrhonean, one might 

say, is condemned by nature to have to make definite judge

ments but he is free to suspend his jUdgements as regards 

their truth or falsity. He does not attempt to justify the 

veracity of his own actions and judgements by pointing to 

empirical evidence, or by saying ~hat it only stands to 

reason or common sense, or by declaring that what he did 

worked therefore it must be right. 

The pyrrhonean rules of conduct, seen from Sextus' point 

of view, are the rules which a person can follow who deter-

mines nothing. They serve the function of providing the 

sceptic, who does not identify the empirical or the rational 

or the practical or the phenomenal or his own SUbjective 

states with what is actual and real, with a practical criter

ion for conducting his life.'03 



CHAPTER SEVEN 

(i) 

Introduction 

It is very difficult to say anything 'by way of intro-

duction' about the Sceptical tropes. There are a number of 

sets of tropes each of which has its own distinctive charac

ter. The Dogmatists had methods, both logical and empirical, 

by which they claimed that they could apprehend the true 

nature of the external underlying nature of things. The 

tropes may be said to be the weapons by which the Sceptics 

refuted the ·claims of the Dogmatists. 'Refuted' may be too 

strong a word since the Sceptics only wished to show the need 

to suspend judgement. 

sextus introduces the tropes as follows:-

'E'lT£~ be 't~'4 ~1'()(Pcl~L6lV OlKO~O\)e6tv 
E. ..l~o"KO\AE'" 'rU 'Il'EP\. 1\"~Vn-,\) E'ti01~) 
~ f\ ~ ~" , t{ ,~, 

~'1(O~O"lJO\l d" EL~ Acyel\l o'trQ~ 'l\u.'N 
,\ ' , 

~ e1T 0x.~ 'It"cpl yl V~~ l . 
The tropes then are the means by which the Sceptics arrive 

at the suspension of judgement. The tropes are like road 

blocks which the Sceptics put in the path of the Dogmatists. 

The Dogmatist puts forward an argument. The Sceptic listens 

carefully and then replies by saying 'but ••• •• The tropes 

were intended to provide the Sceptics with an arsenal of 



weapons by which they could counteract the arguments of the 

Dogmatists. 

The importance of the Sceptical tropes does not lie in 
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the originality of their content as much as in the fact that 

the sceptics organized and applied them with more thorough

ness than had previously been done. 
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(ii) 

The Ten Tropes 

sextus' relation to the ten tropes is quite clear. 

sextus expressly attributes the ten tropes to Aenesidemus.t 

His only contribution to the ten tropes is·to be found in his 

exposition of them. He introduces arguments based on the 

later tropes of Agrippa and gives a more detailed and co-

herent presentation of the ten tropes than any other author. 

It would be useful to consider his discussion of each one 

of the tropes in turn before attempting to speak of them in 

a more general manner. 

First Trope:-
,"\ I ,. 1\ ~ e' ~ 

'TI'pWTO'J ~1\'yo~E.V ~lVe(.L I\oyOV K()l 0"; 
\ \ J..' .. "I' , C t , 

'fre<po( ''l1V 6L()/,~OpOl\l 'f"wV "CVW',/ O'IJ~ 0(1 .. C('\)'fet\, 
,,, .<. / A.. / 

~1fO T8'11 (lI\lTw'l u'\T'O'Trl'Tr'T'O\lO'l "'f"OlV'I"O(O'l.'tl. 

'To£ro bE ET"AoY"'o~EeDl ~K Iff! 'I'~~ 1tep't. 
'1"«( y6V6trE('~ t:S.-lJ'rc,v bt.o(~Opa~ K((l EK '1'~~ 
'1tep~ 'r~, (f'UO:-"&O"El~ ,.&" o"c.)~~"(.)" 11' C(p~'X-
1\ 1\ " "~Y'Y)~· 

It is assumed- that variant and dissimilar modes of birth pro-

duce contrariety of sense affections in both Sextus Empiricus' 

and Diogenes Laertius' account.~ What is shown to be the 

case in each account by numerous examples is that there is a 

great variety of modes of birth. This 'argument' is wanting 

in any real merit. What requires demonstration is not that 

there is .a great variety of modes of birth but that creatures, 

~hO are procreated in differing manners, experience different 



sense impressions with respect to a common object. 

sextus deals with each of the five senses separately.S 

He argues that different species of creatures are affected 

differently by a common object because the physical 

structure of the sense organs of each species is different 

from that of the others. His arguments take the following 

form:-:-

experience as human beings. It is inferred from this what 

other creatures must experience. 
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sextus also bases arguments upon the difference between 

creatures with respect to waht is pleasurable and beneficial 

to them. He cites numerous examples such as the fact that 

salt water is disagreeable and poisonous to men while fish 

d . . t 1 drink an enJoy 1 • 

sextus introduces in~o his discussion of the first trope, 

as he does in his exposition of the third, fourth and fifth 

tropes, arguments, based upon the five tropes of Agrippa, which 

show that there is no way of determining which, if any, sense 

inpression is indicative of the essential nature of the 

external object.
8 

Arguments of such a nature do not occur in 
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Philo's or Diogenes Laertius' account of these tropes: Their , 
accounts of these tropes merely bring one to the point of 

recognising the fact that one cannot naively trust in the 

veracity of one's own sense impressions because the same ob-

ject produces different sense impressions in different sub

jects and under different circumstances. The question of 

whether or not there is a criterion by which one can decide 

which or whose sense impressions should be trusted is not 

properly raised in their accounts. 

Sextus raises it •. He writes:-
Jr", I I ) \ C. ,1\ \ 

0"'0£ 1C(P E11"ll(rlHlV CiI\J'tOl o'UV~~O/A~l1ol 't«~ 

cf~V'T'd.cr(<<S TtX5 'T'~ ~~fTEP"'~ Kd.l r~~ 'rQ" 
"'~~(J\I ~cS~\I, !-lipo~ K~l. a'1.ho~ 'T~~ 
blc{~C,)\l(Ol~ b"fE~ K~l bl~ 'tOU'T'O TO\) 

~1rlKpl\lo1jV'ro~ bf't)G'0t-llVOl ~a~~O\l ~ CI.~T'ot 
/ c. / 10 

KplYElV o""oq.lc.\lOl. 

He then goes on to show that we are not able to accept our own 
II 

impressions with or without proof. One cannot simply assert 

without proof that what is apparent to one is so in reality 

because what is apparent to one frequently differs from what 

is apparent to another (in the case of the first·trope another 

person and so on). Nor can one prove that what is apparent 

to one is the case in reality. For one cannot establish 

that what is apparent to one is the case in reality by means 

of what is apparent because that involves circular reasoning. 

Nor can one establish it by means of what is non-apparent 

since that is not acceptable to anyone. Sextus, of course, 

concludes that it is necessary to suspend judgement. 
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Second Trope:-
c. ' ,\ , e I r A,. / It 
o 'lr~ PC( 't'''1v 1'~" C(V pc.) "'.,) VoL 0('1" 0 P at V 

The first and second tropes are not related to each other in 

such a way that the one is dependent on the other for its 

validity. One can grant that one of them may be inconclu

sive without at,once questioning the conclusiveness of the 

It will be seen that the ten tropes are not logically inter

dependent. They are rather a series of 'arguments' in which 

the connective link of the one to the other is best describ-

ed by the word 'and'. 

The method by which each of the ten tropes is establish-

ed is by pointing out various phenomena which are indicative 

of the general proposition of the trope. The second trope 

shows that men differ from one another in body and in soul. 

The fact that one individual differs from another in body is 

indicated by the fact that an old wife of Attica swallowed 

thirty drams of hemlock with immunity and that Alexander's 

butler used to shiver when he was in the sun but not when he 

was in the shade and that Tiberius Ceasar could see in the 

dark and so forth.l~ The observation of particular incidents 

in which the capacities, experiences, sense perceptions and 

such like of one individual conflict with those of others 

leads one to doubt the veracity of one's own sense impressions 



and those of others. 

The arguments which Sextus introduces into his discus

sion based on the five tropes of Agrippa, as noted above, 

lead one from the state at which one is simply perplexed as 

to what and whom, if anyone or anything, one should believe 
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to the point whereby one finds it necessary to suspend 

judgement as to whether or not there exists a criterion by 

which one can resolve the problem which each of the ten tropes 

presents. The tropes, in their original form (without the 

arguments directed against the criterion and proof based on 

the lat~r tropes of Agrippa), cause one to suspend judgement 

as regards the veracity of what is immediately given in 

experience. More precisely, they show that one cannot naively 

,accept what is given in experience as indicative of what is in 

reality. 

Philosophy, one might say, begins with the problem that 

there are many conflicitng opinions and sense impressions 

about the same object and proceeds from that point to propose 

a solution. The Dogmatists would agree with the Sceptics that 

there is not universal agreement as regards matters of opinion 

and of sense perception. The Sceptics must attack the Dogma

tic claim ,that there exists a criterion by which the true 

nature of things can be apprehended and distinguished from 

false opinions and perceptions. The ten tropes do little more 

than point out the difficulty of the problem that faces one 

who hopes to discover the real nature of things. It will 

become more evident that this, is the case during the course 



of the discussion of the tropes. 

In the second part of Sextus' exposition of the second 

trope he points out the differences between individuals in 

respect to the soul. He quotes 'several passages from the 

poets to illustrate that what is abhorent to some men is a 
IS 

delight to. others. He dra\'7s the following conclusion:-

• ., 'I c t/ \ (..J.. \ , C C " 
e'lfEL 0'1)" "1 «~pea\ f k~L "1 'ftly't) E,V '!l00'V1) 
~Q(l ~1)&l(TV.~ ~t1'r{v, ~ b~ ~&ov~ Kill. -cf 
&'tlb(.(t~b~ E'I cctO'a~O'fl Kt~"o(L K«t ~~V'TtXo"lO(, 
O'r~V 'T~ ~V'r~ Ol Il'" oct! "'v'fO(~ o~ bE: ~. 
tU~YCVCTLvJ «1(C~~o'Ugov ~~«) E1rl~oy~~~lTeOCL 
O'l"L o~&e o~o(4)~ utr'o 'TQV 0(~'f~\I 1<l\lo{i\l'T'cCt, 
, \ , I .,. , " (" 1-
'-1'El.' OIlOI.{Jr eN 'Tot c:('\)'tcX "PO'UV'rO 'Y'I 
,~ , 16 i.l" 
, S e K '\ L Y 0 'I, . 

T~is is the only conclusion that can be drawn from what is 

expressly stated in this trope. 
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sextus presents the following argument which is based 

upon what this trope points out -- that different individuals 

are affected differently by the same thing -- but which goes 

beyond this'conclusion to show that it is necessary to sus

pend judgement because it is not possible to determine whom 

one should believe:-
)I \ " ... ,fll ( 
",'fOl r~f 'iC(Ol 'TOl,~ o(VOPW'II"Ol5 1TlO're'UO"0\1EV 
$I , , '\1\' ~ '.. .. J ( , T1 'T'lO'L.V. 0( 1\/\ ,£~ J.l~" 'U'~O'Lv) K,ClI.\. O(o'\JVOl'tOltj 
, ' "J I 

e1T"Lxelp'l')Cfo~ev K~L '1'0( o(V'rll<E:~~\ eye{ 

'1TQ(pO(Sf~O\AEeO(· £t 6~ no-tv, ,t'V~'i(JO'"C(v 
I \ 'e 1'\ C ~~tv nIT\.. ~P'1 O"tlYKt1l'T'O(Tl €O'~.O(L· 0 

~'" y~~ lf~drr(J\llKO~ ~~~~l Olfl lf~~t(JVlJ 
f 'E I r.' ) E I 'c o 1'lI<O"rel~5 o€ II1"U<'O"P~l KO(l, 0'-
" 1\ '\ ' 1\ I , • tf , 'I 
o(l\I\O\.. C(Yo(AOyCA)~, K,e'(l' O"'I'4)~ o(ve1TlKpl'T CJ5 
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G'1"«O-I~~O'Jlf'"e5 a~el~ ~t-tdS' Ets r~" e'i0X~V 
" 17 fl"e P lU"tt'l IrO vcr"". 

Sextus goes on to show that he who maintains that we ought to 

assent to what the majority deems to be the case is making a 

childish proposal. The Dogmatists claim that their opinions 

should be preferred to those of others; Sextus rejects this 

II claim because the Dogmatists are a party in the controversy. 

Third Trope:-

J 'lr«r~ rj'~\ bl~~OrO"S 'rcJ" ~tlYe"1'T~r(~V 
Ke(rCla'Ke'l)&S 11 

That the senses differ from one another is illustrated by 

the fact that honey seems pleasant to some to the tongue but 

that it is unpleasant to the eyes. Sextus gives numerous 

other similar examples to illustrate the obvious point that 

the same object affects each of the senses differently.~O 

He then takes up a problem regarding the particular 

senses,which falls outside of th~ scope of this trope and 

which does not appear in any other exposition of this trope. 

The blind and deaf man, Sextus observes, would not recognize 
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or be aware of the existence of what is visible or audible 

but only of those three qualities that he is able to appre-

n hend. The man with five senses may be in a similar condi-

tion since the external object may have numberless qualities 

which are not per~eived by these five senses~3 
, ..L. I "\ 

But one might argue that" "'t 'r"O'l~ (j'O\)S f-\E1"¥1\\Td.tO IJ"()(~ 

1 a / \" fI I 1" ° OlLIT 1\ creL S" .... pO~ 'TC( o(t.(f~" 1"'0( ". Sextus reJ ects this assertion 

because it can only be dogmatically maintained. We are not 

able to be in the position to see whether or not· the senses 

are commensurate with the object of sense since we are not 

able to compare the object as it is by nature apart from our 

perceiving it with how it appears to our senses. Therefore, 

it is necessary to suspend judgement concerning the nature 

1 b o t H of the externa 0 Jec • 
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For example, air seems chilly to the old which seems mild to 

those in their prime, and lovers, who have ugly mistresses, 

think them most beautiful.
t
, 

Sextus concludes his discussion of the fourth trope 

by introducing an argument which shows that the disagreement 

caused by differing dispositions does not admit of any set

tlement. Thus it is necessary to suspend judgement as to 

which disposition is pieferable. t8 

Fifth ,Trope:-

1f~~'\{'fOC 'E,,,,,l ?.oyoq 6 I[j)(f~ 't~( GeO'£lt: 
t<CiL '1'"0< &lo(C1'f~t-Lo(lfC( Ko(l Ifob'~ 'T'01r01J~' tl«\ 

\ " ,c./ " \ YO(P 'IT'0I PO( tto'U""~V E.t(oIlf'toV "fo( ~,\)T"o( 
C I.\...· ,h" 1~ 

'lrp~yp.c('rO( Olc:il.'t'0P« yo(l,Verotl, ••• 

This is shown to be the case by a series of examples -- the 

same oar appears bent when in water but straight when out, 

the necks of doves appear differently in hue according to 
~o 

the differences in inclination and so forth. 

sextus Concludes this trope by introducing an argument 

which shows that it is not possible to show that one impres-
31 

sion is more preferable than any other. 

sixth Trope:-
JI ( " , (. I 32.. 
eK~o~ 0 ~~pa ~~~ '~~~l~~~) 

He cites a number of observations to illustrate the point 

that none of the real objects affect our senses by themselves 

but always in conjunction with somethi~g else. For example, 

a body is light when immersed in water but heavy when surround-

ed by air and when the organs of taste and smell have residue 

substances on them the same objeci smells and tast~s 



differently than when they do not have residue substances 

33 
on them. 

sextus' discussion of this trope is limited to giving exam-

pIes to illustrate it. He notes that silver filings appear 

black when they are by themselves but that the whole mass 
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is sensed as white and that when pebbles are scattered about 

they appear rough but when combined in a heap they produce 

the sensation of softness. Sextus also observed that whole-

some things are harmful in immoderate quantities while harm

ful things are harmless in minute quantities.
3S 

Eighth Trope:-

ject but is also influenced by the constitution and disposi

tion of the perceiving subject and by the accompanying circum

stances under which the object is perceived. The tropes, 
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which have been considered thus far, specify the conditions 

which are external to the underlying object but which de-

termine and influence what one perceives. 

Rather than giving particula~ examples to show that all 

things are relative Sextus refers back to the other tropes 

since they are all indicative of the eighth trope:' Both 

Philo and Diogenes Laertius treat this trope in the same way 

that they do the others. TheY'cite examples of things which 

are clearly relative such as up and down, light and heavy, 

and so forth:~8 In their expositions of all of the tropes they 

do not do more than cite examples to illustrate the general 

propositions of the tropes. Sextus regards the eighth trope 

as being the genus of which the other nine tropes are sub-
. . 3q 

ordinate sub-spec1es. 

sextus presents three arguments which are supposed to 

show that all things are relative.~O In the first one it is 

argued that the class of objects which exists' 'independently' 

or 'differentially' (KClI'T"« Sl~<}0f~~) a~e relatives because 

this class differs from the class of relatives and what dif-
. ~I 

fers from something else is relative. In the second argu-

ment it is argued that all things are relative because all 

things are summa genera or infimae species or both and these 

1 · ~~ I th th· d . t . d are all re at1ves. n e 1r one 1 1S argue that some 

existing things are apparent and others are non-evident and 

that the former is. related to the latter as the significant 

is related to the thing signified. Since the significant and 

the thing signified are relative to each other so also are all 
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existing. things since they fall under this class~3 

sextus; in the passage quoted above (P.H. i 136), says 
, . , , 

that when the Sceptic says ' ~fO~ ~L V~~~q €~~L~ , he means 
, , . ...l" . ~~ 

'''!fpo!' 'rL 1foly'te{ \,tXlVE'T"dl '. These arguments may be inter-

preted to be saying that 'all existing things, in so far as 

they appear to us, are relative.' That is to say, we con

ceive of all things through relative categories -- same and 

different (first argument), genera and species (second argu-

ment), and pre-evident and non-evident . (third argument). 

Diogenes Laertius and Philo make the same assumption as 

~S' Sextus does. They attempt to show that things are not know-

able in and by themselves. They do not argue against the 

view that the true and real character of things consists in 

their inter-relation with each other: rather they assume 

that each thing has an absolute and independent nature of 

its own and proceed from this assumption to show that nothing 

is intelligible in and by itself. The possibility that the 

external objects are in reality relative and that their true 

nature can be indicated by expressing their relative character 

is not considered. The significance of this will be discussed 

when the five tropes of Agrippa are considered. 

Ninth Trope:-
c \' ~)\ " ) I ~b 
o 'trap'" 'r0(~ (f'\)",~~el.s"' 'Yl O"'lrCf\llO\)S Ey K'UP"1 l1c("S 

sextus' commentary on this trope merely consists of giving 

examples to illustrate it. He observes that although the sun 

is much more amazing than a comet, the sight 'of the sun does 

not stir any excitement in us and that a person who sees the 
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sea for the first time is greatly excited by it whereas it 

does not have such an effect on those for whom it has become 

a customary spectacle. Similarly, gold is counted as precious 

because of its rarity but would not be so regarded if it were 

scattered over the earth in great quantities. Sextus conclud-

es that it is necessary to suspend judgement as to what the 

real nature of the external object is. We are only able to 

indicate what the external object appears to us tobe.~' 

Tenth Trope:-
, 

c , , 
o 1T'ctpol 'rC(~ 

/ ' 
V0l-l0'\)~ K~L 

\ 

/feu; 

) \ \, If(\ \ \ 
«y ~ytX 5 KctL 'To. EtI~ ~C(l, If01)~ 

'T"~~ \,-"Q l\<<<~ 'IT (IT'TE l~ t<~ \ 
boy~~'TLK't(~ ~1fo1l~tHS. 16 

Sextus gives numerous illustrations to show that what seems 

perfectly acceptable and morally correct to one person or 

group Qf people seems quite detestable and immoral to others. 

F'or example, whereas athletes covet glory while philosophers 

dogmatically assert that glory is a worthless thing and where-

as among the Romans the man who renounces his father's poverty 

does not have to pay his debts, among ,the Rhodians he always 

has to pay them. Sextus concludes that it is necessary to 

suspend judgement about the real nature of things." 

conclusion:-

Sextus does not regard the order in which he presented 

the ten tropes as having any special significance. He writes:-

Xp,-".uGct b( 'Tn 'TOcS~l 'TctoU'T1) eeTl~W~ so 

Both Philo's and Diogenes' lists differ in order from each 

other and from the order in which Sextus presents them.51 
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The connection that one trope has to the next is best describ-

ed by the word 'and'. The philosophical import of these 

tropes would not be changed by altering the order in which 

they ar'e presented. One trope does not follow out of the 

other or depend upon the other or others for its validity. 

One might list those tropes based upon the differences in 

the subject first and then those based on external circumstanc-
51 

es next and end with those based on both of these. However, 

this may be more misleading than it would be useful since it 

might be suggestive of some intended sort of dialectic con

nection between them which clearly does not exist nor was 

intended to be thought to exist. Sextus' position is clearly 

and correctly that not much ado should be made over their 

order. 

Sextus does not regard the number of these tropes as 

. ., f' t 53 H th t . t . . bl th t th be1ng s1gn1 1can. e says a 1 1S POSS1 e a ere may 

be more than he lists. The ten tropes are more of a random 

collection of empirical observations that point out the 

relativity of perception than a systematically organized list. 

They cannot be regarded as an attempt at presenting ten mutual

ly exclusive and collectively exhaustive ways in which per

ception is relative. 

The tropes overlap each other. For example, the second 

trope deals with the differences between human being in a 

general way while the fourth trope shows that old people dif

fer from children, brave people differ from cowards, and so on. 

In both cases he shows that human beings differ by showing 



that they are affected differently by the same things. The 

eighth trope expresses the principle which the other tropes 

point out in a more particular and empirical way. In the 
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fourth and sixth tropes the relativity of perception is 

pointed out with the same examples -- people with blood-shot 

eyes and those suffering from jaundice are affected by the 

same object differently than normal people. 

sextus observed that the ten tropes may be regarded as 

subordinate sub-species of three more general tropes which 

may in turn be regarded as specied of one trope. The first 

four tropes are subordinate to the trope based on the subject 

who judges. The seventh and tenth tropes are based on the 

object judged. The fifth, sixth, eighth and ninth tropes are 

based on both the subject and the object. These four tropes 

are all based on the trope of relation. This expresses the 

logical structure of the ten tropes.5~ 

The ten tropes merely point out the fact that sense per-

ception and the given laws, customs, dogmas and so forth of 

a people cannot be naively accepted as being indicative of the 

true nature of things. They force one to realize that what 

appears to one to be the case is not necessarily what is the 

case. The ten tropes bring one to this realization by 

empirically pointing out the various factors which are exter

nal to the nature of the object as it is in and by itself 

which influence what we perceive. 

Is there a criterion by which one can judge between true 

and false presentations and laws and so forth or not? The ten 
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tropes are not able to provide a satisfactory answer to that 

question one way or another. They merely point out the fact 

that such a criterion is necessary if there is to be any true 

apprehension of the objects of sense and of though (laws, 

customs, etc.) by showing that what is immediately given in 

experience is discordant. The question as to whether such a 

criterion exists or not is not raised in the ten tropes. 

When sextus-raises it in his exposition of the ten tropes he 

is going into a problem which falls outside of the scope of 

these tropes. 

However, the ten tropes do shake one's trust in 'common 

sense' by showing that there is such a wide disparity between 

what different. subjects perceive and accept as true that one 

cannot really say that there is such a thing as 'common sense'. 

These tropes point out the fact that the data given in ex

perience is contradictory. 
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(iii) 

The Five Tropes 

Sextus does not attribute the set of five tropes to any 

particular author. He merely states that they have been 

handed down by the more recent Sceptics. However, Diogenes 

Laertius attributes them to Agrippa who is otherwise unknown 

55 
to us. 

The five tropes are indicative of a far more mature and 

developed form of Scepticism than the ten tropes. Nearly 

every polemical argument which occurs in Sextus' writings is 

based upon the tropes of Agrippa. Sextus' polemical treat

ises may be read as a testimony to his 'belief' that every 

particular matter of inquiry admits of being brought under 

these tropes. The essential content of the ten tropes is' 

expressed in the five tropes. However, the five tropes have 
56 

an entirely different character than the ten tropes. 

The first trope is based on the diversitude in opinions 

(J\ " c. rh / ) 
(0 c(1I"0 ... 's ol.c( T I.l\l lIt5 
amongst philosophers!' 

both amongst ordinary people and 

The ten tropes point out various 

particular modes of discrepancy without specifically expres

sing the principle given in this trope which is the principle 

which underlies each of them. 

The Sceptic, in respect to this trope, may be likened to 

an invalid who has been recommended by his doctor to eat fruit. 

The invalid is presented with cherries, plums, and pears but 

refuses to eat anyone of them because none,of these is fruit 
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some of what he is offered being cherries and the rest being 

plums and pears. This analogy is not altogether unfair to 

Sextus or to anyone who adopts this trope. The mere fact of 

a diversitude of opinions in respect to any matter of inquiry 

is asserted as adequate grounds for suspending jUdgement. 

Sextus is frequently quite content to declare that it is 

necessary to suspend judgement by virtue of the fact that he 

finds that there is a wide diversity of equally credible (not 

discredible) opinions on a matter in question. It is assumed 

on such occasions that the settlement of the dispute would 

require that one party in the controversy must be agreed by 

all to be right while the others admit that they are wrong. 

This is not possible since each of the views is equally 

credible.~ 
The possibility that all parties could be right, though 

each differs from the other because each has a one-sided and 

partial grasp of the matter in question, does not occur to 

Sextus. To compare the Sceptic to an invalid is quite ap

propriate because he suspends judgement precisely at the point 

at which the true searcher after truth would recognize the 

need to acknowledge the positive merits of the arguments of 

the parties in the controversy and to attempt to discern some 

unity in their differences. 

The Sceptic is obviously justified in bringing attention 

to the fact that there are a number of equally credible opin

ions on a given matter and that one cannot naively assert one 

of them as being the true opinion without taking acco~nt of 
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the others. Dogmatism, in Sextus' view, consists in the 

assertion of definite dogmas or determinate propositions. 

sextus observes that one sect is committed to maintaining 

that proposition 'x' is 'y' while another maintains that 'x' 

is 'z' and still others take different positions. He also 

notes that each proposition is as credible as the other. 

Faced with this situation Sextus suspends judgement. 

The Dogmatist, on the one hand, chooses to go on as

serting his dogma against the others despite the fact that 

the other dogmas are as credible as his own. The Sceptic, 

on the other hand, despite the fact that he might find each 

dogma in turn to be credible, chooses to suspend judgement. 

Neither the Dogmatist nor the Sceptic has come to his posi

tion in this case by fully taking account of the force of 

the arguments which are present on all sides. Both are one

sided. Neither is ready to consider the possibility that 

there might be a unity in the differences, that the differ

ences may be relative differences and not absolute differences. 

something which is absolutely different from something else 

is not really different from what is other than it but is 

something unrelated and totally separate from it. 

Thus, it may be concluded that the trope based on dis

crepancy does not by itself lead to suspension of judgement 

in the sense that the possibility of apprehension appears to 

be impossible. However, it does lead to suspension of judge

ment as regards affirmatively assenting to one of the part

icular dogmas as indicative of the truth as opposed to other 



equally credible dogmas. 

Sextus is content to show that it is necessary to sus-

pend judgement as to which, if any, particular dogmas 

should be assented to and at no point in his writings at-

tempts to solve a philosophical problem by proposing a new 

doctrine or whatever. He leaves the task of showing that 
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certain and unquestionable knowledge can be obtained to 

others and limits himself to the task of pointing out to them 

their own rashness in making such a claim. Thus, one might 

say, Sextus uses the trope based on discrepancy quite justly 

in that he never asserts that apprehension is impossible but 

shows the need to suspend judgement as regards this or that 

particular teaching. 

Sextus frequently uses the trope based on discrepancy 

in another way than that indicated above. He does not 

assert it as pointing out the need for the suspension of judge

ment but rather for the need of proof and of a criterion to 

decide between the conflicting views. 

The second trope ( ~ £t~ ~'t1'E:LrO\) €t\~0/'>1~CJ" ) shows that 

one cannot prove. anything because the reason (the proposition) 

which is brought forward in order to prove any proposition in 

turn requires a reason and this a reason and so on into in-

. 5"~ 
finitude. 

This trope does not cause one to suspend judgement as 

regards the possibility that one proposition may be said to 

imply logically another proposition. However, it does cause' 

one to suspend judgement with respect to the possibility that 
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any assertion or proposition can be proven absolutely and 

not merely relatively since a permanent and solid ground can 

never be reached. 

In what sense can one say that the infinite regress 

argument does not cause one to suspend judgement as regards 

the possibility that one proposition may be said to imply 

logically another Vroposition? The problem the infinite re

gress argument points out may be stated as follows. One can

riot show that any proposition is in reality or is objectively 

the case. One proposition may be said to follow from another 

but the first proposition, in any chain of logically connect-

ed propositions, from which all of the others follow, is not 

grounded but merely asserted. How, then, can one know that 

any of the propositions which seem to imply locically one 

another are not merely a fiction of our minds? How can one 

know that reason itself is not merely arbitrary and subject-

ive if it cannot be shown to be grounded in reality? How 

can one prove that what is rational is actual? Showing that 

'x' rationally or logically follows from 'y', Sextus maintains, 

does not either show that 'x' follows from 'y' in reality or 

that 'x' and 'y' actually exist in reality. What is called 

reason or logic, in this view, may be nothing.more than an 

arbitrary human convention or natural capacity which the 

creator implanted in man in order to deceive him. Sextus 

warns man that he should not trust in reason. 
" r ) ~) c. '\ ' 

••• £\. Ydp ''TOlO'U/f"0S" o1rdtf"€Q\) ~cr'fl\l 0 l\oYOt; 
t1~'fe K~t T~ CPO(l\lOil evtX 110VO'J o-ur3 'T~" 



~teC(~~Q'J ~~Q'\J ~+d p~~~EL\I) 'll"C3., o~ 'X,p~ 
-U~Op&O"e~L Cl.'UT~\I E'J 'rOL~ ~b~ ~OlC;, ~O'"rE ~~ 
KO(rO<KcAo'U9o-uv'rtX 5 ct~'r~ '1rPO'll""€'T€.u€IrSo'.L ~ 60 

The content of reason or the concepts that reason reasons 
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about, which may be derived from experience or by recollect-

ion or by some other means, may not be indicative of the 

true nature of things. Thus one might be correct in saying 

that 'x' is logically implied by 'y' according to human 

reason. But is it in reality? Sextus suspends judgement on 

this matter. 

The third trope is that of rela tivi ty (" ~'ll"~ 'To.u fpo5' 'TL 

'It P 0 ~ ) .'1 This trope, as has· already been seen, makes the 

following point. An object may be said to have such and such 

an appearance in relation to the subject judging and to the 

concomitant. percepts but one must suspend judgement as to 

what the real nature of the object is in and by itself. 

This trope, combined with the trope of discrepancy, pro-

vides the logical basis for the ten tropes. One might say 

that in the ten tropes the relativity of perception was dis-

cerned by observing that the particularityOof the perceiving 

subject and of the external conditions influence what is 

perceived. In other words, it was empirically pointed out 

that the same object appears differently relative to whom and 

under what conditions it is perceived. This trope has already 

been sufficiently discussed when the ten tropes were consider

ed.6~ Sextus does not add anything significant to his discus

sion of it when he takes it up in the five tropes. 



It need merely be noted that this trope and the trope 

based on discrepancy differ from the other three tropes in 
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that the latter are directly concerned with the problems in-

herent in proving an assertion whereas the former are not. 

The first and third tropes are frequently used by S~xtus to 

show that one cannot merely accept an assertion without proof 

since what is given in perception and in belief is relative 

and is widely disputed. He then calls upon the other three 

tropes to show that it is not possible to prove anything; 

The fourth trope is that of hypothesis (&~~Oee~LK6~ ).~ 

An assertion which is not established by argument is a hypo

thesis. sextus notes that the Dogmatists, when being forced 

to regress'ad infinitum, take as their starting point some~ 

thing which they assume without demonstration. The Sceptic 

shows the need to suspend judgement as regards any hypothesis 

by simply asserting another hypothesis which contradicts the 

one the Dogmatist asserts!~ Something may seem perfectly 

self-evident to one person but utterly absurd to another. 

The fifth trope is that of reciprocity (0 5l~~h~~OY 
. \ 

~pO~ or of circular reasoning, or more literally, the one 

65 
through another. This trope is the form used when the matter 

in question whic~ requires proof is itself required or as

sumed in order to provide a basis for its own proof. In order 

to avoid either starting with a pre-supposition or falling 

into an infinite regress one is forced to prove what one as

sumes on the basis of what one assumes. Since what is to be 

proved requires proof before one can assent to ,it, it cannot 



be accepted as an assumption in its own proof. Therefore, 

an argument based on circular reasoning does not really 

prove anything. One must, therefore, suspend judgement as 

to whether the proposition which is used in its own proof 

is true or false.~ 
sextus shows in the following way that every matter of 
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inquiry admits of being brought under the five tropes. Some 

say that only sensibles are true, others only intelligible 

objects, and others maintain that some intelligibles and some 

sensibles are true. Sextus, on other occasions, identifies 

the first view with Epicurus and Protagoras, the second with 

Plato and Democritus, and. the third view with the Stoics and 

peripatetics~' The problem is to show how one can decide 
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qrCO"'T"lV 'fov Ciltre~'To{) 'tt"t(OC-~~~~~ \It..,fO'J 
, C' \ ,.. \,.. r ~ r\ I 

1TpO S DE; 1"1" /f"O"l) vo~ro", 'tr,,0"'I"L V c([,0''i7~ TO\!, 

01. 6L~~~fj~O~ €L~~ye'rCK rpO'1i'os.68 
Sextus continues on to argue that the only escape from 

this conclusion is to assume as granted without demonstration 

some postulate for the demonstration of one's argument. 

This, of course, is not admissible on the basis of the trope 

of hypothesis. Sextus says that one may just as well assume 

the subject of the inquiry as assume some other thing which 

is merely a means to establish the subject of the inquiry. 

In either case one is really admitting that one is forced to 

merely assume either directly or indirectly what requires 

6'1 
proof. 

The first trope based on discrepancy has the function 

in this argument of not leading to the suspension of judge

ment by itself but of pointing out the need of proof.'O 

Sextus also mentions the trope based on relativity. 

It is not used in conjunction with the other tropes but as 

an addition to them. The fact that all sensibles are relative 

is by itself treated as pointing out the need to suspend 

j udgemen t .71 

Sextus more or less repeats the argument which he gave 

in respect to sense-objects when he considers thought-objects.7L 

Sextus does not regard the five tropes as serving to 

replace the ten tropes. He writes:-
,. , 'c. , 

TOL¢\l'fOL j-le'J K\Xl Ot 'UC(pc< 'rO~S 

1r~~d~~bt~fVO(' 'lrEVr(; 'i?o'~bl' 
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EK'T£ecV1IiL O~K ~K~&~~D"'rt::~ 'fots bEK~ 
, )1\,\) (\ '" '\ I \ 

'Tf0'1l'01,)~, «/11\ 'U'lrep 'T01.) 'lrOlKlI\W'rE.PO\l K~~ 

bl~ IfO.,J'rLt)\J G"~\J €I(€LVOL) E."Ey~€tV '!"~\I 
'fu'll hOYlAa'l"lKCJ\l 'If~O'1r€r€tttv.'3 

Any comments which indicated that the five tropes contain 

the essential content of the ten tropes are based upon my 

observations. Perhaps his reason for avoiding saying this is 

that the less one says about such matters the less likely one 

stands to be accused of being a Dogmatist. The Sceptic does 

not wish to put himself in a position where he has a case to 

defend. He prefers to gather as many weapons as he can to 

use against the Dogmatists without having to take them out on 

parade. Sextus, no doubt, is correct in saying that the 

ten tropes are not superseded by the five tropes. They spell 

out by illustration more clearly and particularly the fact 

that one cannot assent to what is immediately given in ex-

perience as being what actually exists in reality. However, 

Sextus knows as well as anyone that the logical content of 

the ten tropes is contained in the five tropes. This can be 

clearly seen to be the case by simply noting that he hardly 

ever explicitly uses the ten tropes in his polemical treatises 

despite the fact that he believes that he is addressing him

self to almost every sort of problem that can arise in the 

investigation of the nature of things. 

It may seem that these five tropes were intended to prove 

once and for ever that apprehension is impossible. Sextus, I 

believe, would defend his position that they merely lead to 

the suspension of judgement on several grounds. 



He could argue that these tropes do not show that this 

or that proposition is not true. They merely attempt to 

show that it cannot be proven to be true. One must suspend 

judgement as to whether they are true or not. The five 

tropes do not question the possibility that one might grasp 

the truth though they do attempt to show that it is not 

possible to know with certainty what the true nature of 

things is. 
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Sextus could also argue that although the five tropes 

appear to him to be conclusive that that does not mean that 

they really are conclusive. He was aware of the fact that 

the history of philosophy would go on and that there would 

be attempts to meet the challenge of the Sceptical argu

ments. He would suspend, judgement as to whether or not the 

challenge would be met in the future. Just as the Sceptics, 

he might argue, had to show the Dogmatists how rash they 

were so also someone might show the Sceptics that the seem

ingly insurmountable problems that philosophy has to face 

can be overcome. 



(iv) 

The Two Tropes 

sextus further discusses two other tropes:-

'"" C.LI c.' 't..' , >" 1Ic(?«OLOOO!O"l 0," KclL 0'\)0 'Tpa"irC'\)~ e'Ir0'X.~S" 
)~ 1""" \ 1\ ~ I 
~'re?o'\,)s' ~'tr€L 'YCI.~ '!I"CI..J 'io \~~td/\d.~ r~\'O-

}t€.V\?\l ~'T'Ol ~~ ~d'Utt"O{; K«'fo{"~ po ~d.v'cO'Gtl(.1.. 
&O~e~ ~ €~ e'T"E'po'U ~.uI[O ~\,~ V~ O"I\O\J 'r'c~ 
II ~I ) "r ,.. ,,) (: 'I' on. O'L)T~ fc, ~CI.'l.l'rO'\,) 'TL O\lr-Eo Ii) G'ier0'\J'7 

KO:'l'Q(~«~ ~ ~V €'T"cH, 'T~V 'Ir € f~ 'lr~VI('Q\l Jct 'It'O P rCA\! 
.. I 6". I ,~ 

£\.O'd..Y€LV 01\0\1 ~L.'" 

Who the original author of these tropes is and who passed 
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them on down to sextus must remain unanswered. The only 

reference which was made to them/which has been preserved, is 

to be found in P.H. i 178-179. 

It would seem likely that these two tropes carne after 

the set of five tropes and of ten tropes since the two tropes 

,pre-suppose them. The ten tropes specifically point out the 

fact that no object is apprehended through itself. The five 

tropes show that no object is apprehended through itself or 

through another. 

sextus makes the following remark at the beginning of 

his exposition of these two tropes:-
'I , )(\ ,~ C. " (\ I 

... on 11€'J 01>Oc'J eS eO('\)iJ"'o'U KO('\\I.·IICX~~o(Verc(l, 

cpoCcrL, 6~AO'J €K 'I"~~ y€yev'j ~ev~ ~ 1T"Q( p~ 
'To1~ 9,\)~lKOl~ ttrcp( 'rc·,.(3\) «~crellrrrwv Ko:l 

.... ,..',.. ,.. {..k I 
'T'£JV vo~rr~" cl'tro{\I'T~V} Ot1-l~L) OLc4rQ\iLd.~, 
~ c" , ,., ,~ I 

~ Q'Y\ d.'Ve1TI,..KpVr0S" 60"'rL fA11 o'U'tICi\-l~V(.W 

. ~ ~{jV \A-~n:~tO'e~r~ ~~'r6 'YO~1"~ ttp L'r1\P(C2 



~ 1\ (\ , ~ " ~ 1\ I 

~P'Y\O"V«L- ~l.1ll 'to 11"c(Y, O'lf6P r:J.~ f\d~~~E:V, 
'\ 1Tur'l'OV €[Vt'iL ~l.ot'1r€-q,Q\)1)f.leYO\l.'" 

Whether sextus' predecessors limited themselves to pointing 

out the controversy which existed amongst physicists is not 
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altogether clear. If they did, which is certainly what the 

above text seems to suggest, it is still less clear why they 

did. In any case their rejection of the possibility of the 

apprehension of an object through itself is based on the 

discrepancy of opinions. Sextus makes it quite clear that 

they were familiar with the five tropes when he indicates 

the reasons why they asserted that nothing can be apprehended 

through something else. sextus writes:-

& l~ Sf; 'fO~1'O o~&' J ~ £fEPO\) tl t< tJ'rti-

?t~tA~~,,€O""etXl.. ~1Jy.X.lI)pO';~l". €l f.1E\) YdP 1"b 
£~ ~ 'TL KC(lrlA~\-l~&V'fCtl &E:l e; ,ripo'\) 

/ f\ c. r ) \ 11\ 
. KD('I~"C(~ ~otV60"Qt'(l oe.l1(f€l, €l~ 'l"o~ StC(l\-

1\ 1\ .t ,J/ J,. (\ 1\ ,16 
I\~ 1\ OV <'I ero\, C( 1h: LpOV € fA ~« /\/\ 0 t){TL If" P 0 1rO~ • 

sextus goes on to show that one cannot assume anything (hypo-

thesis) on the basis of the fact that nothing is known through 

itself. 77 

Thus, it would seem reasonable to suppose that these 

two 'tropes originated after the five tropes and were intended 

to be a reduction of the sets of five tropes and of ten tropes 

to two:B They cannot be regarded as replacing the five tropes 

since the five tropes provide the logical basis for the two 

tropes. Sextus does not speak of these ~opes as being a re

duction of the five to two. He merely presents them as 



another set of tropes though he does show that they are 

based upon the five tropes. 
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(v) 

The Eight Aetiological Tropes 

Finally, Sextus presents the eight aetiological tropes 

of Aenesidemus.They may be stated as follows:-

1. Since aetiology as a class deals with the 
non-evident it cannot derive any general 
accepted agreement from the phenomena. 

2. When a variety of causes could be brought 
forward to explain a matter under investi
gation some investigators account for it 
with only one cause. 

3. To orderly events some investigators as
sign causes which do not exhibit any order. 

4. When investigators have grasped the way in 
which appearances occur they assume that 
they have also grasped how non-evident 
things occur. 

5. Investigators assign causes according to 
their own particular hypothesis on the ele
ments and not on any agreed method. 

6. Investigators frequently only admit evidence 
which can be accounted for by their own 
theory and disregard any evidence which con
flicts with their theory. 

7. They assign causes which not only conflict 
with appearances but also with their own 
hypothesis. 

8. When there is equal doubt about the seem
ingly apparent and about the matter in ques
tion they base their theory about what. is 
doubtful upon what is equally doubtful.1Q 

sextus' only direct comments on these tropes·appear in 

his brief introduction to them. He writes:-

-/ Q O"1TEp b~ 'rO~~ 7p 0' 1T'Otl$ 't~S e1Tox,~~ 
1T'((oa&(bO~E", o~rcJ I(li~ 'TpO'tTOl>~ €t{'TCO€Ytet( 

1 0' c) , " \ ~ 
'ttY€" Kat' O"r E I} 'rC(lf I<r-''tol ~E ro~ 
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What is possibly most instructive in respect to Sextus' own 

position as regards these tropes is that apart from listing 

them and showing that the five tropes can suffice as against 

them,that he makes no further mention of them. It would 

seem from the above passage that Sextus does not want to 

appear to be critical of the eight tropes. He seems to re

gard them as a legitimate part of the Sceptical tradition. 

However, the fact remains that Sextus never chose to use them 
• 

to show that the five tropes quite adequately serve the 

task the eight tropes were created to do. Sextus did not ex-

plicitly state why he did not use these tropes apart, per

haps, from indicating that he did not require them since the 

five tropes served their function. However, it is possible 

to see that his decision was a reasonable one. 

Firstly, the eight tropes are not primarily directed at 

pointing out errors which are inherent in aetiology itself 

but in the practice of certain aetiologists. Only a dim 

witted or corrupt scientist would acknowledge one cause only 

when several other causes merit equal recognition or give a 

cause for something which does not account for its orderly 

nature or be guided by a vain attachment to a private theory 

so as to disregard important evidence or give causes which 
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conflict with their own hypothesis and with appearances. 

Of the eight tropes only the first one may be said to actual

ly point out a problem in the science of aetiology itself 

and not in the aetiologists. The five tropes, on the other 

hand, point out difficulties which are inherent in science 

itself •. These difficulties appear to be unavoidable even 

by the most sharp witted scientist. Sextus speaks of the 

Dogmatists as being men of great talent who failed in their 

enterprise not merely as a result of incompetence but because 

the enterprise itself appears to him to have been doomed to 

fail from the beginning. Thus, the five tropes, which stand 

as a challenge to science itself and do not merely pry on 

the fickleness and malpractice of scientists, provide a more 

secure basis for the suspension of judgement than do the 

eight tropes. The scientist could escape the threat of the 

eight tropes by simply doing what he is supposed to be doing 

properly. 

Secondly, these tropes apply to only one aspect of in-

quiry -- aetiology. The possible implication of this. is that 

aetiology presents a new or different sort of problem than do 

the other forms of inquiry and thereby must be counteracted 

by a'special kind of weapon. Aenesidemus lived before the 

time when the ,five tropes had been developed so for him this 

was the case. Sextus, however, is able to show on the basis 

of the five tropes that the'problems which the Sceptic finds 

in one form of Dogmatism he also finds in all the other forms. 

A great merit of Scepticism, as expounded by Sextus, is that 
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it deals with what is most fundamentally and crucially in

adequate in Dogmatism. A special set of tropes is not 

required to counteract the aetiologists and another for the 

ethicists and another for the grammarians and so forth. The 

sceptic, so to speak, is not in an arms race with the Dogma

tists such that for every new theory or form of inquiry which 

they come up with the Sceptic must quickly develop a new 

counter-weapon. Sextus really has only one weapon -- the five 

tropes -- and is content to secure his suspension of judgement 

on the basis of them. This is to simplify his position some

what since he does call upon other forms of argument in his 

polemical treatises but these are not necessary and fundament

al to his position. They are usually indirectly based on the 

five tropes. 

It is not possible to say with any certainty that Sextus 

chose to adopt the five tropes instead of the eight tropes 

for the reasons indicated above. The fact is that he did and 

this is all that the evidence permits one to say. 



CHAPTER EIGHT 

Conclusion 

It is quite remarkable that pyrrho's successors did 

not follow his practice of not writing anything. Sextus 

informs his readers in the introductory chapters of his 

outlines that he·has not discovered anything and that he is 

still searching. Sextus says that he merely announces what 

seems to him to be the case at the particular moment at which 

he is speaking. If one takes Sextus seriously, as one should, 

one is faced with a very perplexing problem. 

Philosophers usually share their reflections with others 

because they believe that they have something of general, if 

not of universal, interest and significance to say. If they 

seriously believe that they are in a state of ignorance and 

that what they might say is merely of a subjective and 

momentary importance they would practice silence. and persist 

in their studies or abandon their studies and occupy them

selves with other matters. The fact that some particular in

dividual finds the arguments of the philosophers unconvincing 

is not by itself a matter of great interest. The reasons why 

that person is not convinced may be of grave importance. 

If the-person finds an argument unconvincing because that 

person is incapable of appreciating the argument or because 
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that person arbitrarily refuses to assent to the fact that 

the argument is convincing then his views do not merit serious 

consideration. However, if his reasons for refusing to assent 

. are objectively sound then he deserves serious attention. 

Sextus depicts the pyrrhonean as being a man who refuses 

to fall prey to arbitrariness and rashness. He would not be 

so puffed up and vain as to think that anyone would be inter

ested in hearing how he feels about this and that. The fact 

that Sextus gave lectures and recorded his reflections sug

gests that he believed that he had something of universal 

significance to say. 

What Sextus hopes to show his reader is the pyrrhonean 

way: the way of the man who refuses to assent to what can 

only be arbitrarily asserted or assumed. He is not interested 

in indicating how things seem to him so much as how things 

seem to the pyrrhonean. The pyrrhonean, in a sense, is not a 

historical personage. Rather he is anyone who demands that 

what is asserted ,as being true must be shown and seen to be 

true. 

Sextus lectured and wrote down his reflections, it would 

seem, because he thought that by so doing he could show that 

the pyrrhonean way is the way that mankind should adopt. 

This may, at first" appear to be a re~sonable undertaking. 

But how can one show that it seems that nothing can be shown? 

It would seem that it is necessary to assume, at the outset, 

some basis upon which to argue that it is necessary to sus

pend judgement. If one does not make any assumptions it 
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would not seem possible to show anything. One could merely 

make bare assertions -- I determine nothing, I suspend judge-

ment -- without showing why one makes such pronouncements. 

Sextus, in point of fact, could not take one step for

ward against the Dogmatists without adopting the tropes. 

He acts as if the tropes are valid despite the fact that he 

says that he does not assent to them. Sextus takes the 

tropes in hand and proceeds to test the Dogmatic arguments 

against them. 

He, for example, must assume the validity of the law of 

contradiction in order to have a basis upon which to proceed 

against the Dogmatists. The most fundamental polemical argu

ment used by the Pyrrhonean is to show the need to suspend 

judgement with respect to one proposition by opposing it to 

another equally credible contrary one. If he suspends judge

ment as regards the law of contradiction then he cannot show 

that one must suspend judgement as regards any proposition. If 

Sextus does not assent to the law of contradiction he can mere-

ly assert without any further ado: 'I suspend judgement". 

The moment that he begins to adopt principles and set 

out tropes he is acting contrary to his most basic announce

ment -- I determine nothing. He hopes to avoid this by 

saying that he merely uses the tropes but does not assent to 
~~ 

them. The consequence of this is that he does~even believe 

himself that he has shown that it is necessary to suspend 

judgement since he is not ~repared to assent to the principles 

he .uses to show that he is forced to suspend judgement. 
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If Sextus were to assent to the validity of the tropes 

of Agrippa he would be going a long way towards asserting 

what the nature of a true science must be. It must not make 

any assumptions. It must not be a system which consists of 

propositions which depend on each other for their' validity 

since that 'would involve circular reason. Things must be 

apprehended as they are in and by themselves and not merely 

in their relations to ~ach other. The true science would 

have to have an absolute non-hypothetical beginning point 

and cannot take a beginning which is established on the basis 

of something else and it in turn on something else and so on 

to infinity. 

The tropes were devised as weapons to be used against 

the Dogmatists. They serve that purpose quite well. However, 

they do not serve to show why the person who does not assent 

to them should suspend jUdgement. Such a person cannot be 

shown why he should, suspend judgement. 

It is much easier for Sextus to show the Dogmatists why 

they should suspend judgement than it is for him to show the 

pyrrhoneanwhy he is forced to suspend judgement. The Dogma

tists cannot disregard Sextus' attack on them because they 

accept the law of contradiction and reject arguments based on 

circular reason, on infinite regresses and so forth. Sextus, 

therefore, can sh~w the Dogmatists that, according to their 

own assumptions, their arguments are inconclusive and un

founded. He can show them that it is necessary to suspend 

judgement because they make certain assumptions which he can 



adopt as a basis upon which to refute them. 

sextus says that the Pyrrhonean finds it necessary to 

suspend judgement because he finds that when one seemingly 

credible proposition is asserted, another seemingly equally 

credible proposition can be asserted wh~ch is contrary to 

it. It is necessary to conjecture on how Sextus would re

spond if he were pressed further. 
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Question: Is it true that you do not assert anything 

more than anything else and that you determine nothing?· 

sextus: Yes. Question: Then you do not even assert the law 

of contradiction more than deny it? You would not assert as 

a principle that "x' and 'not-x' cannot be the case'? 

sextus: No. I would not make such assertions. Question: If 

'x' and 'not-x' is asserted do you assert that either 'x' is 

the case or 'not-x' is the case or neither 'x' nor 'not-x' 

is the case and that both 'x' and 'not-x' cannot be the case? 

. Sextus: No. Question: Then you do not suspend judgement 

because a seemingly credible proposition can be opposed to an 

equally credible proposition which contradicts it? Sextus: So 

it would seem. Question: Why, then, do you suspend judgement? 

Sextus: I suspend judgement because I simply do not know what 

to believe and not for any particular reason. Question: Then 

you do not claim to show that it is necessary to suspend judge

ment? Sextus: I can only say that I find it necessary to 

suspend judgement because I do not know what to believe. I do 

not claim that I can prove 'that it is necessary to suspend 

judgement in th~ sense of being logically necessary. 
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I believe that, if Sextus was questioned in this way, he 

.would admit. that he-has no grounds upon which to justify the 

fact that he suspends judgement. However, he would say 't 

confess to my ignorance and do not claim to' know anything'. 

The fact that I suspend judgement is simply a recognition of 

that fact. I am prepared to challenge anyone who claims that 

he has determined something. I w.ill not refute him by simply 

suspending judgement myself but I will convince him that he 

should suspend judgement himself. 

sextus adopted the tropes but did not assent to their 

validity. He used them to show the Dogmatists why they should 

suspend judgement. He could argue against the Dogmatists on 

the basis of assumptions which he did not have to assent to but 

which the Dogmatists would have to assent if his arguments 

were to be taken seriously by them. He need not take them 

seriously himself. He could suspend judgement as regard the 

validity of everything he said. Sextus did not write and 

give lectures in order to convince himself of the need to 

suspend judgement so much as to convince others. Sextus says 

that the Sceptic does not have any' scruples about using weak 

and questionable arguments in order to cure the Dogmatists of 

their rashness. He practices the art of persuading his audi

ence and not of proving things conclusively. Sextus adopted 

the tropes for the sake of argument. 

sextus' treatises take on a peculiar character if what 

has been said thus far is correct. They were written for the 

Dogmatists. Their express purpose was to convert the 
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Dogmatists to the pyrrhonean way. Just as the physician uses 

whatever means he can call upon to cure the ailments of the 

body so the pyrrhonean attempts to cure the ailments of the 

soul by whatever means possible. Not only do Sextus' trea

tises appear to have been written with this purpose in mind 

but the pyrrhonean way itself is praised by Sextus because it 

frees its followers from perturbation. Sextus hopes to cure 

the Dogmatists of their self-conceit and rashness by means of 

argument. Once they have been cured of these depraved con

ditions and suspend judgement they will experience, as if it 

'were by chance, tranquility of the soul. 

Though Sextus does not claim that he can help man escape 

from.ignorance he does maintain that he can free man from the 

main cause of his perturbations. He can cure man of his 

ignorance only to the extent that he can show man that what 

he takes to be firmly established and secure knowledge when 

examined critically turns out to be a mere pretense of certain 

knowledge. Sextus hopes, by means of arguments, to force the 

Dogmatists to abandon their false illusions and to make them 

accept their real condition of ignorance. lIe wfshes to force 

the Dogmatists to come to terms with themselves and to stop 

hiding behind seductive ideas and conceptions. They must be

come fully self-conscious; they must become fully conscious 

of what they really are aware of. Man, to express it more 

dogmatically than Sextus would, is only aware of how he feels 

and what he thinks which might be little more than the stuff 

dreams are made out of. 



Sextus does'not argue that man should simply turn his 

inquiry from the study of metaphysical objects to the study 
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of subjective states of the soul. Rather he argues that man 

should turn from making vain and empty claims of being aware 

of the true nature of things to the humble recognition of 

his own ignorance and adopt a suspensive attitude. The 

positive side of Sextus' teaching lies in its complete nega

tivity. If man has courage enough to ask himself 'do I know 

what things are really like?', he will find that.he must 

answer negatively if he is honest with himself. He will also 

find that by recognizing this and suspending judgement he will 

be able to accept himself for what he is and he will not be 

yearning after ideals, which he rashly deemed desirable. The 

stability and harmony, which he once thought could only be 

realized in 'the pursuit and possession of wisdom or pleasure 

or wealth or whatever, he will discover is not something which 

has to be strived for. Man does not have to be naturally 

gifted and study long hours or win great victories in the 

market place and become wealthy in order to attain to quietude 

and tranquility. Any man can attain to this state of the soul 

in the highest measure that nature will permit without having 

to satisfy his desire to know or to become something which he 

is not in his immediate condition. The desire to know, in a 

sense, is satisfied when one suspends judgement because one 

ceases to ask and to wonder when one suspends jUdgement. 

Doubting differs from suspending judgement in that the former 

is a state of questioning and of being perplexed whereas the 
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latter is a state .in which one has stopped trying to judge and 

decide. One is reconciled to the fact that one cannot judge 

or know when one suspends judgement and is no longer even 

concerned with attempting to resolve the matter in question. 

One yearns for or desires something because one judges some

thing to be desirable. If one suspends judgement completely 

one does not desire anything. One is, in a peculiar sense, 

totally content. content with what? Content with the fact 

that one has everything which one desires? No. One is con

tent simply because one does not desire anything. One is in 

complete harmony with oneself. What is this 'self' which is 

in harmony. with itself? It is the self which judges, opines, 

dreams and so forth but which, when it suspends judgement, 

ceases to do any of these things. But what is it? A self 

relating form? Perhaps, Sextus might reply, I do not know. 

I can only say that I am free from disturbance and calm when 

I suspend judgement. I suppose it is that which is calm and 

free from disturbance but what that is I am not prepared to 

say. 

Sextus, I believe, would be grieved if he thought that 

his attack on the Dogmatists would result in the passing of 

the metaphysicians and the appearance of eager empiricists, 

positivists, phenomenalists, and pragmatists. He may not be 

troubled by the fact that people abandon the attempt to dis

cover the intrinsic nature of things. However, he may detect 

in this fact that a new form of dogmatism has taken the place 

of metaphysics since the true pyrrhonean, unlike. the Empirical 
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Doctors or Academics, does not declare outright that the 

underlying nature of things is inapprehensible. He maintains 

a suspensive frame of mind. He would be troubled if he 

thought that the successors to the metaphysicians were to be 

just as vain and puffed up as the metaphysicians and were to 

differ from them only in the fact that they make more humble 

claims. The Sophists do not come nearer to being good Pyrrho

neans than do the Platonists or stoics despite the fact that 

they do not make such high claims for philosophy as the latter 

do. How can one recognize a true Phyrronean? He is as little 

involved in the activity of pursuit and avoidance as is human

ly possible. He believes that the crucial key to human 

happiness is the suspension of judgement and not in making 

new discoveries. He is a passive and obedient gentleman who 

carries out his duties without any fuss. lie considers his 

role as a philosopher to be that of persuading dogmatists to 

suspend judgement. He may be a doctor or a cobbler, or a 

farmer or anything which .is consistent with a suspensive 

frame of mind. 

The pyrrhonean, one might say, lives by the maxim 'render 

unto Ceasar what is Ceasar's'. He is dutiful but not part i

otic, a worshipper but not an advocate of worship, a polem

icist ~ut not party to any opinions, a scientist but he 

determines nothing, a conservative but not an advocate of con

servatism, and in general, an ordinary person but a Sceptic. 

It is instructive to try to imagine what the nature of 

a society would be like if it were founded and populated 
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, 
solely by pyrrhoneans. This is not an ideal matter to 

reflect upon. It is little wonder that Sextus did, not direct 

his attack on the social, religious, and political institu-

tions of the day, which are as dogmatic and assertive in their 

nature as the Dogmatists, with the same degree of agression as 

he did the philosophers. The pyrrhoneans adopt the ideolog

ical standpoint of the government which rules,his country and 

follow its directives and they adopt the theological doctrines 

which go with obeying the religious institutions despite the 

fact that they do not assent to them. They live within the 

social order. It is as if religious and political beliefs 

were a coat which one can put on when one goes out into the 

world and involves oneself in daily living but which one can 

take off when one comes back in and reflects. pyrrhoneans . 

hope to free mankind from perturbation by advocating the sus

pension of judgement not merely as a moment in the process of 

philosophical inquiry but as that which by itself brings about 

the final end. Man, they argue, can satisfy the desire to 

know not by coming to know but by suspending judgement as to 

whether or not knowing is desirable by nature such that one 

ceases to desire to know. Given the fact that functioning 

religious, political and social institutions are already 

present, individuals may be able to find tranquility by des

pairing of determining what is true and good but only because 

they can live by the dogmas of the society which they were 

born into. Sextus realized this and was cautious, unlike the 

modern positivists, to propose yielding to and obeying the 
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laws and customs of the state which provide a basis for 

individuals to live collectively as one community, rather than 

assuming that a well ordered society would emerge if indivi

duals simply followed their own volitions. 



APPENDIX ONE 

A great danger in approaching a philosophical text with 

pre-conceived expectations is that one will be disappointed 

with what one finds. An even greater danger is that one's 

pre-conceived notions of what ought to be expected may be 

quite wrong and cause one to fail to appreciate the real 

merits of the text. In the present appendix I will argue 

that the reason sextus has been reproached by a number of 

scholars for the form and manner of his exposition is because 

they have evaluated his works according to standards which 

are not appropriate to what he was really doing. 

Philip P. Hallie, in his introduction to Scepticism, Man, 

and God, makes the following comment on the merits of Sextus 

as an exponent of Scepticism:-

••• the writings of Plato lie before us in 
all their dramatic and logical power; the 
writings of Artistotle are before us in all 
their systematic subtlety; the writings of 
the stoics and the Epicureans are available 
to us in many palatable maxims, essays, 
letters, even poems~ But as for the 
Sceptics -- all we have of theirs worth 
sitting down with are the rather loosely, 
drily articulated works of a Greek doctor 
named Sextus Empiricus. These works have 
some flashes of humour and imagination, but 
there is also •.• much logomachy in them, and 
no dramatic or even careful logical devel
opment. I 



Norman Maccoll offers a simil~r opinion:-

Though always a clear writer, Sextus has 
amassed a large amount of material, and 
put it together not always in good order, 
and often without much heed as to whether 
his work was internally consistent. 
Beyond good sense and clearness and in
dustry, Sextus has not many of the quali
fications needful to an historian of 
philosophy. ~ 
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I do not think Sextus would bother to defend himself against 

such charges were he alive to hear them. Indeed, he may 

even regard them as compliments. 

sextus, one might conjecture, would say that there is 

little difference between reproaching Homer for not demon-

strating an aptitude as an historian as there is for 

criticizing an exponent of Pyrrhonism for not displaying 

his qualifications as an historian of philosophy. Sextus 

never makes any pretense of being an historian of philosophy. 

His only interest in the history of philosophy was to show 

how chaotic and contradictory it was. He certainly was not 

interested in attempting to give a methodical and coherent 

account of the history of philosophy in order to provide his 

ancestors with a useful handbook. Sextus' treatises have 

been greatly valued by scholars as source material. Sextus, 

one might say, intended them to serve the purpose of pro

viding source material but not for scholars but for Sceptics 

who wished to see what a chaos of conflicting opinions the 

history of philosophy is. It would be much more instructive 

to say that a person who is a committed Pyrrhonean does not 

have the necessary qualifications to be an historian of 
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philosophy because he is apt to not note the coherence and 

development of the history of philosophy than it is to say 

that Sextus, because of some personal inadequacy, failed as 

an historian. The pyrrhonean approaches the history of 

philosophy with the Sceptical tropes in hand and notes the 

conflict of opinions, the dogmatic assumptions, the circular 

reasoning and so on which make up its content. Indeed, he is 

not qualifie~ as an historian of philosophy. 

Sextus would be content to agree t~at there is "no 

dramatic or even careful logical development" in his works. 

He would not feel obliged to apologize for this. The Pyrrho

nean is a man without a science who makes no claims that he 

has a science or a system. Sextus says that he proceeds in 

his inquiry like a chronicler who randomly puts down in writ

ing what appears to him to be the case at the moment. This is 

the only' way he can consistently proceed in his inquiry since 

he does not determine' anything. He can merely take things as 

they come. He does not have any criterion by which he can 

determine how he ought to proceed. He can only treat each 

particular argument on its own merit. Sextus may well agree 

that his treatises are "loosely, drily articulated works" with 

"much logomachy iri them". This is largely due to the fact 

that one is committed to proceeding randomly and that pointing 

out the need to suspend judgement as regards this and that 

necessarily is repetitious and tedious~ 

Arne Naess maintains that the form in which Sextus 

expressed pyrrhonism is appropriate to its content. I concur 



with Naess on this. He writes:-

There is also a special reason for 
concentrating on sextus's account of 
pyrrhonism. As he portrays it Pyrrho's 
scepticism is, so far as I can judge, 
superior to any other variant in its con
sistency, its radicalness, and also in 
its practical importance for intellectual
ly ~if~ed persons with high ideals of 
sincerity and honesty. Thus Sextus's 
pyrrhonism provides us with a yardstick 
and a fundamental framework by means of 
which all forms of less radical, less 
consistent scepticism may be measured and 
mapped out. I therefore invite the reader 
to try to understand this radical scepti
cism, and not be impatient with what at 
first sight can hardly fail to seem absurd 
or far-fetched. 3 

Naess, in my opinion, more than anyone else, has managed to 

understand Pyrrhonism without introducing external measures 
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and criteria. It is not possible to summarize Naess argu

ments here. He provides "a very useful discussion on the 

Sceptical ways of announcement in which he shows that Sextus' 

acts consistently as a Pyrrhonean when he depicts pyrrhonism.~ 

If one simply acknowledges the obvious point that a pyrrhonean 

cannot consistently present a methodical, systematic expo-

sition while 'maintaining that he determines nothing and there

fore must proceed randomly treating each argument or topic 

according to its own particular merits then one cannot fault 

Sextus for presenting Pyrrhonism in the way he did. 

Perhaps the most appropriate way to conclude this discus-

sion is to quote Naess' comments on David Burne who managed 

to avoid falling pre~ to the reproaches indicated in the first 

two quotes given above:-



Certainly the style of 'the greatest 
sceptic of modern time' is highly dogma
tic in its use of extreme terms and its 
tendency to bring readers percipitately 
to far-reaching conclusions. One might 
have expected a publishing sceptic to tone 
down his antisceptical expressions, when 
revising his manuscripts or during proof
reading, but Hume gives little evidence of 
that. How, for example, could a sceptic 
conclude his ethical. speculations with the 
sentence, 'Thus, upon the whole, I am hope
ful that nothing is wanting to an accurate 
proof of this system of ethics'? S 

Indeed, Sextus could not end any of his treatises on such a 
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promising note since none of them lead anywhere -- except to 

the suspension of judgement. Sextus was a Sceptic to the 

bitter end. 



APPENDIX TWO 

Charlotte L. Stough makes the following remark:-

When the questions to which Skeptics 
addressed themselves are elicited, their 
views emerge, not as self-contained bodies 
of doctrine to be set alongside of and 
measured against competing "systems" of 
Greek philosophy, but rather as signifi
cant attempts to come to terms with per
plexing problems connected with knowledge 
-- problems of no less interest to philo
sophers today than to their ancient 
predecessors. , 

I would like to consider the import of this statement as 

regards pyrrhonism as depicted by sextus.1 pyrrhonism, it is 

correct to say, is not a 'system' in the ~ense of being a 

self-contained body of doctrine. However, it would be quite 

wrong to conclude from this that Sextus and the other pyrrho-

neans were primarily interested in sorting out particular 

"problems connected with knowledge". 

The primary question which Sextus addresses himself to 

is 'how can man attain to ~T«p~~l~?' His polemical 

treatises may be said to bean attempt to show that the 

pyrrhoneans and only the pyrrhoneans have found an answer to 

this question. One must suspend judgement. It is by doing 

I 'e I 
this that. man can attain to OlTClpOl" \..cl,. • This is the message 

which Sextus wishes to proclaim. 

However, he does not want to assert this dogmatically. 
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Sextus' endless pre-occupation is to show that only the 

Pyrrhonean does not fall prey to rashness and arbitrariness. 

His purpose is to refute the claims of the Dogmatists in order 

that he may erect pyrrhonism in the place of Dogmatism. 

Although, technically speaking, pyrrhonism may not be properly 

said to be a 'system' which is to be measured against com-

peting 'systems' it is a way 
, I (aywy"" ) which is in competi-

tion with other 'systems' to the degree that Sextus hoped to 

destroy stoicism, Epicureanism and all other forms of dogma

tism. The pyrrhonean is not a man without a total view on 

how man should conduct his life who limits himself to dealing 

with particular philosophical problems. He deals with partic

ular problems with a view to showing the need to follow the 

pyrrhonean way. 

In a peculiar way Pyrrhonism is a system and has a 

teleological aspect. Pyrrhonism is systematically unsystem-

atic and purposefully not-teleological. This can be seen more 

clearly by considering the following statement:-

pyrrhonism is one of the few movements 
in the history of thought which, despite 
the fact that·it had no teleological aspect, 
nevertheless maintained its existence for a 
considerable length of time. This was 
possible because pyrrhonists did not oppose 
custom in religious observances. They 
.constantly maintained a non-aggressive 
attitud~, not only toward religion but also 
toward politics. They advocated loyalty 
to the governments under which they lived. 
Their Scepticism was toa great extent their 

. own private affair and did not outwardly 
affect their relations to either religion or 
politics. 3 

I do not think patrick does justice to pyrrhonism by 
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accounting for its longevity by saying that it was inoffensive. 

pyrrhonism was very ,aggressive towards the social, religious 

and political institutions. The patrons of these institutions 

could hardly have been unaware of the fact that people, who 

do not really believe in the veracity and substantiality of 

the institutions of the state and who breed doubt in others, 

are a serious threat to these institutions regardless of how 

passively obedient· they may be. Sextus had to answer the 

charges of his critics who accused the pyrrhoneans of advoca

ting inactivity and of destroying the basis upon which daily 

life depends. One could not wage war on Stoicism without at 

once waging war on many of the most important political 

figures of the day. pyrrhonism may be described as a non

agressive private affair in only a very external and super

ficial way. pyrrhonean obedience to the laws and customs of 

the state was mere obedience. It lacked the conviction and 

devotion upon which the survival of the institutions depended. 

pyrrhonism would not have survived for so long unless it 

had some definite and positive aspect. Pyrrhonism has a 

teleological aspect in the sense that it showed a person, who 

was dissatisfied with the teachings of the Dog~atists, how to 

attain to ~~~r~~C«. pyrrhoneans were not merely hard

headed critics of the Dogmatists. They were disciples of 

pyrrho who believed in and expounded the Pyrrhonean way. It 

may be more appropriate to say that pyrrhonism has a phenom

enological as?ect than a teleological aspect. Pyrrhonism 

taught'that if one will not assent to what in arbitrary and 
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dogmatic one will find that one can determine nothing and one 

will thus be forced to suspend judgement. 'Arapc< ~ lo( ,one 

will find, follows upon suspending judgement. 

Thus a person would be attracted to pyrrhonism if he 

found the various philosophies of the day narrow and arbitrary. 

Secondly, one would hope to realize ~T~P~~'~ by means of the 

pyrrhonean way which one might have sought by studying 

stoicism or Epicureanism. Pyrrhonism has much in common with 

the various 'systems' of Greek philosophy. 



APPENDIX THREE 

Sextus does not even present a brief outline of the 

history of pyrrhonism. In the present appendix I have select-

ed the passages in which Sextus indicates how he regarded his 

predecessors. I do not attempt to determine what position he 

thought his predecessors 'held so much as try to show how 

sextus regarded them (i.e. critically, as authorities). 

(i) 

pyrrho 

a) 

b) 
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see also M. i 305 - 306. 

conclusion: a) Sextus regarded pyrrho as being the archetypal 

pyrrhonean. b) He was prepared to defend this view of pyrrho 

even when confronted by evidence which would suggest other

wise. Sextus does not display in his writings a detailed 

.knowledge of pyrrho's life or thought. lie may have in trea-

tises which are no longer extant. 

(ii) 

Timon 

a) Passages in which Sextus refers to Timon 
as an expounder of the teaching of 
pyrrho: H. i 53 and 305 - 306 (quoted above) . 

b) ••• y~p 0 T{t-tCJ\I . EY 'l"OL(' 1TPO~ 'T"O~( c\>1JO LKO;'~ 
1'0-\;'10 .v1f£AOI~e 6£lV ~v 1Tpc51'Ol( ''l'fetv, 
cP"lf.ll be -rt ~t E~ ';1f09EGEQ( 'fl. ~1T'fEOV. 
&tJ1TE.p t4.etL ~J-AQ~. otKE.lOy lO"1'lV tK~t,,(J 
O''''OlXO{)Y''''~~ 'TO 'lrC(Pc(1TA~O'lOV 1t'OlfLV e; r~ 



Passages in which Sextus refers to Timon 
as one would quote authority: P.H. i 223-
224. M. vi 66; vii'S, 10, 30;ix 57, 
x 197; xi 20, 140, 141, 164, 171 - 172. 

Conclusion: a) Sextus regards Timon as being a faithful 

follower and exponent of pyrrho. b) He never critically 

questions any statement made by Timon but merely refers to 

Timon to give more force to his own exposition. Sextus 

regards himself, it would seem, to be in complete agreement 

with pyrrho and Timon. 

(iii) 

Aenesidemus 

a) sextus attributes the eight aetiological 
tropes to Aenesidemus which he distin
guishes from the traditional tropes (the 
set of five and ten tropeR). However, he 
is not critical of them apart from 
saying that the five tropes would suffice 
as against them (P.H. i ISO - 185). 
Sextus recognizes these tropes as a 
legitimate though not essential part of 

b) 

c) 

-the pyrrhonean tradition. 

Sextus attributes the ten tropes to 
Aenesidemus (M. vii 345). The ten tropes 
are regarded by Sextus as being funda
mental to pyrrhonism. 

Passages in which Sextus incorporates into 
his own ~xposition arguments which are of 
a decidedly pyrrhonean nature which he 
attributes to Aenesidemus: M. vii 40 - 54, 
215 - 226, 234; M. ix 218; M. xi 42. 

Passages in which Sextus refers to dogmas 
maintained by Aenesidemus which he opposes 
to dogmas held by other Dogmatists: 
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P.H. iii 135; M. vii 350; M. x 38. In 
these passages no reference is made to 
Heraclitus. 
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conclusion: a) Sextus attributes "two sets of tropes to 

Aenesidemus. b) He makes considerable use of Aenesidemus' 

writings as a source of Sceptical arguments. c) However, 

Sextus also treats Aenesidemus in the same way as he does 

Dogmatists and opposes his views to tnose of others. d) I do 

not wish to propose how one should interpret Sextus' 

a~sociation of Aenesidemus' name with Heraclites. This is a 

terribly difficult matter which would require lengthly 

consideration before anything useful could be said. It is 

possible to say that.Sextus does not seem to regard 

Aenesidemus with the same degree of loyalty as he does his 

fellow pyrrhoneans pyrrho and Timon. It appears as if Sextus 

had the works or Aenesidemus before him and he used 

Aenesid~mus' dogmatic assertions to oppose to others and he 

adopted his Sceptical argument to aid him in his own expo

sition of pyrrhonism. 

(iv) 

Menodotus (and Aenesidemus) 

Sextus makes the following comment when 
addressing himself to the question of 
whether or not Plato is a genuine Sceptic: 

a) 'lTEPi. b~ 7o" E~ €.CT1Tl\l ElAll<~lVt:l5 cr~E1r1'"Lt<OC; 
'\ ( • ~ C I 

TI\OI'rO'T'"EpOV f-t"V E.V "'TOI.~ "l\I'frO~"1\fAt(O'l 

bL ~~afL ~''YO~E\1, VU~ ~~ ~~ e"i 
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conclusion: a) This is the only reference which Sextus makes 

to Menodotus. It does indicate that he felt free to criticize 

the teachings of Menodotus, as of Aenesidemus, rather than to 

try to justify them as he does with pyrrho. 

One can conclude, in general, that Sextus was not a 

slavish copier of his predecessors. He would have had only 

a general indication of precisely what pyrrho taught from 

Timon. Sextus seems to have regarded the successors of Timon 

quite critically and independently. He was prepared to use 

them when it served his purpose and to oppose them when it 

seemed necessary. Sextus only refers to the pyrrhoneans 

mentioned above. 



APPENDIX FOUR 

(i) 

sextus says that the pyrrhonean is disposed to inquiry 

(~~~~TL~~) and that the pyrrhonean remains searching ('~\~OV~ 
f I "f '" I ,,'11'1\ ~eQ(', Eft.. ,,'11"0'\101. ). There have been two basic inter-

pretations given to these announcements. 

Firstly, there is the view that Sextus is merely being 

sophistic in describing the Pyrrhonean as being disposed to 

search and inquiry. His real position, it is argued, involves 

the unqualified declaration of the impossibility of ~~T~A~i'l~ 

and the complete abnegation of inquiry. Karel JanaCek most 

. f f th' . :l. forcibly argues 1n avour 0 1S V1ew. 

Secondly, there is the interpretation which 

essentially argues that pyrrhonism or Scepticism, as depicted 

by Sextus, is really a prolegomena to positive empirical re

search. This is Mary Patrick's position.3 There is another 

position, which is in agreement with Mary Patrick's thesis as 

regards the interpretation of Sextus' announcemen~ that the 

pyrrhonean is disposed to inquiry, which maintains that 

pyrrhonism, as expounded by Sextus, contains two separate and 

distinct standpoints -- Scepticism and Empiricism. This view 

'is maintained by Victor Brochard.~ 
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(ii) 

I shall begin by considering, in some detail, the first 

view. It is necessary to examine the evidence which Janacek 

puts forward. 

Jana~ek's comments as regards the present matter are to 

be found in Chapter IV of his book Sextus Empiricus' Sceptical 

Methods. In P.R. i 1 - 4 Sextus distinguishes the Sceptics 

from the Academics by saying that the Academics declare the 

obj ect of inquiry inapprehensible (~~ ~"Y«r6v ... KC(T'« ~'ll +9~V(il ) 
.>1 

while the Sceptics remain searching (~n ~"'lTO-G I7'l" ). 

Jana~ek correctly argues that ~~t~lV contrasting with 

dKd'Td'A~'tT'rO~ is quite exceptiona1.! Janacek maintains that 

this contrast cannot be legimitately made by Sextus since, he 

argues, that {t is contrary to Sextus' own practice.6 Jana~ek 

says that the only reason that Sextus made such a distinction 

was in order to advocate the independence and distinctiveness 

of pyrrhonism at all costs. Hore particularly, he argues that 

the division sextus makes between the Academics and pyrrho-

neans is merely 'capricious' because it is based upon a 

" ••• theoretical postulate (which) was never put into practice"~ 

The theoretical postulate is Sextus' claim that the pyrrho-
I 

neans do not unambiguously declare the impossibility of k«r«-
~~~l~ . and that they, therefore, remain open to inquiry. 

Janacek quotes P.R. i 232 in order to show that Sextus 

himself "confesses frankly" that Arceslilaus, who was head of 

the Ac~demy, "'IT~YU ~Ol 
I 

f.1L~V 

Dota\. 1"ot~ IT''Upp'''\lE-COl~ 

a~E~O\f 1~V Kd't' O-Ul0\l , \ , 
tJ.YC.JYIY\V Kd.l 
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\ C , 1'''1'' .,t-t E'TEpcty' ••• II in that he suspends judgement with respect 

to the reality or unreality of anything and as to what is to 

be preferred in point of probability or improbability.g Unfor-· 

tunately, he does not go on to mention P.H. i 233 which 

follows upon this:-
,,\' 1 ' '\' 1'/ c .. , 

'If A IflV E\. lA'll ,,~yo~ 'l'l~ 01'L 'r) ~lE \. ~ ~l'V 

K~n\i 'to <p~l,,6 ~ fVOV ~~li\' 'I"~-G10l A~yO ~(;:y 
"tit O~ Sta(~'~Cl(L~ttc.\o(C3S, EI(E:LVOr 6~ 6~ 

\ \ "" (( " 1\' , '{I"pOS 'l'~\I;'t''U O'l "J CJtr'T~ t<l(l Olyt( \1 O'J P.EY 
~tVc(l O:VT~V ~eytlv 'r~'IJ ~'lr01~Y' t\~t<~v 
bE 'T~V O'1)yKCi1".g~alV. ~ 

Jan'{c'ek goes on to show that ~~c('Tti!~'t11r'Tlf is a character

istic feature of the Sceptical doctrine. He quotes the 

following statement: "1f~YTct 00'0( ~~cJ bE.'U~()( ,..(;,,, boy ~lClrl ~[;~ 
. C,,\1'OV ~iY(JV ~O~~(')\I <ptxlVE1"«[ ~Ol. &l'<o(T~Al)'lrr~ ".'0 Again 

Jan~~ek avoids going on'to discuss or'quote the sentence which 

immediately follows upon it in which Sextus indicates the 

exact meaning of his statement. Sextus says that the utter

ance is " ••• not of one who is positively asserting that the 

matters investigated by the Dogmatists are really of. such a 

nature as to be inapprehensible, but of one who is announcing. 

. " II his own state of m1nd •••. 

Jana~ek then writes:-

He tries in vain to find a difference in 
the meaning of this term between the sceptics 
and the New Academy: PH i 226: 

Ot b€. ~L1fO 'I'~, vl«) )A~«b~l1((1.~, E:l Kltt 

~O(atnX~7rrrnl( EtV~L 1ralV/f't( cpt(lfL, &lc(~ipO\)(rL 
,. ~'" \ ,_'I. If (.)\1 cT'K E 1J T l K "'V C. (T (J~ j.lHI KC(L K ~1' ~ 'U 1" ~ . 
'I)I , '; , 1\ 

'To M.yeLY 'rctv'f'U. hVl'.(l otKot'T'~"'11t"'Td, 



(bl~~E:~~LOUV1"d.L y~p '1l'"€P~ 't01lro'U);' &6-
(}t<c1l'TLK6\ EY&~XEOe~l. KtXL \\~Td~~<Pg-llV~C 

c .... ) ,~ 
'nYc( 1tpoa oOK~ I'" 

He offers no reason for saying that the distinction which 
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Sextus makes between the meaning the Academics attach to the 

phrase "1Tci)l~ ~(]'rLV «K~1"~A~1f'T~ "and that which the pyrrho

neans attach to it is "in yain". 

It has already been shown at some length that for Sextus 

to make any assertion which is intended to be universally and 

objectively true would be contrary to what he says he is 

doing, contrary to the most basic principles of Pyrrhonism, 

and impossible given the method of persuasion he uses. 

Jana~ek, unfortunately, does not explain why he ignores this 

extremely important distinction between stating what is in 

accordance to what appears to one and stating what is by 

nature. However, the fact that he ignores it does explain 

why he treats Sextus' division as being 'capricious' and why 

he cannot see how Sextus' 'theoretical postulate' is put into 

constant practice. It has already been adequately shown that 

sextus' Sceptical inquiry can never reach a final conclusion 

but must go on as long as the history of philosophy because 

he cannot find a basis upon which to unambiguously assert the 

impossibility of Kot'T~~~1l~4YL')' 

Jana~ek quotes five passages in which he claims Sextus 

explicitly declares the impossibility of t<~1"~ ~(X~~~VCJ. " 

When one examines thes~ passages closely one can see that this 

simply is not accurate. Rather than quoting each passage and 
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then discussing them at length, it will be sufficient, for 

,the sake of economy of space, to indicate in each case why it 

b · t t t t th . h IV would e ~ncorrec 0 rea em ~n t e way Janacek has. 

i) In P.li. i 26 Sextus says that because the pyrrhonean 

found he was not able to decide between contradiction of equal 
,~ 

weight he suspends judgement. sextus is only stating what 

appeared to the pyrrhonean at the time of the observation and 

is not making any positive assertion. See P.li. i 196 where 

sextus explains what he means by this expression. 

ii) In P.B. i 179 Sextus only says that we are at a loss 

(d1Topo{i 1A~" ) as to how what conflicts with itself is able to 

be grasped (1'0 6, ~~'Xt~,,,,o,, 1'c,~ ~~ . &,)vct~'TO K!Jl'Tct~1)4>&"V~L )!" 
Declaring 'that you are at a loss about how something can be 

done and declaring that it cannot be done are radically 

different. 

iii) The argument in P.li. iii 45 begins by showing that 

touch is inapprehensible and on the basis of that solidity is 

. h' bl ,~ 'ld 1 . shown to be ~nappre ens~ e. One cou a so c~te passages in 

which Sextus shows that God, cause, body, place, motion, time, 

number and so on are either non-existent or inapprehensib1e 

or both. The purpose of Sextus' polemical arguments is to 

persuade the Dogmatists to suspend judgement. The Dogmatists, 

against whom Sextus is arguing, believe that they are able to 

apprehend solidity. 
) / 

In order to induce '1roX,'l) it is necessary 

that Sextus play the role of the devil's advocate and counter

balance the dogma that solidity, body, and the other 'elements' 

exist and are readily apprehensible with the extreme opposite 
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dogma. Sextus concludes his discussion on the elements, of 

which solidity is one, by saying " ••• 'tT'Bpt T~v 

" "J.. ' . £(t'fL~ £TE K're.O\l ••• " and not wl.th the declaration that they 
, , ~ IT 

are ctt<~'rol ""l'lT''rOt;.: To isolate. a passage to prove something, 

as Jana~ek has done, 'can be very misleading. At one moment, 

for example, one finds Sextus arguing on the basis of sense 

evidence in order to demonstrate one thing. At another moment, 

he argues from the point of view of abstract reason and proves 

its opposite. In each case he is stating what appears to him 

to be the case at the moment -- looked at in this or that 

particular way. However, what he is trying to do, as he 

states in P.H. i 18, is to show the need to suspend judgement. 

Sextus does not intend to prove the non-existence or inappre

hensibi1ity of solidity, body, motion and so on. 

iv) P.H. iii 50 is interesting because Sextus shows that 

the incorporeal is inapprehensible on the basis of the ten 
II . 

tropes of Aenesidemus. Jan~~ek says that Sextus asserts that 

the incorporeal is inapprehensib1e as an absolute and final 

assertion. In P.H. i 35 Sextus says that he recognizes the 
\ 

possibility t~at· the tropes may be unsound. That is to say, 

he suspends judgement as regards the very basis upon which his 

whole polemic is .carried out. This reveals what Sextus' po

sition is more c1e.ar1y than any isolated passage which one 

might choose to cite. 

v) In P.H. iii 139 Jana~ek quotes the following extract:

o~"e 'r~V') fA~"J Eta-I." ~A'l\&(~r 'ftVif Gi 
'o/.e\)Se~) b'\J\lOC'T'~V t(OCfot 'AC( ~e t" ~l~ ••• 

~" lO'oO"Qe~~ b(.«cP~\I ~~V ... 
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He regards this as an example of "where the impossibility of 

" is declared unambiguously". Again, this is a 

standard Sceptical expression which Sextus was careful to 
, 

bOy tLci'iU(~V 1 AA '9 ' 1t'~~O '\IS' explain was II ••• o'\) at dV pc.s'ttelO'l) 

~1To(yyeAL~VJ 
If , 

4>«wo~evo\l 
,. , II lO 

0 £0'1l, 1'(.) 'Jot IT 'X OV '1 ". 
" 

Norman Maccoll writes:-

.•. pyrrhonism is more thorough-going than 
any "AufkIArung." ... it was not an attack 
on this or that philosophy: it was the 
offspring of despair, and its verdict was 
a complete abnegation of enquiry. ~ 

"He does not argue in favour of this view sufficiently to make 

it possible to comment on his reasons. I agree with Maccoll 

and Janacek that Sextus is not disposed to inquiry in the 

sense of p~sitively seeking to discover the truth. pyrrhonism, 

as depicted by Sextus, is certainly "more th6rough-going than 

any 'AufkIArung'". However, I disagree with them because I 

think that Sextus is committed to saying that the Pyrrhonean 

remains open to the possibility that the truth may be appre-

hended because he does not assent to any principle upon which 

he could base an argument to prove that the truth is inap

prehensible. In practice, Sextus would have to consider each 

new argument as it is presented to him. In fact, Sextus 

devoted years of study examining the arguments of the Dogma-

tists. His own writings stand as evidence to that fact. 

(iii) 

I would now like to consider the second view as expressed 

by Mary Patrick and Victor Brochard. " 



patrick writes:-

The two forms of Greek Scepticism, 
pyrrhonism and Academic Scepticism, 
continued to a certain extent distinct 
in their influence for many centuries, 
as they had been in their early teach
ings. Both movements based their 
Scepticism on the difficulty of obtain
ing knowledge of reality or of the 
nature of things. Both recognized the 
relativity of the ideas which are 
accepted as the measure of knowledge, 
and, in fact, the relativity of know
ledge itself. Both taught the necessity 
of constant research in the effort to 
find knowledge. Denial of the possi
bility of finding it was not included 
in the platform of either, although 
the Academy was often accused of such 
denial, in the heat of discussions. 
Both schools advocated a spirit of 
progress -- the forever seeking. The 
seeking of· the pyrrhonists was in the 
direction of scientific research, 
particularly of empirical or inductive 
research. t1 . 

It would be useful to quote another passage which makes her 

position clearer:-

pyrrhonism in modern times is found in 
the laboratory. The attitude of open
mindedness and dependence on scientific 
experiment in the search for knowledge 
is the modern type of the pyrrhonic 
spirit •... pyrrhonism lives in the 
open-minded attitude of research in 
modern parlance it is called the 
scientific method of thinking.l~ 
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patrick does not provide any detailed arguments to justify her 

interpretation. She seems to think it follows from the fact 

that Sextus was a doctor and because he says that the pyrrho-

nean adopts commemorative signs, the phenomena, the constraint 

of the passions and the arts as his guide in daily life. 



victor Brochard writes:-

Dans Ie scepticisme empirique, tel que 
l'expose Sextus, il y a lieu, selon nous, 
de distinguer deux parties que Sextus 
confond, mais qui sont loin d'etre 
identiques: la l~gitimit~ de la distinc
tion que nous pr~posons, se justifiera 
d'elle-meme, croyons-nous, par l'expo
sition des differentes 'theses du 
scepticisme empirique. Les sceptiques 
sont d'abord des philosophes: ils s'at
tachent a ruiner Ie dogmatisme sous 
toutes ses formes: c'est la partie 
destructive de leur oeuvre, celIe ~ la
quelle ils paraissent avoir attach~ Ie 
plus d'importance. Mais ils sont en 
m~me temps des medecins: il faut qu'ils 
justifient la science ou plut~t l'art 
qu'ils cultivent. De la un certain 
nombre de theses positives, qu'ils 
laissaient volontiers au second plan, 
mais qui sont pour nous du plus haut 
inter~t, et qu'on peut considerer comme 
la partie constructive de leur systeme. 
En un mot, dans Ie scepticisme empirique, 
il convient de distinguer Ie scepticisme 
et l'empirisme.~ , 
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Brochard runs into difficulties in his attempt to try to 

distinguish the two parts of Pyrrhonism which Sextus confounded. 

He offers a summary of the different comments which Sextus 
. .. 1{ 

makes which might suggest he was an emp1r1c1st. I have con-

sidered at considerable length this evidence in my discussion 

. . 16 h of the pyrrhonean fourfold cr1ter1a. Broc ard concludes his 

brief discussion of this evidence as follows:-

Malheureusement, dans les ouvrages de 
Sextus que nous avons, ces preceptes ne 
sont indiques qu'en passant et par 

, allusion; son but etant principalement 
de combattre Ie dogmatisme, il n'a pas a 
insister sur ce sujet. II est bien pro
bable que si les ouvrages de medecine 
nous etaient parvenus, nous aurions sur 
ces questions de plus amples eclair
cissements, et que nous pourrions nous 



fa ire une idee a la fois plus exacte et 
plus precise de ce que nous avons appele 
la partie constructive de l'empirisme 
sceptique.~ 

He then writes:-

A defaut du temoignage direct de Sextus, 
nous trouvons chez Galien des textes 
precis qui montrent avec la plus grande 
clart~ que les medecins empiriques avaient 
murement reflechi sur les questions de 
methode, et quiils avaient une theorie 
savamment elaboree. tC , 
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Brochard shows, on the testimony of Galen's De Subfiguratione 

Empirica and De Sectis, that Menodotus was an empiricist who 

expounded and practised the doctrines of Empiricism with 

precision. Brochard does not mention Sextus' name once during 

this whole discussion. However, he does when he draws his 

conclusions:-

Ce que nous savons avec certitude de 
Menodote et des empiriques, avons-nous 
le droi~ de l'etendre a tous les 
sceptiques? La methode que nous venons 
de resumer, et qui est celle des em
piriques, est-elle aussi celIe' des 
sceptiques, et notamment celIe de Sextus 
Empiricus? Aucun doute ne peut s'&lever 
sur ce point. Si Menodote est m~decin, 
il est en meme temps un des chefs de 
l'ecole sceptique. Sextus Empiricus, en 
m~me temps qu'il est sceptique, est 
medecin. D'apres son propre temoignage, 
il s'inspire de Menodote. Son nom m~me 
indique a quelle secte il appartient. 
S'il lui arrive de critiquer les empiri
ques, c'est sur un point seulement~ et 
d'ailleurs les methodiques ne procedent 
gu~re autrement que les empiriques. S'il 
ne decrit pas la methode empirique, dans 
les ouvrages que nous avons de lui, c'est 
que ce n'etait point sonsujet. Tr~s 
vraisemblablemen! ses livres de medecipe, 
si nous les possedions, nous montreraient 
que, sur les questions de methode, rien 
ne separe Menodote etSextus.~q 
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I would like to quote the reference which Brochard gives 

\ to support his above quoted statement: "D'apres son propre 

t~moignage, il s' inspire de M~nodote". ~o Sextus is addressing 

himself to the question of whether Plato is a genuine Sceptic 

or not. 

Tcpi. b6 if"o-U et g()TL\) E~~L~pl\l~r O-<E-TTLi\0S' 

'\r 'A 0( 'T-V 'T'E pO" ~~" ~V 'TOL~ ')'lrO~\l i ~c:tOL 
Sl.a.~~tA~~YO ~c" J \lU\I be ~S' 6\1 
( 1\1" \ '" \ 

'V1TOW1TWO"el. I\e. y'0t-L~" Ka(Tot r~" 1rEP" 
tr1l1yo6cxrov K«\ AlYllcr~&'llAo\J (O~rrol y~~ 
~& ~ urrc< 'TCl-V!ll f 1rpO tCTf'Y\O"a\l 'T~~ O''f~ (j" E w~ ) 
0"T"l. grcxv " 1fA~'ftJV ~'lT04>\t~ V'n'r~l 1Tefl. 
, ( "J\ .. ", ~I ,I 
lof;c.>\1 'll 'trEpL 'iav 1\rOVOltAV e. V<:{l ... eL'r~ 

~~ 'lTle~v(A)ripOl~, 'trpoO'TCgenxl, e'lrel 
), \" 'l) ( 

1rpOKpn'EL 'tl K~rol 'trLO''TLV 1\ ~'tncr'TLci\lJ 

It<1\''~ep6'\lye 70" O'KE1r'tLKO\) X.IXP~K'i~PO(· ... 31 

This passage indicates precisely the opposite of what Brochard 

says it does. Incidentally, this is the only passage in which 

sextus mentions Menodotus by name. I have attempted to show 

that Se~tus indicates quite clearly that the Pyrrhonean could 

not consistently be an Empirical Doctor. The following 

passage almost seems to be addressed to Brochard and Patrick 

and to have been motivated by a reaction against Menodotus:-

.)E1T~1. fiE KtA rri\ ~1''1t' Elp(O£ 'tn ~OIf~ 'i~" 
't~'tPlK~" tXtr~v~L 'T"~\) ~')T~\I ~~youa~ 1WES" 
E:1Y~l ~v crKE1I",\,,1.\(~\I 4>l.'Ao(J0f(~VI yVQrs'fE'J'J 
or~ e)(1TCp ~ e}-\U"elpCa. eK€L'Jl'\ 'U"Ep\ rr~~ 
dl-(<<701~'o/C(f, ,.cs.J ~6~~(~l\) bLd.~6~o{LO-urr«L, 

v (. ., (, " 't J( 
O'l1rf 'tl ~,\)1"1'\ ,€a1L 11\ CTKe €l O'UT€ 
, "I -1-.... ", fI tXp ~ ~~OL ~\I fj~ OKE'TiTl ~~ 't''Y\V 0(1. p~O'l.y 
CKEC,V'Y}V . IXVOl~ c(~~~YEL". 3.2. 
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sextus concludes this discussion with a very definite state-

ment:-
" , \ ~ ,. II 

TOO'C(\)ToI KtX~ lI'E'r~ 'mv 'l\'oIp~l<.eL(T\1 ~L 

60 KO,)'Y'rQ\) 'tf\ I<~'lit 1'O"~ (jKe1l'1lKobS' ~yt-)y£ 
6t~~e'Agovre~: ~v rO'UTOts bc1Tt(r,.C'o~ey 
'jOY rE 1<~90~ov er~, (jf( e ~e(J) 'A6~o~ HC(c' 
'TO 'irp ~ 70\1 r,)'1) ~1T'O'Tu'trc5O"E(.)" (1'VY'TQ/y~ct, 33 

I think it is quite absurd to suppose on the basis of 

such suppositions that Sextus did not indicate his real posi

tion in the hundreds' of pages that have come down to us. My 

whole thesis attempts to show that everything Sextus says 

follows quite consistently from the fact that he determines 

nothing, that inquiry for Sextus means to show the need to 

suspend judgement and that the end Sextus seeks is ~'J"Qpct ~ (ol • 

Sextus is correct in saying that the Pyrrhonean goes on 

searching. He goes on searching in order to establish and re-

establish the need to suspend judgement in order that he can 

attain ~r~f~S tel 



APPENDIX FIVE 

(i) 

In the present appendix I will consider the views of 

those scholars who maintain that Sextus is a positivist and/or 

an empiricist and/or a phenomenalist. It will be seen that 

they do not merely say that there is a close connection be

tween modern positivism, empiricism and phenomenalism, and 

sextus' Pyrrhonism but that Sextus actually subscribes to the 

basic doctrines of these modern movements. They portray 

sextus as being moved by the same concerns and as proposing 

the same basic solutions as the positivists. I would not 

deny that these modern movements in philosophy share much in 

common with sextus' pyrrhonism. However, I do maintain that 

the intention and significance of Sextus' pyrrhonism is 

radically different from that of these modern schools of 

thought. It is not possible to deal briefly with this matter. 

The view that Sextus is a positivist must be given 

special attention because he is regarded as being a phenomena

list and empiricist in the same sense that the positivists are 

phenomenalists and empiricists. I would like to begin by 

indicating in a general way what I understand 'positivism' to 

be and what I think it means to say that someone is 'a positi

vist'. I only touch upon the points which I consider to be 
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essential in order to distinguish positivism from Pyrrhonism. 

In the second part I contrast pyrrhonism from positivism. 

In the third part of the present appendix I consider the views 

expressed in the scholarly literature which identifies Sextus' 

position with modern movements in philosophy. It is necessary 

to do this because I believe that scholars have not only dis

torted pyrrhonism to make it conform to positivism but that 

they have also ignored what did not suit them in positivism. 

(ii) 

positivism is a theory that theology and metaphysics 

are earlier imperfect modes of knowledge and that positive 

knowledge is based on natural phenomena and their properties 

and relations as verified by empirical science. Both the 

classical and logical or neopositivists adhere to this view. 

However, the logical positivists developed a criterion of 

meaning -- the principle of verifiability -- which maintains 

characteristically that all meaningful statements are either 

analytic or conclusively verifiable or at least confirmable 

by observation and experiment. According to this criterion 

metaphysical problems are meaningless and unanswerable. 

Metaphysical propositions are of a merely emotive value. 

Positivists are inagr~ement about two things. Firstly, 

that metaphysics had failed to attain to a science and was 

doomed to failure. The time had corne for the philosopher to 

abandon the attempt to discover the intrinsic nature of things. 

secondly, the positivists believed that philosophy need not be 
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abandoned but could contine to serve a purposeful function if 

it were to model itself after the particular sciences and act 

at least in part ~s a handmaid to the particular scientists. 

The general positivistic attitude is that the empirical 

sciences provide the only reliable source of knowledge about 

the world. The function of philosophy must be purely analy

tical if it is to be scientific. Philosophy cannot go beyond 

the particular sciences and discover scientific knowledge of 

the world on its own. The philosopher should occupy himself 

with such tasks as clarifying some of the fundamental con-

ceptsemployed by the particular sciences and with problems 
I 

in scientific methodology. 

The positivist regards himself as a man of science and 

a man with a science. The positivist finds the model for 

'scientific. philosophy' already present and flourishing in 

mathematics and the empirical sciences. Failure (metaphysics) 

lies in the past and success is alive in the present (modern 

science). "Those who work in the new philosophy," Reichen-
~ 

bach writes, "do not. look back." Philosophers today, accord-

ing to Reichenbach, need merely join hands with the special 

sciences and ripe its fruits. He writes:-

Such is the balance of a comparison 
between the old and the new philosophy. 
The modern philosopher renounces very 
much; but he also gains very much. 
What a difference between the science 
built on the basis of experiments and 
the science derived from reason alone! 
How much more reliable, in spite of 
their uncertainty, are the predictions 
of the scientist than those of the 
philosopher who claimed to have an 



immediate insight into the ultimate laws 
of the universe! How superior is an 
ethics not bound by rules allegedly 
dictated by a higher authority, when new 
social conditions emerge, unforeseeable 
for older ethical systems! , 
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The positivist, then, ,is an active member of a post-meta

physical movement in philosophy and is prepared to indicate 

what the business of philosophy is today. He has a criterion 

which not only enables him to reject metaphysics outright but 

which also enables him to establish a new positive science. 

The positivist looks to the social sciences -- psychology, 

sociology, and antropology -- to find out about man and to 

the natural sciences to find out about nature. He is prepared 

to assert that it is a psychological or sociological or 

scientific fact that such and such is the case. The positivist 

neither finds himself in the position of possessing absolute 

knowledge nor in a state of absolute ignorance. ~ 

(iii) 

One would be hard pressed to find a positivist who would 

say that he conducts his life by simply passively yielding to 

the dictates of the social, political, and religious institu

tions of his country without concerning himself with what they 

prescribe beyond showing the need to suspend judgement as 

regards their veracity. Sextus says that the pyrrhoneans 

passively yield to practical criteria without assenting to it. 

He adopts the criteria because he needs some sort of rule of 

guidance by which to make decisions and not because he 
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positively believes that he has found an acceptable criteria. 

He completely suspends judgement as regards the acceptability 

of his criteria. 

Positivists beckon man to stand on their own feet and to 

trust their own volitions because they are their own voli

tions. Man should throwaway the crutches which the church 

and traditional customs provide. No one should dictate to us 

how we ought to behave. 

The pyrrhonean, in contrast, is passive, obedient and 

without opinion. When in Rome he does as the Romans do. Why, 

then, does the pyrrhonean lack the positive, critical, and 

self assertive character of the positivist? The answer, I 

think, is quite simple and obvious. He is a sceptic through 

and through. He determines nothing. He ~oes not know any

thing; not even that he does not know anything. He does not 

assert anything more than anything else. The logical conse

quence of this is that he does not have any convictions and 

beliefs which he wishes to stand up for and assert or defend 

against the order of the day. He does not believe that he has 

anything better to replace the laws and customs with. Thus, 

he simply yields to them without assenting. Whereas pyrrho

nism is passive and submissive, positivism is assertive and 

positive. 

The Sceptical end is freedom from disturbance. In 

respect to matters in which absolute free~om from disturbance 

cannot be realized he seeks moderation which is to say that 

he ·seeks freedom from disturbance in so far as it can be 
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realized. He involves himself in those arts which free him 

from the disturbances ca~sed by pain, hunger, illiteracy, and 

so on. I do not. believe that there is any evidence in the 

writings of Sextus which would contradict the view that 

sextus' interest in the affairs of daily life and in scientif

ic inquiry.is limited to what is practically necessary. The 

'desirable', I believe, is strictly limited to what frees one 

from disturbance and leads to a calmness of the soul. lie is 

not a lover of money, of pleasure or even of such ideals as 

justice or the good. He is a lover of man which, in his case, 

means that he wants to show man the pyrrhonean way in order 

that he may be freed of disturbance so far as is possible. 

The positivists, in contrast, are as deeply involved in 

solving the social ills of the day as are any philosophical 

movements. They actively involve themselves in debates con

cerning political, social, and religious issues with a view 

to coming to definite solutions and not merely with showing 

the utter futility of entering into such controversies. The 

positivists share in the confidence, which the modern social 

sciences entertain, that through careful study and research 

major social problems can be cured and that progress can be 

made. They do not advocate resignation. sextus was not an 

advocate of political or social reform. The pyrrhonean would 

be more apt to simply endure the evils of their day than to 

involve himself in the struggle of opinions in fighting for 

justice. He does not even discuss social or political prob

lems. He does consider psychological problems -- causes of 
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perturbation -- because pyrrhonism has a cure for them. 

suspend judgement and abandon the activity of pursuing what 

you deem good and desirable by nature. Endure the suffering 

which does not result from your own beliefs and convictions 

in a good by nature. Sextus goes so far as to say that the 

source of perturbation is the activity of pursuit and avoid

ance. Thus one would not expect Sextus to wish to become 

party to any opinion or any controversy. Sextus, as one 

would expect of a Sceptic, is more indifferent to political 

and social problems and to self-fulfillment than are the 

positivists. 

One can find evidence in the writings of Sextus which 

indicates that Sextus believed that certain kinds of arts are 

useful and that pyrrhoneans could be practitioners of those 

arts which are not inconsistent with Scepticism. However, one 

cannot find any definite evidence which indicates that he 

regarded pyrrhonism as a handmaid to any art or to the arts in 

general. This distinction is extremely important. The Pyrrho

nean, for example, may well be a medical doctor and go about 

curing ailments. He may even find new methods of treating 

certain grievances. There is no indication in Sextus' work 

that he considered it a function of the pyrrhonean to con

structively and positively clarify and analyse the concepts of 

the particular sciences and to aid them in this manner in 

their progress. The fact that several pyrrhoneans were 

involved in the medical profession may be accountable for 

by virtue of the fact that they were inclined to do something 
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practical and wished to earn a living and did not wish to sit 

around all day declaring 'I determine nothing'. Pyrrhoneans 

may also have been farmers, pilots, and shop keepers. Sextus' 

discussion of the various arts is bitterly polemical in 

nature. His only constructive comments are those in which 

he says that the pyrrhonean accept those arts which serve 

an eminently practical purpose such as medicine, agriculture, 

and the teaching of reading and writing. One cannot conclude 

on the basis of this that Sextus conceived of Pyrrhonism as 

being a handmaiden of the arts. 

Were Sextus alive today, to speculate on an interesting 

though perhaps unanswerable ~uestion., would he be in a re

search laboratory as Patrick. says, or would he have been 

present at the meeting of the Vienna Circle as Dumont, 

Chisholm,. and a number of others seem to suggest? If you can 

answer the following question you know what Sextus would be 

doing were he alive today. How can one attain to ~,~p~~C~ 

in the twentieth century? 

(iv) 

Roderick ~1. Chisholm offers the following assessment of 

sextus Empiricus' contributions to philosophy:-

His most significant contributions are: 
first, the positivistic and behavior
istic theory of signs which he opposed 
to the metaphysical theory of the Stoics; 
secondly, his discussion of phenomena
lism and its relation to common sense 
claims to knowledge: and, thirdly, his 
account of the controvery over the 
principle of extensionality in logic, 



where the anticipation of contemporary 
doctrines is perhaps most remarkable.! 

Chisholm, no doubt, can justly point out the fact that many 

statements which sextus makes are repeated almost word for 

word by modern empiricists, pragmatists, behavioralists, 
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positivists and so on. This is indisputable. How signifi

cant is this fact? Clearly Chisholm thinks it is extremely 

significant. He writes:-

As an empiricist, Sextus defended the 
commemorative sign and rejected the 
indicative sign. His own theory was 
a clear statement of the essential 
principles of positivism, pragmatism, 
and behaviorism. 6 

Chisholm argues that Sextus rejected the indicative sign 

because it purports to enable us to apprehend truths about 

non-empirical objects -- entities which transcend all possible 

experience. Any assertion made on the basis of an indicative 

sign must be rejected since it cannot be supported by an 

appeal to previous experience. Thus, Chisholm concludes, 

sextus rejects indicative signs as an empiricist and as a 

positivist since he rejects indicative signs on the grounds 

that they cannot be verified by experience. 

However, Sextus, as Chisholm' notes, rejects induction as 

well as deduction. Sextus says that it is easy to show that 

one. must set aside the method of induction since one can never 

establish the universal from the particular because the 

particulars are infinite and indefinite. Chisholm writes:-

This does not mean, however, that 
induction should be abandoned. Sextus' 
point is that we have no grounds for 



certainty, even after adhering scrupu- , 
lously (as, according to him, we must) to 
the principles ,of empiricism. In conced
ing the possibility of commemorative 
signs, he granted that we have reason for 
associating phenomena and preparing for 
some sequences and conjunctions rather 
than for others. 1 

But does Sextus grant the "we'have reason for .•. "? Does 

Sextus scrupulously adhere to the principles of empiricism? 
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I think not. It is necessary to consider this carefully since 

everything depends upon it. 

Does Sextus, as Chisholm argues, defend the commemorative 

sign as an empiricist? Or, would it not be more accurate to 

say that the Sceptic simply yields to the commemorative sign 

without assenting to it or defending or trying to justify it. 

The distinction I have in mind here may be made clearer by 

considering the difference between the Sceptic and the true 

believer as regards the laws and customs of the state. Both 

observe and obey the laws and customs. In this they are the 

same .. However, the Sceptic simply yields to them without 

assenting to their veracity whereas the true believer does 

positively believe in their veracity and is prepared to defend 

them. I think that Sextus differs from the empiricist as re

gards the commemorative sign because he suspends judgement 

absolutely as regards the validity of the commemorative sign 

and simply yields to it without giving his assent whereas the 

empiricist, at least, is prepared to defend and argue the case 

for assenting to a commemorative sign on the basis of empiri

cal evidence. The 6nly "reason" Sextus gives for accepting 
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commemorative signs is because they are relied on by living 

experience. One cannot function without following commemo

rative signs. He does not attempt to justify the commemo

rative sign as providing a criterion according to which one 

could come to know anything. Sextus does not subscribe to 

any empirical doctrines any more than he subscribes to the 

belief in the existence of the gods.8 The Sceptic acts as if 

he believed in the existence of the gods and he acts as if 

induction and commemorative signs were valid. Sextus does not 

speak of the commemorative sign as being indicative·of 

probability. He has no epistemological criterion whatsoever. 

He simply says that pyrrhoneans follow commemorative signs in 

order to have some rule of guidance in daily life and is pre

pared to say no more. If that makes Sextus an empiricist 

then it follows that every human being and many animals quali-

fy as empiricists. 

But why would Sextus choose to yield to commemorative 

signs without giving assent and not follow indicative signs 

in the same way? The answer to this question, I think, 

follows quite consistently from Sextus' announcement· that he 

determines nothing. Just as the Sceptic does not determine 

the laws which he observes but simply obeys the given laws of 

his state so also the Sceptic does not attempt to determine 

what the real nature of things is but simply follows appear

ances. What the indicative sign is indicative of must be 

determined by the inquirer whereas what the commemorative 

sign signifies does not have to be determined (i.e. deduced 
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or derived) but merely observed and recollected. When the 

s~epticsees smoke he would expect fire to be present not 

because he has discovered a reason why they should exist in. 

conjunction with each other but simply because he remembers 

that he has seen fire and smoke present in conjunction with 

each other before and has decided quite arbitrarily to act as 

if what he recalls of past expreience will hold true for 

present and future experiences. He does not assert this as 

a principle or doctrine which he adheres to but rather as a 

rule which he will obseive just as he observes the laws and 

customs of his state. 

sextus does not at any point in his writings attempt to 

set out the limits of human understanding with a view to 

determining what sort of science man is capable of. He does 

not reject metaphysics in favour of the empirical sciences. 

He does not assert that the empirical sciences provide a. 

reliable -- or the only reliable -- source of knowledge about 

the world. To conclude that Sextus maintained such a dogma

tic position on the basis of the fact that he accepted (i.e. 

accepted as distinct from assented to) the commemorative sign 

but rejected the indicative sign is quite unreasonable. 

Sextus' purpose is not to lay down the foundation of a 

new form of philosophy or to take the side of the empiricist 

against the metaphysicians. His purpose is purely Sceptical 

__ to show the need to suspend judgement, to show how one can 

live an active life without assenting or denying anything and 

t · ) e.t to show how man can a ta~n to ~T~p~,l~ in respect to matters 



of opinion and to ~~~rlO~«eEl~ in respect to matters 

according to necessity. Sextus accepts certain rules of 
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conduct because he finds them compatible with Scepticism and 

not because they are consistent with the principles of empiri

cism and positivism. If the rules he accepts tend to be 

compatible with empiricism or positivism it is only because 

certain aspects of empiricism or positivism happen to be 

compatible with scepticism. It is as a Sceptic and not as a 

positivist or an empiricist that Sextus says what he says. 

Chisholm does not indicate in what sense 'Sextus' own 

theory' of signs is a clear statement of the principles of 

behaviorism. Sextus does not say anything which would suggest 

that he employed the commemorative sign in more of a distinc

tive way than would any human being or than any philosopher. 

He certainly gives no indication that he was interested in 

making a study of animal psychology on the basis'of behavior

al observation made under artificial and restricted conditions. 

Sextus may be said to be a behavioralist in the same sense 

that everyone may be said to be a behavioralist. 

Chisholm argues that Sextus is a phenomenalist:-

sextus' discussion of our knowledge of the 
external world suggests a purely phenomena
listic epistemology. He began by acknow
ledging the importance of what is now 
called "the given" and he recognized that 
an adequate analysis of empirical knowledge 
must lead to that which is indisputably 
'and irrevocably presented in experience. 
Although the true sceptic should question 
any proposition which refers beyond that 
which is immediately before, him, it is im
possible, according to Sextus, to be 
sceptical'about the given itself. ~ 
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But does Sextus limit knowledge to phenomena or maintain that 

phenomena provides or expresses knowledge? Naess, I believe 

quite correctiy, argues against Chisholm. He writes:

Chisholm remarks: 'Although the sceptic 
does not deny appearances, he does deny 
the possibility of knowledge'which refers 
beyond them.' It is a main point of 
Sextus' account, however, to make us 
understand that he neither denies nor 
affirms the posiibility of knowledge, 
but lets the question remain open. It 
is true that Sextus does not deny appear
ances, in the sense of refusing to accept 
them; but he neither asserts nor denies 
statements like 'It is hot' or 'I feel 
hot' or any other statement said to ex
press what appears to him. Appearances 
are 'beyond question', but not in the 
sense of furnishing or expressing know
ledge. If they are beyond question, they 
are also beyond answer.~ 

Phenomena themselves, in Sextus' view, are not verifiable. 

Sextus is not prepared to say what phenomena are. lIe suspends 

judgement~ "Phenomena in Sextus' terminology", as Naess 

writes, "a~e indeed self-evident, but not in the sense of 

self-known. For we do not know anything simply in so far as 
n 

something appears." The Sceptic says 'Honey appears to me to 

be sweet'. He suspends judgement as to what honey and sweet-

ness are. What, then, does he mean when he makes such an 

announcement? His announcement is simply an attempt to ex-

press the sensation he is experiencing. lIe does not try to 

explain or understand or give an account of the phenomena. 

Every human being accepts phenomena simply because every 

human suffers involuntary affections. The Sceptic goes no 

further than saying 'I am being affected in an mmrn-ish way or 



in an yeek-ish way.' 

Chisholm writes:-

He insisted that appearances are the 
ultimate test of anything which pur
ports to be knowledge and that any 
statement whatever, if it is significant, 
must be testable by reference to them. 
rfour knowledge is expressible in pro
positions, there is a correspondence 
between the proposition and that which 
is found in sense experienc~, and this 

'can be verified by "comparing" the 
propositions with the empirical facts 
which they are about. It 

The ten tropes of Aenesidemus which Sextus adopts show that 
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phenomena does not provide a test for anything .. Different 

species of animals, different human beings, the same person 

under different circumstances and so on are affected differ-

ently by the same object. There is no such a thing as 

'common' sense either in respect to sense affections (tropes 

1 - 9) or in respect to what seems right and reasonable 

(trope 10). 

Chisholm's argument that Sextus is a phenomenalist is 

based upon the fact that Sextus frequently argues that it is 

necessary to suspend judgement concerning any proposition 

which is not verified by experience •. Chisholm fails to note 

that Sextus argues that what is given in experience must be 

verified by comparing .it with what is in reality, which does 

not appear to Sextus to be possible. 

Chisholm says that Sextus "appears to have been a 

Diodoran" and thus to have adhered to an intensional concep-
13 

tion of logic. The only evidence Chisholm presents to show 



this is that Sextus argued against the Philonian 

functional or extensional conception of logic. All Sextus 

really does is give an account of the controversy between 

Philo of Megara and Diodorus Cronos over the question of 

whether logic is intentional or extensional and draws the 

following conclusion which Chisholm fails to note:

TOlo(U'r"l( o~v o~cr'1~ Q\ EY 'lrap~be~YlAOl"OS' 
, ,,"'" '" \!-erEl. 'r'~ E'V, rr0"f KPL"'l~"04' 'rou , 

0'\)"1'[ ~ ~e\J 0" «~\.~ ~tX"fO~ '\) 'ti"e.\J«'I'nWO"£Q 'J 
I JI ' ,!'\ c 1\ 

~1) Tote IX1"OpOS YlNerrtJ.L '" TOv '\JylOV~ 

O'\)""1~p..~\lO'U £l~y'l~(n.,· t"O( ·r~p ~~e(J\A~" 
'to-b'T"O, 'lrf~ 1il)(~ '1'0\" &61, €'trL"plG~VIX\' ~v 
'!rEP;' tti\~ .uYl.01"'ll'T"O\' O(~'rOV Tt>V l:)\,O(~eK"~\\Q'J 

.~ lr c,) , , 
bt.'(7'1'CX(7'lV. 6.,.. OCfOV 06 o(~E1tL"'pl'l"O~ 
• I )/ \ J\), "'I~ 

eO'H, tt£V6lV oNatyK'Y} K.IU ~'\r1"O i,V '-'tt'0x.n. 

Again, it must be said that Sextus did not subscribe 'to any 

doctrine. 

(v) 

Jean-Paul Dumont writes:-

Contrairement a l'idee re~ue, le scepticisme 
grec n'est pas un nihilisme ••• qui a fait du 
non-savoir le dernier mot du scepticisme. 
Qu'en revanche les sceptiques grecs anciens, 
cornrne pyrrhon et Timon, ou plus recents, 
cornrne Sextus Empiricus, n'aient jamais mis 
en doute la validite de nos representations 
subjectives, de nos impression~ sensibles 
ou encore des phenomenes ••• precisions ici 
que le veritable visage du pyrrhonisme se 
reconnait presque trait pour trait sous Ie 
masque du positivisme moderne. IS' 
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I agree with Dumont that Sextus is not a nihilist but for 

very different reasons. Nihilists deny that there is any 
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objective ground of truth (especially moral truth) 'and assert 

that traditional values are unfounded. Sextus, of course, 

does not subscribe to such a doctrine because it is dogmatic. 

Dumont goes much further than that and maintains that Sextus 

was not a nihilist because he accepted a definite criterion. 

"Le ph~nom~ne", Dumorit writes, ~devient l'~quivalent de ce 
, u 16 

qu'etait Ie pathos pour 1es Cyrenalques." 

The Cyrenaics do not regard sense affections with com-

plete neutrality. They maintain that sense affections 

provide a criterion for the individual -- the pleasant is 

desirable and good. Sextus argues that the Sceptical end 

(~T«r~;(a ) is the opposite of the Cyrenaic end because the 

man who positively affirms pleasure to be the end undergoes 

perturbation whether pleasure is present or not." The 

cyrenaics do not seek tranquility of the mind or freedom from 

disturbance but positive enjoyment. Sense affections actual

lyindicate to the Cyrenaic what his end is. One would not 

come to think Jnx p ~ ~ (d.. is one's end on the basis of sense 

affection -- using·sense affections as a criterion of what is 

desirable. Dumont argues that Sextus is merely quibbling 

over words in distinguishing the pyrrhonean end from that of 

the cyrenaics. He writes:-

C'est au niveau des fins qu'appara1t 
chez 1es Cyr~na1ques une difference 
avec les pyrrhoniens. Dans Ie para
graphe tr~s court des lIypotyposes qui 
leur est consacre, Sextus Empiricus s'em
presse de noter qu'ils ont eu tort de 
remplacer l'ataraxie par Ie plaisir 
(h~don~). En realit~ Ie mot h~don~ a 



peut'~tre, si Ie texte d'Eusebe n'est pas . 
alter6, constitue la fin du scepticisme 
pour Aen~sideme. II semble que Sextus 
Empiricus cherche une mauvaise querelle de 
mots contre les Cyr~naiques. II dit lui
m~me que leur conception de la fin est 
parfaitement coherente avec leur conception 
du pathos comme critere. Par consequent, 
il devrait y avoir coincidence entre leur 
conception de la vie et de l' opinion de 
ce qui nous semble bon, entendues comme 
criteres de la conduite et ce que les 
pyrrhoniens professent eux-memes, a savoir: 
"prendre la vie pour guide".~ 
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Dumont's whole interpretation of pyrrhonism is at issue here. 

The pyrrhoneans, in Dumont's view, were phenomenalists and 

their primary intention was to be proponents of phenomenalism. 

Their attack on metaphysics was merely intended to serve the 

purpose of making way for phenomenalism. If one determines 

what one's end is by adopting phenomena as one's criterion it 

would follo~ quite reasonably that pleasure is one's end. 

sextus would not be able to distinguish the pyrrhonean end 

from ·the c~renaic end if both were phenomenalists. However, 

if the pyrrhoneans are not phenomenalists but rather Sceptics 

who adopt the phenomena as a criterion in the same sense that 

every human being adopts such a criterion in daily life then 

sextus may have grounds for dra~ing a distinction between the 

phenomenalis~s end and his end as a Sceptic. It need only be 

remarked that Sextus realizes his end by suspending judgement 

and not by following phenomena. 
, 

Dumont comments on the meaning and purport of ~1~f-

as used by Sextus as follows:-

Notons bien par ailleurs, en effet, que 
l'absence de trouble ne s'&tend pas au 



domaine des choses necessaires, comme la 
faim, la soif, la douleur. II ne s'agit 
pas de la conqu@te orientale d'une 
impassibilit~ totale, mais de cette sorte 
d'h~done (ou plaisir) comme disait 
Aristocles ~ propos d'A~nesideme, disons 
de volupte heureuse qui fait retrouver 
soudain tout Ie charme de la vie et tout 
Ie prix de l'existence, apres les 
tourments et les fatigues que l'enten
dement a connus. 'f 
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Dumont cannot find a text in Sextus or in Diogenes Laertius 

to support such an interpretation. He is correct in saying 

that the pyrrhonean end as depicted by Sextus is not "la 

conqugte orientale d'une impassibilit~ totale" if only for 

the reason that Se~tus realized that d,~p~~(~ could not. 

be realized perfectly in respect to matters according 

necessity. However, to argue that Sextus maintained that 

sensual .happiness is the Sceptical end according to Sextus is 

simply ridiculous. 

It should be noted that both Brochard and Dumont end up 

resorting to texts other than Sextus' own writings in order 

to find evidence to support their interpretations of Sextus' 

essential position. I have discussed Brochard's view that 

Sextus is an empiricist in Appendix Four. Dumont draws upon 

Aristocles' comments regarding Aenesidemus and Brochard looks 

to Galen'S testimony on Menodotus. Sextus, in both cases, 

directly addressed himself to the views Dumont and Brochard 

propound and rejects them. The tendency in modern scholarly 

literature is to not rest content with the fact that Sextus 

is a Sceptic in the most radical sense of the word. His 

practical criteria are intended to be consistent with the 
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, 1 ~ '\ 1\ OU" l' ~V 0' O. -.rei 0") and sceptical announcements (Ot> ~~I\"O\l) 0", I "U I v 

to facilitate the realization of dtdP«~(~ in so far as it is 

possible in daily life. 

Dumont argues that a trust and confidence in phenomena 

is "une constante du scepticisme de Sextus Empiricus".~ What 

Dumont means by a confidence in phenomena is not made clear. 

Dumont points to the fact that he adopts phenomena as a 

criterion. Dumont does mention that Sextus simply yields to 

phenomena without assenting to it as he does to the, laws and 

customs of the state. As regards the latter Dumont says that 

he 'must recognize the conventions in order to be able to 
21 

conduct his life -- "Suivre et non respecter." Is it not the 

same with phenomena? Dumont wishes to make a special case 

for phenomena. He must if he is to justify his thesis that 

sextus is a phenomenalist. 

Dumont illustrates Sextus' confidence in phenomena by 

quoting the following two passages:-

i) T~ 1I"~r 4>-vtr"l ~As«t\Jb'J 1r~~L C:PCA.~Y~'icLL 
ci~eCN'fL 1'(0\1, K~l. it x."~~ q,,uCTEL. :,¥'I1~OtHjc( 
1r&ITt. crIllL"€f«(l ~1JK'TU(~ K~\' 1f~Vtfa 'T"~ 
"'~o"E:L KlVO-UVTd O\-lO~QS 1t~\I'rol) ~LVa 
~\ '..1" t '"" I JI 11. tto'US K~ta( ,,~a-l\J, QS ,1X000l\l, €~OV'f~S. 

ii) ... r'ol y~p t~LYO f-Ae,,~ ''!rOt O'l'V d~o(~~ ct«l\le'rdL. 13 

What is most remarkable about the first passage is that Sextus 

says "fire heats by ,nature" and "snow chills by nature". If 

this passage is to be used to reveal Sextus' position one 

should not, as Dumont has done, merely say that it indicates 
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that Sextus trusted in phenomena but one should also say that 

it shows that s~xtus believed he had grasped the underlying 

nature of things -- .. rr~ IJtOp ~-V()El d.~erilVcN .•• ~ ~l~'J ~.u(TcL 
i'V"X0'U(TO(, n.. Dumont knows that Sextus would not positively 

assert what anything is by nature so he ignores this curious 

aspect of sextus' assertion. But why should he accept the 

aspect of this assertion which suits his own argument and 

which contradicts what Sextus says when he is n6t contriving 

arguments to refute the Dogmatists? This passage occurs as 

part of an argument which shows that no natural goods exist 

because all things which move by nature move equally all 

those in a natural condition but the 'goods' do not move all 

men as being good. Sextus is presenting a Dogmatic argument 

to counteract-other Dogmatic arguments with a view of showing 

the need to suspend judgement. 

The second passage quoted above occurs as a premise in 

a polemical argument which shows that the apparent cannot be 

taught. Again, if one were to attempt to discover what 

Sextus' real position is on the basis of the premises he uses 

in polemical arguments ,one would end up with a rather curious 

picture. Sextus argues pro and con on every question which 

comes up and adopts premises to suit his purpose. lIe does not 

assent to any of them. At least, he claims he does not. This 

is very questionable evidence to call upon in order to justify 

an interpretation which runs contrary to the most basic 

announcements of Sextus~ Sextus, for example, says that pyrrho

neans oppose phenomena to noumena with equal force. He uses 
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this opposition more than any other when considering the views 

of the physicists on motion, body, and so on. He claims that 

he does not assert anything more than anything else. sextus 

goes little further than saying that the Sceptic does not deny 

that appearances appear. He says that in reply to those who 

accused the sceptics of abolishing phenomena. 

Victor Brochard merits quoting at considerable length:

.•. c'est-a-dire un v~ritable dogmatisme. 
Nous avons.dej~ eu l'occasion de le re-
marquer plusieurs fois, les scepti~ues 
empiriques sont les veritables ancetres du 
positivisme. Reduire la connaissance a 
l'observation des phenomenes et des s~ries 
qu'ils forment, s'interdire 1a recherche 
des causes, substituer l'induction ~ 1a 
d~monstration et decrire l'association des 
idees comme i1s l'ont fait, c'est bien, 
en ce qu'elle a d'essentiel, la thbse de 
nos modernes positivistes. Or, ce n~est 
pas faire injure aux positivistes que de 
1es considerer comme des dogmatistes, et 
m~me comme les plus dogmatistes de tous 
les hommes. Non seulement ils pr~tendent 
poss~der la science, mais ils ajoutent que 
hors d'eux il n'y a ni verit~, ni certi-
tude. Etrange reversement des idees et 
des mots, et spectacle instructif entre 
tous! Les savants d'aujourd'hui sont les 
sceptiques d'autrefois: les m~mes doctrines, 
auxquelles on refusait jadis expressement 
le caract~re de la certitude, sont celles 
pour lesquelles aujourd'hui on revendique 
exclusivement la certitude. Ne nous 
faisons pas toutefois d'illusion sur la 
modestie des m~decins empiriques. S'ils 
n'ont pas ose revendiquer pour leur etude 
le nom de science, s'ils se sont contentes 
de ·celui d'art ou de routine, c'est peut-
etre parce que leurs maladroits essais 
pour appliquer la methode d'observation ne 
leur ont donn~ que de jaigres r~sultats. 
Ils auraient sans doute ete plus heureux 
si, au lieu d'appliquer leurs proced~s a 

.1a medecine, la plus difficile et la plus 
complexe des sciences exp~rimentales, ils 
les eussent transportes dans la physique. 



Tres probablement Ie succes les aurait 
enhardis, et, rejetant Ie titre de scep
tiques, ils se seraient proclam~s des 
savants, les seuls savants, et on les 
aurait vus dogmatiser d'importance. 
Disons done, si on veut, que leur theorie 
est un dogmatisme dans l'enfance, un dog
matisme que ne se connalt ni ne se possede 
encore pleinement: on ne peut refuser d'y 
voir un dogmatisme. l, 
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" .•• c'est-a-dire un veritable dogm?-tisme." I have argued 

in Appendix Four that Brochard's thesis on the empiricism of 

sextus is very questionable since it is based on the assump

tion that what can be said of Menodotus can also be said of 

sextus. It is also assumed that despite the fact that Sextus' 

extant works do not provide sufficient evidence to justify 

Brochard's thesis that his lost works would. Sextus, one can 

say with certainty, would defend himself against the charge 

that part of his position is a true Dogmatism. If it could be 

shown to him, which I doubt that it could, that he does adhere 

to a Dogmatism he would say that he must correct himself. 

"R~duire la·connaissance a l'observation ••• " Sextus 

certainly does not indicate that he is limiting knowledge to a 

particular sphere. Rather, he says that he remains open to 

the possibility that metaphysical questions may be a~swerable 

though he expresses grave doubts. His .intention is not to set 

out rigidly the limits of knowledge but rather to show the 

Dogmatists that they must suspend judgement. lIe argues for 

the need of practicing a suspensive attitude towards all forms 

of knowledge. Thus he says that the Sceptic simply yields to 

practical criteria, such as Brochard indicates above, without 

assenting or positively affirming to anything in order that 
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they may not be altogether inactive. Why does Brochard not 

mention the fact that Sextus says that the pyrrhoneans follow 

the conventions of their country just as they do phenomena? 

Sextus makes no claim that he has ascertained knowledge 

whether limited or absolute. His main point is that the 

sceptics do not abolish living experience but that they pre

serve it in that they adopt the criteria which every living 

human being must adopt whether a positivist or whoever. They 

differ from ordinary folk in that they do not assent to it. 

Again, Brochard only presents the evidence which suits his 

interpretation. 

"Or, ce n'est pas faire injure aux positivistes ••• " 

I would like to consider Brochard's statement from that point 

to the end. Firstly, it should be said that what Sextus most 

disliked about the Dogmatists was the fact that they were vain 

and puffed up men. Sextus regarded the Sophists and the 

., Empirical Doctors as being Dogmatists who were vain despite 

the fact that they did not claim to possess absolute knowledge. 

The humble suspensive attitude of the pyrrhonean, which is 

necessary if one is to attain to ~ IJ'O( P ex S C cJ. , is possible only 

if one determines nothing. The positive attitude of the 

positivists runs directly contrary to the attitude which, in 

sextus' view, is n~cessary if one is to attain to the end which 

Sextus, above all else, wishes' to show man how he can realize 

it. Sextus regards the fact that he has not been able to de

termine anything as a blessing in disguise since this very 

fact is the key to happiness and not something to try to 
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escape from. Would Sextus be attracted to a position which 

shows that man does not need to suspend judgement absolutely? 

This is the deciding question. The answer seems to me to be 

quite obvious. No. The last thing which he is inclined to

wards is finding a way around the suspension of judgement -

a way around the pyrrhonean way. The positive attitude of 

the particular sciences is quite alien and contradictory to 

the suspensive attitude of pyrrhonism. 

Brochard does not seem to understand why the Pyrrhoneans 

were attracted to medicine rather than physics. It was no 

accident. Their interest in medicine was due to their 

interest in freeing man from perturbation in the most obvious 

way possible. The suffering, which one endures when sick, is 

undeniably disquieting and disturbing. It destroys one's per

fect calm. The products of physics, were Sextus alive today, 

would seem to him to be as much a source of perturbation as 

a relief from it. Sextus' interest in the arts is limited to 

what obviously serves to free man from suffering. Sextus 

would pity rather than envy modern man's possession of 

technology and sophistic scientific knowledge. The ancients 

were obsessed with discovering the intrinsic nature of the 

universe; the moderns are obsessed with discovering the rela

tive nature of the world. Sextus would not regard one better 

than the other. ~latching rats in labyrinths is no more com

patible wit~ pyrrhonism than speculating on whether the soul 

is simple or complex. The desire to know -- the pursuit of 

happiness in knowledge -- is itself contrary to pyrrhonism. 
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sextus argues that it is a freedom from desire and suffering 

that leads to happiness. Vanity and pride accompany success 

in science. Sextus could only regard the awesome triumphs of 

modern science as a threat to human quietude and tranquility. 

I believe that Sextus would even be disheartened by the 

tremendous successes of modern medicine because they have 

encouraged man to cling on to life inordinately and to occupy 

himself in an almost narcotic battle against the inevitable 

course of nature which ends in death. Tranquility, in Sextus' 

view, comes about when man is content to accept quite simply 

his lot in life and is not obsessed with the pursuit and 

expectation of better things. The art of ,medicine, as Sextus 

knew it, was a simple art serving an obvious need. The 

particular sciences, as we know them today, which inspire the 

positivists~ are far removed from what Sextus knew. Sextus 

would find the writings of Henry David Thoreau far more akin 

. to his own than he would find the writings of Comte and his 

successors or of Einstein or of Durkheim. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

W. Vollgraff, 'La vie des Sextus Empiricus', Revue de 
Philologie, (1902), pp. 195-210. This is the most recent 
detailed study on the life of Sextus Empiricus. 

Patrick, Pappenheim, Haas, Brochard, Zeller and Goedecke
meyer place Sextus late in the second century. Vollgraff 
(p. 201) argues that Sextus was head of the pyrrhonean 
School from 115 to 135 A.D .. Their views are discussed 
in detail in the pages which follow. 

E. Pappenheim, Lebensverh~tlnisse des Sextus Empiricus, 
(Berlin, 1887) p. 13; M. Patrick, Sextus Empiricus and 
Greek Scepticism, (Cambridge, 1899), pp. 8,10,14,20; 
V. Brochard, Les Sceptiques grecs, (2nd ed., Paris, 1932, 
reprinted Paris, 1959), pp. 314-315; M. Haas, Leben des 
Sextus Empiricus, (Burghausen, 1882), p. 15; A. Goedecke
meyer, Die Geschichte des griechischen Skeptizismus, 
(Leipzig, 1905, reprinted Darmstadt, 1968) pp. 266~ 274: 
E. Zeller, Die Philosophie der Griechen, (5th ed., ~d. by 
E. Wellman, Leipzig, 1923), vol. iii, pt. 2, pp. 10, 49. 

Sextus Empiricus' polemical treatises all begin with a 
survey of the dogmas, which have been asserted by the 
poets and philosophers throught the ages, which are re
levant to ·the topic which he proposes to study. He does 
not treat them in chronological order. Sextus Empiricus 
appears to be solely concerned with the fact that they 
were dogmatists. 

P.H. i 65. 

see: P.I1. i 69 ff. 

P.H. i 69. 

P.B. i 69. 

9. "Les historiens insistent, pour· fixer la date de Sextus, 
sur ce fait qu'il nomme le stolcien Basilides (M., VIII, 258), 
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, , 
qulon regarde generalement comme un des ma~tres de Marc-
Aur~le. Mais Zeller a montr~ qu'il s'agit peut-~tre ici 
d'un autre Basilides, compris dans la liste des vingt 
stoiciens dont un fragment de Diogene, recernment publi~ 
par Val. Rose (Herm~s, I, p. 370, Berlin, 1866), nous 
fait conna1tre les noms. Au surplus, quand. il serait , ,., .. 
acquis par la que Sextus est poster1eur a Marc-Aurele, 
ce fait ne jetterait pas une grande lumiere sur l'eqopue 
pr~cise de sa vie." Brochard, p. 3158 • 

10. E. Zeller, Die Philosophie der Griechen, vol. iii, Pt. 2, 
p. 10~. M. Patrick (p. 9) notes that Zeller accepted the 
view that Basilides was identical with one of the teachers 
of Mardus Aurelius in the second edition of the above 
mentioned work but rejected this view in the third edition 
of the same work. . 

11. see: M.i 1-6. 

12. D.L. ix 116. 

13. Goedeckemeyer (p. 266), Patrick (p. 9), Zeller (p. 10) ,and 
Brochard (p. 315) take the view that the Herodotus who 
Diogenes (D.L. ix 116) mentions was the Herodotus mention
ed by Galen (See Zeller, pp. 3, and 10~). L. Robin, 
pyrrhon et Ie scepticisme grec, (Paris, 1944), p. 197 dis
agrees with them. The evidence which Galen gives on the 
relation of the pyrrhoneans to the Medical Sects is 
scattered throughout his works. Zeller and Brochard provide 
the most detailed discussion of this evidence. They do not 
deal with this evidence separately but rather they intro
duce it into their discussions of the particular Sceptics. 

14. Patrick, p. 10. 

15. "Dass Sextus vor 220 gelebt hat, ergibt sich daraus, dass 
Hippolytus ihn in seiner zwischen 220 und 230 verfassten 
Widerlegung der Haeresieen benutzt hat ••• " Goedeckmeyer, 
p. 2661. H. Chadwick, in The Oxford Classical Dictionary 
(2nd ed. 1970), fixes Hippolytus' dates as c. 170 - c. 236 
A.D. The evidence, which Goedeckemeyer cites, would, at 
least, indicate that Sextus lived before 236 A.D. 

16. Patrick, p. 10. 

17. Suda or Suidas, Lexicon, ed. by I. Bekker, (Berlin 1854). 
The evidence in the Suda is quoted and examined at length 
when the views of Vollgraff are considered. (see pp. 27-38). 

18. "Wenn Suid. lIb, 714 Bernh. in seine Angaben fiber den ,., 
besprochenen Sextus aus Chaeronea, den Neffen Plutarch's, 
solche uber Sextus Empir. und des sen Schriften einmengt, 
einen Theil der letzteren aber (die 3 uns erhaltenen) 



Sp. 715 auch wieder einem L€~f05 A[~l\.' beilegt, so be
weist diess, wie l~ngst bemerkt worden ist, lediglich, 
dass in diesem Fall, wie bei Suid. Ofters, verschiedene 
Artikel durch einander gerathen sind." Zeller, p. 50, 
note 1 continued from p. 49. See Brochard, p. 316. 
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19. Haas, p. 6. Vo1lgraff also believes the Suda to be 
accurate. See: pp. 27-38. 

20. M. i 295. 

21. It has been 
of the sort 
home land. 
is too weak 
sideration. 

argued that Libya is given special attention 
that would suggest it was Sextus Empiricus' 
See: Patrick, p. 11. However, the evidence 
to support this view to merit serious con-' 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

27. 

28. 

29. 

P.H. i 83; M. xi 15, 16; P.H. iii 202, 205. 

P.H. i 84 ; P.H. iii 224; M. viii 147; M. ii 105. 

P.H. ii 98; M. viii 145; P.Il. iii 24; M. ix 368; M. i 87; 
M. i 148; M. i 228; M. i 246; M. ii 22,35,77; M. vi 14. 

P.H. ii 221; M. x 15, 95. 

P.H. i 149, 152; P.H. iii 211; M. i 218. 

Patrick, pp. 12-21. 

Patrick, pp. 12 and 13. 

P.H: ii 98 and M. viii 145 (Athens); P.Il. iii 221 (Alex
andria). The evidence as regards Athens is weak. All he 
says is that Athens is not in his line of vision at the 
moment that he lectures. Whether his view of Athens is 
simply blocked because he is in a room or not is made clear. 

30. P~H. iii 120. 

31. pappenheim, Der Sitz der Schule der griechischen Skeptiker, 
(Berlin, 1887), p. 4. 

32. See: P.H. i 152; P.B. iii 211, 214. "olO'! 'Y~t'-(J lle\l) ~"t(v 
~EY~fl~~ 'Tc(p~ I ~€" 1fePlro(l(, ,EGO~ etv~l ~fpe~ot-tl~(cl~, "Xp"O"e~ll' 

'trCl(POl ~e cpu, 1\00(.Ol, <:i1r~yope'\.lEO"edl VO~fJ rro1>'iO '1rOCt'l"'I"€lV J "all 
~ c." " I' '" ~" r 1ToIr, "1~lV J-lE:V 'f0 J,l0lXE'\)€l 6/'lTElP'~'O' C(l... , , 

Haas argues that "1T'df' ~\ttv II is referring back to "'tr~r« Se 
(P'J~\.OI(Ol~ ". J,The statement goes on: " •.. 1r~P~ SE Mo(nC()'e'rdl~ 
'~6LCX~.OeCtts EGe.l 1TC(plt~€£'60'~~l, cS~ E~bO~O~ 0 K"L5l~5 i:urOpE:l ••• " 
p.H. ~ 152. Th~s evidence ~s very weak. It could equally 
well be used to show that Sextus Empiricus was teaching at 
Persia! 
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34.' Haas does not attempt to show that the laws Sextus identi
fies with would not conform with the Greek laws also. 
Were he to argue this he would find himself in great dif
ficulty because Sextus does not speak of laws which are 
curiously provincial. In the late second century the 
general laws of Greece and Rome were almost identical. 

35. Haas, pp. 14 and 15. 

36. Patrick, p. 18. 

37. Patrick, p. 20. 

38. D. L. 'ix 116. 

3~. See: Zeller p. 50, note 1 continued from p. 49. 

40. See: p. 20 

41. patrick, p. 20. See: P.H. iii 32; M. vii 91, 202, 323, 
380; M. viii 7, 188, 220; M ix 363; M. x 318. 

42. Patrick, p. 21. 

4~. Patrick, p. 21. 

44. Brochard argues that Aenesidemus and his successors were 
purely interested in the negative end of destroying dog
maticism and put nothing in place of the standpoint they 
destroyed. He then contrasts the period of Menodotus and 
Sextus with their predecessors as follows: "Les sceptiques 
de la derni~re p~riode sontdes m~decins: s'ils veulent 
aussi, et de la m~memani~re, d~truire Ie dogmatisme ou la 
philosophie, c'est pour 1a remplacer par l'art, fonde sur 
1 'observation, par 1a medecine"c'est-a-dire par une sorte 
de science." p. 310. Patrick maintains that the ancient 

'Sceptics " .•• advocated a spirit of progress -- the forever 
seeking. The seeking of the pyrrhonists was in the 
direction of scientific research, particularly of 'empirical 
or inductive research." M. Patrick, The Greek Sceptics, 
(New York, 1929), p. 285. Brochard's views on this matter 
are discussed in Appendix Four (pp. 211-214), and Appendix 
Five (pp~ 236-240). Patrick's views are considered in 
Appendix Four (pp. 209-210). However, these appendices 
are more appropriately referred at a later stage in the 
thesis. 

45. P.lI. ii 238. 

46. M. i 260. 
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47. H. vii 202. 

48. M. i 61. 

49. Perhaps this is most obviously displayed in his discussion 
of the ten tropes. P.H. i 40-169. 

50. P.H. i 148. 

51. P.H. ii 52. 

52. 

53. 

54. 

55. 

56. 

57. 

58. 

59. 

60 

sextus does not relate personai information about himself 
as regards any aspect of his life. However, he writes 
from the standpoint of a pyrrhonean and does not ever speak 
as a member of the Hedical Sect. 

Brochard, p. 317; P. Natorp, Forschungen zur Geschichte 
des Erkenntnis Problems im Alterthum, (Berlin, 1884) 
p. 155; Patrick, p. 9 believes that Sextus Empiricus was, 
at least, an Empirical Doctor for the first part of his 
life and that he may have belonged to the' Methodic Sect 
later on. Zeller, p. 50, continued from note l.page 49, 
says that sextus' view may have altered under the 
influence of pyrrhonism but that he remained an Empirical 
Doctor. 

P.H. i 236-241; M. ii 327-328; M. viii 191. 

P.H. i 210-241, Chapters xxix-xxxiv. 

P.H; i 236-291, Chapter xxxiv: 

P.H. i 236. 

Natorp, p. 157, thinks that Sextus is only criticizing 
a particular doctrine of the Empirical School in its 
theory of knowledge but is not condemning the School at 
large. He says that it is only a minor philosophical dif
ference not concerned with medical practice. 

" c.'f iI... .. \ cf " 
" ••• O'U'rf ~pf.l(),,6l /Xi 'r~ O'KEtf'l"lKtJ '1"'\'" dtpen'll €KElV't\" 

«v~~C(~~~V!L". ,\.lOtA~O"'~ b' 't~" ,K~~o'Up.iv~\I J,lteo60\!, Q; 
l~OL bOK€l, S'\lVO(L.'T"O otv ~efLeV<t L ••• I P~II. i 236-237. 

P.H. i 237-241. 

61. P:H. i 241. 

62. M. viii 327-328. 

63. M. viii 191. 
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64. Patrick, pp. 4-S; Brochard, p. 317; Robin, p. 197. Robin 
(p. 197) proposes the following solution: " ••• dans Ie 
dernier chapitre du I. I de ses Hypotyposes, il consid~re 
les Methodiques comme repr~sentant l'orientation sceptique 
mieux que ne font les Empiriques, tandis qu'ailleurs 
(M. VIII, 191) il identifie ces deux dernieres orienta
tions. La solution la plus plausible de cette difficult~ 
est que, les Hypotyposes etant (c'est lui-m~me qui nous 
l'apprend, M. VII, 1),. ant~rieures ~ ses livres Contre les 
Dogmatiques, Sextus ait incline d'abord, entant que 
sceptique, vers Ie Methodisme, et soit venu plus tard au 
pur Empirisme, dont ces derniers livres refletent sans 
auccune ambigu'ite la these." I maintain that there is not 
a contradiction which requires an explanation. See p. 
17 ff. 

6S. Patrick, pp. 4-S. 

66. M. viii 191. 

67. Galen, Opera Omnia, ed. by Kuhn, (Lipsiae, 1826), 'Isagoge ' 
XIV 683: " ••. M~Yd'bOtos ~I\'L 1i~'ro~ o~ K~l ~\o(9l~QS' 
~Kp~'l"'t)Vl~N ~-oT'l1" (s.c. or"v lP.'trElPlK~" (UpE<1l\l ••• '). 

68. D.L. ix 116. 

69. The biographical note is quoted on pp.32-33. 

70. Dumont, p. 164 16; c. de Vogel, Greek Philosophy, (2nd ed., 
Leyde,1964), vol. iii, pp. l8S-186, believes that 
vollgraff's thesis is quite reasonable. 

71. Dumont, p. 164 16. In the pages which follow, I attempt to 
show that Vol1graff has simply ignored the evidence which 
the scholars, named in Dumont's quote, presented. 

72. Vo11graff, pp. 195-203. 

73. D.L. ix 116. 

74. Euphranor, Eubulur of A1exandr~a, Ptolemy, Sarpedon. 

75. Vol1graff, Pg· 196-197. 

76. Brochard, p. 232. 

77. See: Brochard, pp. 231-232. His discussion (pp. 228-240) 
onthe list given by D.L. (ix 216) is excellent. I am 
greatly indebted to Brochard in the present discussion. 
Indeed, all I am attempting to do is to whow that if 
vollgraff had taken account of the evidence which Brochard 
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presented that he would have seen that his own thesis is 
untenable. Vollgraff never refers to Brochard. 

78. Daremburg, Histoire des sciences, (Paris, 1870), p. 160; 
. Sprengle, Versuch einer pragmatischen Geschichte der 
Arzneikunde, chronologische Uebersicht, (Halle, 1800); 
Brochard, pp. 232-233. 

79. Vollgraff, p. 197. 

80. Vollgraff, p. 197. 

81. Vollgraff, pp. 197-198. 

82. Brochard (pp. 236-239) quotes and discusses the relevant 
evidence'given in Strabo and Galen on this matter. He 
argues that Zeuxis the Sceptic, Zeuxis the Empirical 
Doctor, and Zeuxis of the Herophilean School are three 
different individuals. 

83. 

84. 

see: -
see: 

Brochard, pp. 237-238. 

Brochard, pp. 238-239. 

85. Zeller, p. 5~. 

86. D.L. ix 116. 

87. Vollgraff, p. 200. 

88. Vollgraff, p. 200. 

89. Vollgraff, pp. 200-201. 

90. Brochard, pp. 313-314. 

91. Vollgraff, p. 201. 

92. Vollgraff, p~. 201-206. 

93. Quoted by Vollgraff (p. 203) from the Suda, article: 2l~~o~. 

94. Patrick, Gk. Scept., p. 264. 

95. Vollgraff, p. 202 3. Vollgraff's reference reads: "Voir 
H. Gelzer, Sextus Julius Africanus und die Byzantinische 
Chronographie (1898), p. 1 suiv." I have not been able 
to obtain this work. 

96. D.L. ix 116. 

97. vollgraff, pp. 202-203. 
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98. Vollgraff (p. 203) quotes this passage from Capitolinus. 

99. Vollgarff, pp. 203-204. 

100. Vollgraff, p. 204. 

101. Vollgraff, pp. 205-206. 

102. Vollgraff, pp. 206-207. 

103. Vollgraff, p. 207. 

104. Vollgraff, p. 204. 

105. M. i 295. 

106. Marcus Aurelius, Meditations, i 9. 

CHAPTER THREE 

1. P.H. i-4. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

sextus Empiricus does not claim any statement which he 
makes in any way final and exhaustive; however, he does 
express what appears to him ~o be the case. He,q~alifies 
the statement quoted above w~th such words as: E~KOS, 
t(jQ~, €'l>?oyQ5' • See p. 47 ff. 

Sextus Empiricus attacks the poets, grammarians, scientists 
of every variety. The only notable exceptions are those 
who do not assent to the truth or falsity of any propo
sition, who are involved in arts which are necessary for 
serving. needs which are fundamental for normal human 
functioning (i.e. physicians, farmers, teachers of reading 
and writing, etc.). 

The exceptions to this rule are when Sextus speaks of the 
Dogmatists and,only one sect or certain particular sect 
or certain particular sects uniquely address the matter at 
issue. He also speaks of the Academics as being Dogma
tists because they, in Sextus' view, positively assent to 
certain propositions. See: P.H. i 220-236. 

~: pp. 43 ff. 

P.H. i 1. 
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7. P.H. i 2. 

8. P.H. i 3. 

9. sextus Empiricus, in the chapter on the nomenclature of 
scepticism, writes: "cH O'K£'U1'lK~ 'TOlVW ~ylJy' KOI'AE'l'tc:il 
~~" t<<<\" ~l1'1""1nl(~ a1to eYEpYf-C~) T1~ K«~ 'TO (1)'TEN 
K~t . \1I(EfT'T~0"9\YL ... " P.H. i 7. JanaCek, Sextus Empiricus' 
Method, (Prague, 1972), chap. iv, argues that Sextus 
declares that the pyrrhoneans remain searching rather than 
unambiguously asserting the impossibility of K~~«~~~l~ 
in order to distinguish the pyrrhoneans from the Academics 
even though it is at .the cost of capriciously misrepre
senting his true position. He argues that 'theoretical 
postulate' (that the Pyrrhoneans remain searching) "was 

. t'" J "../ k 28 . never put 1nto prac 1ce. anace, p. • See: Append1x 
Four, pt. ii, pp. 204-209, and p. 43 ff. ---

10'. P.H. i 26. 

11. p.H. i 26. 

12. 

13. 

Although sextus Empiricus does not explicitly say this it 
would seem reasonable to say that this is what .he tries to 
demonstrate in his polemical treatises. where he attempts 
to show that what the history of philosophy has resulted 
in is an array of conflicting equally credible teachings. 

see: P.H. i 8, 12, 14, 15, and almost any passage indi
cating what the pyrrhonean way is. Perhaps, most illustra
tive, is the definition of pyrrhonism (P.H. i 8) which 
makes no mention of the search for truth. 

14. see esp.: P.H. i 8-10. 

15. P.H. i 12. 

16. see: P.H. ii 1-12; M. vii 440-446; M~ viii 463-481. In 
these passages Sextus Empiricus addresses himself to the 
argument of·the Dogmatists that the Sceptics have no basis 
upon which to refute the positions of ·others. 

17. P.H. i 8. 

18. P.H. i 187-209. See: Philip DeLacy, to\' p...~~o" and the 
Antecedents of Ancient Scepticism', Phronesis, 3, (1958), 
pp. 59-71. DeLacy examines the history of the phrase 'O~ 
J.t C/ 'A ~ 0" ' and concludes his discussion by considering the 
pyrrhonean use of the phrase. He writes: " ••• the pyrrhon
ists give a special meaning to 0" !-l a ~h" , or even trans
form it into another kind of sentence. It is not assertive. 
It makes neither an affirmation nor a denial, but merely 
reports the speaker's failure to assent to one alternative 



19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 
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rather than the other." p. 70. 

P.H. i 193. 

P.H. i 194-195. 

P.H. i 200. 

P.H. i 197. 

P.H. i 201. 

sextus Empiricus prefaces his Outlines by sayin~: " ... vept 
o~ 5 evo~ '1"0\1 "EX e"lO"o~iv(J\1 Gl.c(~ E. ~ Oil 0'13 ~.lEeC( t:J r O\JT(.)r 
E,XOV~O~ Ilr~V'J"(JS K"Qci1T'~~ ').iyo~~v, ~ ~~« l<O('I'Ct 'TO 'V~-J 
S>~lvo'J.Leyo'V ~~~v ~o"'iOplKSS' «1I'O(yyE.~~o~e-\1 1T'Eet e'l<~o"'To\)." 
P.H. i 4. Throughout his works he repeatedly indicates 
this. A. Naess, Scepticism, (New York, 1968) pp. 7-12, 
provides an excellent discussion on the Sceptical ways of 
announcement. 

25. ~: Appendix Four. 

26. M. viii 470-481. 

27. P.H. iii 280-281. 

28. P.H. i 4. Naess regards Sextus' characterization of him
self as reporting what appears to him chronicler-like as 
unfortunate. Naess, p. 7, writes:- "Even someone who is, 
in the usual sense of the word, merely a reporter of what 
appears to him at the moment to be the case would claim 
truth for his account of the appearances. He would affirm 
that this and not something else is how it really 'strikes 
him' at the moment." Naess, I believe, quite correctly 
points out that Sextus does not wish to be understood to 
be asserting how anything 'is' even that this is how such 
and such appears to me at the moment. Sextus, strictly 
speaking, uses language to indicate what appears to him 
without claiming to apprehend even how it is that he is 
being affected. He simply is affected in such and such a 
way and tries to indicate that without categorically 
stating that he has grasped how he is affected in such a 
way that he can accurately relate it. However, I think 
Naess unnecessarily reads meaning into Sextus Empiricus' 
phrase "Kc-'~~ 'T'O 'VuVc CP~L\10fA'\lO\l ~I-lt~ to',[,O?~I<WS 
~1J"clIyy~~~OI4E\I 'Ir€pt ~I«~~'TO'\) ." Sextus is merely indi-
cating how non-committal, non-judgemental attitude is in 
this phrase. He is not trying to indicate that he re
ports how things really appear to him as distinct from 
hoW things appear to appear to him. 

29. P.H. ii 13; M. vii 20-26. 
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30. Sextus Empiricus' discussion of the first of the ten 
tropes (P.R~ i 40-79) is a particularly good example 
of this. Also see the first of any of his polemical 
treatises. 

31. see: Appendix One, pp. 187-192. 

32. P.R. i 206; P.ll. i 35. 

33. P.lI. i 8. 

34. Patrick, Gk. Scept., p. 285. P. Hallie, Scepticism, Man, 
and God, (Middletown, Conn., 1964), p. 31~, when com
menting on the passage (P.H. i 4) in which Sextus says 
that the pyrrhoneans remain searching writes: "A 
typical and crucial pharse emphasizing the progress of 
seeking truth that was so precious especially to medical 
Sceptics like Sextus ••• ". There is not any substantial 
evidence which indicates that Sextus was actively in
volved in medical research. The inquiry and search that 
Sextus clearly seems to have in mind in P.lI. i 4 is the 
search of philosophy and not the practical arts. If 
Sextus' own treatises are to be taken as evidence of what 
he means by Sceptical inquiry it must be understood to 
mean persisting in showing the need to suspend judgement 
until the truth is apprehended and conclusively shown to 
have been apprehended. See: Appendix Three. 

CHAPTER FOUR 

1. see: P.H. i 12, 26-30; M. xi 141-167. 

2. 

3. 

see: p. 43 ff. This will be considered in greater detail. 
(see: p. 69 ff.) 

IIE1I'LO"XO-bO"l . bE C(~,.o1~ Oloy 'T'Uxu<.n~ 
QS' 0'1<l~ O'CS ~ 01 'tL • II P • II. i 29. 

4. ~: p. 45 ff. 

5. ~: p. 63 ff. 

6. P.H. iii 179-238; M. xi 42-110. 

7. P.R. i 27; M. xi 110-141. 

8. M. xi 42-110. 

9. M. xi 110-141. 
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10. follows: \ 
\ 

If"'t. I(O:l 1'(11(,,0\1 
) 

t,E: I. , 
Cl p.ct to( t<L 

11. P.H. i 25. 

12. see: p. 88 ff. 

13. M. xi 112. 

14. M. xi 112. 

15. M. xi 116. 

16. M. xi 116. 

17. 

18. M. xi 110. Title of chapter iv "Assuming that Good and 
Evil exist by Nature, is it possible to live happily?" 

19. M. xi 140. 

20. M. xi 110, 140. 

21- I mean"psychologica1 perturbation and not physical per-
turbation. Physical perturbation is considered separately. 
See: - p. 63ff. 

22. M. xi 140. 

23. M. xi 121-124. 

24. H. xi 124." 

25. M. xi 127. 

26. M. xi 135. 

27. M. xi 136. 

38. M. xi 208-209. 



CHAPTER FIVE 

1. M. xi 141-

2. ~: p. 57 ff. 

3. M. xi 141; also see: P.ll. i 10. 

4. P.H. i 10. 

5. P.H. i 27; M. xi 116; see: pp. 58 and 68. 

6. see: p. 75 ff. 

7.· M. xi 140; M. xi 208. 

8. " ••• al~El ~~pO\l'fCIr"'Q) 10<<<\ &I<L,,1{.,-QS' Kot't6t ""d~If" u 
M. xi 1. 
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9. P.H. i 10; M. xi 14. Again, it must be noted that I am 
only dealing with matters according to opinion. 

10. P.H. i 25. 

11. Cicero, De Finibus, i 12, 42; Aristotle, Nicomachean 
Ethics, i 1094a. 

12. P.H. i 25. 

13. see: p. 57 ff. 

14. P.H. i 28. 

15. P.H. i 12; see also: P.H. i 26 and 29. 

16. P.H. i 10. 

17. P.H. i 8. 

18. see: p. 56 ff. 

19. P.H. iii 280. 

20. The ten tropes (P.H. i 40-145) may be regarded as an attack 
on common sense. 

21. M. ix 48~195. 

22. P.H. i 145-169. 
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23. M. i 

24. M. v 

25. M. 
. . . and iv • ~~~ 

26. P.H. i 10. 

27. P.H. i·8. 

28~ P.H. i 32-33. 

29. Naess, pp. 21-25, provides an excellent discussion on this 
subject. 

30. Naess, (pp. 5, 6, 29 .•• ) who stands out as a commentator 
on Sextus Empiricus because he appreciates Sextus' ad hoc 
method of argumentation, speaks of 'the mature Sceptic'. 
The notion of a Sceptic becoming a mature Sceptic runs 
contrary to the fact that the Sceptic cannot ever either 
absolutely or by degrees establish a firm basis for,the 
suspensive attitude. He must remain open to the possibi
lity that truth will be apprehended and seen to be ap
prehended and he must not regard the arguments which he 
has previously raised against the Dogmatists as being con
clusive. The Sceptic, as distinct from the person in 
doubt, cannot become more suspensive since his suspensive 
attitude is an attitud~ of pure neutrality. 

31. see: p. 75 ff. 

32. P.H. i 36. 

33. P.H. i 36-38 (listed; P.H. i 40-169 (discussed) • 

34. P.H. i 164 (listed; P.H. i 165-178 (discussed). 

35. see: Chapter Seven. 

36. P.H. i 19. 

37. P.H. i 15. 

38. P.H. i 15. 

39. P.H. i 36-38, 165. 

40. P.H. i 10. 

"~1t'lC"XO.(jo-l S ~ , ~ ~ ~ ( , ~f 41- f\''t'OL~\ OlC\) 'T'l.IXU(CJS' ,~ cl. 'rt( P 11/ lIi 
ttrap"lI<O~OVe"l'T€V '-'5 O"klo( lT~~~'rl P.H. ~ 29. 

42. p.H. i 28-29. 
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43. M. xi 1. 

44~ P.H. i 12. 

45. P.H. i 28-29. 

46. P.H. i 25-26. 

47. M. xi 147-148. 

48. M. xi 148. 

49.· M. xi 151. 

50. P.H. i 29. 

51. M. xi 157. 

52. P.H. iii 236. 

53. P.ll. i 25-30. 

54. M. xi, 161. The first line is from Homer, Odyss. xix, 63. 

55. M. xi 150-152. 

56. M. xi 151. 

57. M. xi 156. 

CHAPTER SIX 

1. M. xi 163-164. 

2. The word '~~P~~lS ' means guarding, observing, observation. 
It is difficult to render this word in English in a way 
which accurately denotes Sextus Empiricus' meaning. When 
I say 'I observe a law or custom' I mean that 'I note and 
follow or obey a law or custom'. The word 'T'p~~l~ , in 
P.H. i 23 denotes that which the Sceptics note and follow 
or observe in practice. I have found it necessary to use 
the words 'rule' and 'regulation' and 'practical criterion' 
to denote this. . 

3. M. xi 1. 

4. M. xi 118. 

5. 
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" P.R. i 23. 

6. M. xi 161. 

7. see: Appendix Four, section v, p. 230 ff. 

8. P.H. i 23-24. see: P.R. i 237-241; M. xi 162-167; M. i 5-6. 

9. P.H. i 23. 

10. P.H. i 24. 

11. P.H. i 24. 

12. see: Appendix Two, p. 194 ff. 

13. Hodern interpreters of Sextus have tended to emphazise 
the fact that he says many things which are expressed in 
the modern movements in philosophy. They go so far as to 
speak of him as a positivist, a phenomenalist and so on. 
Their views are considered in Appendices Four and Five. 

14. c. Stough, Greek Scepticism, (Berkeley and Los Ange1e, 
1969), pp. (106-146) provides the most detailed and useful 
discussion of the subject matter which I consider in 
sections iii - iv. Stough's treatment of this subject 
matter has been a great aid to me. 

15. M. viii 56. 

16. M. viii 60.· 

17. M. xi 250-251. 

18. M. viii 356. 

19. H. ix 392. 
I 

20. see: E. Brehier, '.Le mot vo~~ov et Sextus Empiricus', 
ReVue des etudes anciennes, XVI, (1914), p.269, Dumont, 

. ~p~p~.~1~6~9--~1=7~3-,-·-a-n~d~S~t-o-u-g~h-,--pp. 107-115. 

21. M. vii 325-366. 

22. M. vii 293. 

23. P.H. i 19. 

·24. M. vii 293-294, 344. 

25. M. vii 297-301; M. x 437; M. xi 226. 

26. M. vii 301. 
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27. M. viii 56~ M. i 25. 

28. H. viii 21l. 

29. M. i 22; M. vii 297, 34.6 ; M. xi 226. 

30.' P.B. ii 72; see: M. vii 354, 381-384, 300. 

3l. P.B. ii 75; see: M. vii 357, 367-368, 384-385. 

32. M. vii 346. 

33. see: p •. 142 ff. 

34. P.lI. i 22. 

35. see: Dumont, pp. 173-175. 

36. For Arcesi1aus see: P.H. i 232-235; M. V11 158. 
For Carneades see: P.B. i 230-231; M. vii 166-189. 

37. For Sextus Empiricus' arguments against the criterion of 
the probable presentation ~: M. vii 435-439; M. viii 51-
55. 

38. P.H. i 232-235; M. vii 158. 

39. P.B. i 229-230. 

40. see: Appendix Five, section v, p. 230 ff. 

41. M. vii 199; P.B~ i 215. 

42. By 'grasped' I do not merely understand or know, in the 
sense that what they signify is understood. 

43. P.B. i 215; M. vii 199-200. 

44. P.H. i 2l5~ M. vii 199-200. 

45. see; p. 83 ff. 

46. This fact uniquely characertizes pyrrhonism. My argument 
against the interpretation of others focuses on this point. 
The Sceptical criterion, if it should be called a criter
ion, does not serve the purpose of indicating to them what 
the good or true is. Sextus assumes &r~f~S(~ is the end 
and praises Pyrrhonism because it, by some mysterious 
process, leads to the realization of that end. The 
pyrrhonean 'criterion' merely provides them with a solution 
to the problems inherent in living in.the finite realm of 
pursuit and avoidance. See; Appendix Five, p. 215 ff. 
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47. P.H. i 215. 

48. M. i 5. 

49. see: P.H. i 68, 224~ M. vii 128; M. ix 4, 21, 63; and 
especially M. i 272 ff. 

50. M. viii 53-54. 

51- P.H. i 19. 

52. P.H. ii 51-53; see: P.H. i 87-88. 

53. P.H. i 21-

54. P.H. i 2I. 

55. P.H. i 19. 

56. P.H. i 230. 

57. see: p. 86 ff. 

58. see: Appendices Four (p. 203 ff. ) and Five (p. 215 ff. ) 

59. P.H. i 23. 

60. P.H. i 22. 

61. P.H. ii 97-98~ M. viii 141. 

62. P.H. ii 97~ H. viii 141. 

63. P.H. ii 97; M. viii 147. 

64. P.H. ii 97~ M. viii 145. 

65. P.H. ii 98; M. viii 146. 

66. P.H. ii 98; N. viii 146. 

67. M. viii 143. 

68. P.H. ii 99~ M. viii 147. 

69. P.H. ii 99; H. viii 149. 

70. P.lI. ii 100; M. viii lSI. 

71. P.H. ii 101-102. 

72. P.H. ii 107 ff. ~ M. viii 159 ff. 
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73. P.lI. ii 118 ff. ; M. viii 161 ff. 

74. P.H. ii 120; M. viii 165. 

75. P.lI. ii 126; rt. viii 165. 

76. P.lI. ii 127; M. viii 169. 

77. P.H. ii 127 ff. ; M. viii 169 ff. 

78. M. viii 325-326. 

79. p.R. ii 97-99; M. viii 145-146. 

80. P.H. ii 204 

81. M. viii 152; see: P.H. ii 100. 

82~ P.H. ii 204. 

83. P.H. ii 102; M. viii 157-158. 

84. P.H. ii 102; M. viii 152-153. 

85. P~H. ii 102; M. viii 157-158. 

86. P.lI. i 18. 

87. P.H. ii 13 ff. 

88. M. i .6. 

89. M. i 49. 

90. M. i 52. 

91- M. i 51~ 

92. M. i 51; M. ii 13; M. v 2; P.H. ii 236 ff. 

93. see: p. 20 ff.; P .• H. .' 236 ff. ~ 

94. P.lI. i 237. 

95. P.lI. i 237. 

96. P.lI. i 238. 

97. see: Appendices Four (p. 204 ff.) and Five (p. 216 ff.) 

98. P.lI. i 229-231. 

99. P.lI. i 229-231. 
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100. M. ix 49. 

101. ~: Appendix Five, p. 222 ff. 

102. D. Hume, in an abstract of A Treatise of Human Nature, 
(Cambridge, 1938) p. 24. R. Popkin in 'David Burne and the 
pyrrhonean Controversy', Review of Metaphysics, Vol. VI 
(1952-53)y pp. 65-81, and in 'David flume: His pyrrhonism 
and Critique of Pyrrhonism', Philosophical Quarterly, 
Vol. 1 (1950-51), pp. 385-407, argues in support of the 
statement quoted. 

103. see: Appendices Four (p. 204 ff.) and Five (p. 216 ff.) 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

P.H. i 

M. vii 

P.H. i 

P.B. i 

P.H. i 

P.B. i 

P.H. i 

P.H. i 

CHAPTER SEVEN 

3l. 

345. 

40. 

40~ D.L. ix 79. 

44-54. 

44. 

55-58. 

59-62. 

9. see: Philo, De Ebrietate, ed. and trans. by F. Colson and 
G. Whitaker, (London: Heinemann; New York: Putman, 1930), 
vol. iii, 171 ff., and D.L. ix 79 ff. 

10. P.H. i 59. 

11. P.H. i 59-62. 

12. P.H. i 36. 

13. P.H. i 79. 

14. P.H. i 80-85. 

15. P.H. i 85-87. 

16. P.H. i 87. 
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17. P.H. i 88. 

18. P.H. i 89. 

19. P.H. i 36. 

20. P.H. i 92-94. 

21- P.H. i 94. 

22. P.H. i 96. 

23. P.H. i 97. 

. 24. P.H • i 98-99. 

25. P.H. i 98-99. 

26. P.H. i 100-101. 

27. P.H. i 101-114. 

28. P.H. i 114-117. 

29. P.H. i 118. 

30. P.H. i 118-120. 

31. P.R. i 121-123. 

32. P.H. i 36. 

33. P.H. i 124-129. 

'34. ·P.H. i 129. 

35. P.H. i 129-134. 

36. P.H. i 136. 

37. P.H. i 136. 

38. D.L. ix 87-88; Philo, De Ebrietate, 186-189. 

39. P.H. i 38-39. 

40. P.H. i 137-139. 

41- P.H. i 137. 

42. P.H. 138. 

43. P.lI. 138. 
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44. P.H. i 136. 

45. D.L. ix 88; Philo, De Ebrietate, 186. The assumption 
which they make is that for something to be truly grasped 
it must be apprehended as it is in and by itself. 

46. P.H. i 37. 

47. P.H. i 141-14'4. 

48. P.H. i 145. 

49. P.H. i 145-163. 

50. P.H. i 38. 

51- P.H. i 163. 

52. P.H. i 38. 

53. P.H. i 35. 

54. p.H. i 38-39. 

55. D.L. ix 88. 

56. stough makes the following remark which I find quite 
baffling: "Agrippa attracted considerable attention as a 
Skeptic and as the author of five Tropes. But since these 
arguments add nothing new to the epistemology of Greek 
Skepticism, they are not included in this study. Designed 
to furnish the Skeptic with a set of logical tactics to be 
employed in refuting arguments, they are simply more 
sophisticated weapons to induce suspense of judgement." 

57. 

58. 

59. 

60. 

61-

62. 

63. 

64. 

pp. 10-11. Stough is usually very thorough and careful to 
justify anything which she says. However, in this case, 
she simply makes the above assertion and leaves it at that. 

P.H. i 165. 

P.H. iii 235; P.H. iii 135; M. viii 118. 

P.H. i 165. 

P.H. i 20. 

P.H. i 164. 

see: p. 151 ff. 

P.H. i 164. 

P.H. i 173. 
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65. P.H. i 164. 

66. P.H. i 169. 

67. M. vii 204, 369. 

68. P.H. i 170-172; M. vii 388. 

69. P.H. i 173-174. 

70. P.H. i 173. 

71. P .?H. i 175. 

72. P.H. i 175-177. 

73. P.H. i 177. 

74. P.H. i 178. 

75. P.H. i 178-179. 

76. P.H. i 179. 

77. P.H. i 179. 

78. I have reservations about whether the two tropes came 
after the five because there is little evidence to go by. 
However, if they said what sextus Empiricus says they said 
in P.H. i 179 then it would s~em reasonable to suppose 
that the two tropes came after the five. 

79. P.H. i 181-185. 

80. P.H. i 180. 

APPENDIX ONE 

1. Hallie, p. 4. 

2. N. Maccol1, The Greek Sceptics, (London, 1869), p. 87. 

3. Naess, pp. 1-2. 

4. Naess, p. 7 ff. 

5. Naess, pp. 14-15. 
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APPENDIX TWO 

1. stough, p. 1. 

2. This Appendix is not directed so much against stough as 
against the view expressed in this quote. Stough does 
treat the pyrrhoneans rather abstractly in that she only 
deals with their epistemology and thus does not adequate
ly represent the spirit of pyrrhonism -- pyrrhonism as 
a way if not a system. This is perhaps the main weakness 
of her book. However, it was necessary for her to limit 
the scope of her study in this manner in order to be able 
to focus on the epistemological questions. 

3. Patrick, The Gk. Scept., p. 386. 

APPENDIX THREE 

1. P.H. i 7. 

2. M. i 53. 

3. M. iii 2. 

4. P. H. i 210. 

5. M. x 215-218. 

6. P.H. i 222. 

APPENDIX FOUR 

1. P.H. i 1-4. 

,. " 27 ff. 2. Janacek, p. 

3. see: pp. 209-210. 

4. see: pp. 211-214. 

'v 27. 5. Janacek, p. 

6. Janacek, p. 27. 
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7. 
hi 28. Janacek, p. 

8. 
;-./ 

Janacek, pp. 27-:-28. 

9. P.H. i 233. 

10. P.H. i 200~ Janacek, p. 28. 

11. P.H. i 201. . 
,<t/ 

12. Janacek, p. 28. 

13. 
~.; 

Janacek, p. 28. 

14. P.H. i 26. 

15. P.H. i 179. 

16. P.H. iii 45. 

17~ P.H. iii 55. 

18. P.H. iii 50. 
,,, 

19. 19. Janacek, p. 

20. P.H. i 203. 

21. Macco11, pp. 93-94. 

22. Patrick, . p. 285. 

23. Patrick, pp. 303-304. 

24. Brochard, p. 331. 

25. Brochard, pp. 360-363. 

26. see: p. 108ff. 

27. Brochard, pp. 364-365. 

28. Brochard, p. 364. 

29. Brochard, p. 37.3. 

30. Brochard, p. 373. 

31. P.H. i 222. 

32. P.H. i 236. 

33. P.H. i 241. 
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APPENDIX FIVE 

1. see: Encylopedia of Philosophy (New York, 1967), vol.5, 
Art. 'Logical Positivism' and vol. 6 Art. 'Positivism'. 

2. H. Reichenbach, The Rise of Scientific Philosophy, 
(Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1966), p. 325. 

3. Reichenbach, pp. 304-305. 

4. see: J. Passmore, A Hundred Years of Philosophy (Middlesex, 
1966), p. ~67ff. 

'. 
S.R. Chisholm, 'Sextus Empiricus and Modern Empiricism', 

Philosophy of Science, 8, (1941), p. 371. 

6. Chisholm, p. 372. 

7. Chisholm, pp. 374-375. 

8. see: Appendix Four, p. 209ff. 

9. Chisholm, pp.-376-377. 

10. Naess, p. 21. 

11. Naess, p. 20. 

12. Chisholm, p. 377. 

13. Chisholm, p. 38I. 

14. M. viii 118. 

15. 'Dumont, in his preface to Hegel's SceEticisme et Philoso-
phie, trans. and ed. by B. Pauquet, (Paris, 1972), pp. 7-S. 

16. Dumont, Le Sce]2t. et Ie Ehen. , p. II. 

17. P.H. i 215. 

18. Dumont, Le Scept. et Ie phen. , p. 232. 

19. Dumont, Le SceEt. et Ie phen. , p. IS!. 

20. Dumont, Le SceEt. et Ie Ehen. , p. 176. 

21. Dumont, Le SceEt. et Ie Ehen. , p. 237. 
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22. P.H. iii 179. 

23. P.R. iii 254. 

24. Brochard" pp. 414-415. 
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Note 

The most comprehensive bibliography on Sextus 
Empiricus available today appears in Jean-Paul 
Dumont's book, Le Scepticisme et Ie phenomene. 
I have included in the above bibliography a 
number of studies which I have not used in my 
thesis in order to make available in English 
a more comprehensive bibliography than has 
previously been available. 


